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PATTERNS

NEW

That can lx* purchased at a bargain.
These are
something entirely new, and their style is easily distinguishen from the patterns usually carried.
We also have a full stock of ODI> DHKS8KRS,
COMMoUKS, BEDSTEADS. the latter in txith
wood and iron. Purchases amounting to, say, $20,
will be delivered anywhere in Hancock county.
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Mrs. C. A. Hanscom, of Baltimore, arweek to spend tbe summer!
here.

^

rived last

;3
^

KLLSWOKTII.

minstrels will

Hancock ball next Monday

pear at

Miss Alma Steele, who has been emin Boston tbe past two years, is at
home.

^

------

arrangements.
A partnership has been formed by Mrs.
8. I). Wiggin and Edward G. Moore, to
continue the apothecary business st the
corner of Main and Water st reets.
The
new firm is styled Wiggin A Moore.

Tommy Donnelly’s

^

W. CUSHHAN & SON,

NKW ADVEKTIMKM KNTH THIS WEEK.

Harbor I^tnd Co.
Portland:
Oren Hooper's Sons—Lawn swings.
New York:
Major Cement Co—Major’s cement.

3

RECEIVED

WE HAVE Jt'ST

decided upon.

Tyler, Fogg A Co—Municipal bonds.
Kittkry, Me;
Stockholders’meeting of the Lamolne A Hat*

|

CHAMBER SETS.
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;
;
;
;
;
;

TUB

Reliable Home and Foreign
Lowest Rates {.■ompatible with

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
E Kno—Cottage for sale or rent.
K E Parker—House for sale.
Electrical works wanted.
Uonroe Holmes—Notice to tax-pavers.
Geo H Grant—Insurance and real estate.
Hancock hall—Passion Play.
Km-kland, ftluehtll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Mummer schedule
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
W It Parker Clothing Go—Clothing.
Class convention.
North Lamoink:
Mrs Lois GUpatrick—Dog lost.
East Okland
Fred 9 I^ach— Freedom notice.
Ha k Hakiiok, Mk
(Mrs) I. W Ford—Land for sale.
It A NOOK

ELLSWORTH, ME.

W’K RBPKF4IBNT

|
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General INSURANCE AGENTS,

I

ployed

^

Bertha Giles arrived home from
college Saturday for the summer
vacation.
Mis*

Oberlin

Alex.

burry for some things; but the sooner
you place dependable Fire Insurance on
Ho hurry in and see us about
vi,ur pro|>erty* the lietter it will is1 fur you.
this lire protection plan; or write ns and let us hurry to you.
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(}. H. Grant

Company,

vacation.

walk has been laid on
street, from State street to the
creamery.
Senator Hale hose company will not
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STYLES

§

AVALSIFS,
KI.LaWOKTII,

I

F. Jordan, who is teaching in
Chelsea, Mass., is at

of the schools of

home for the

vacation.

summer

Moore, principal of the Putnam, Conn., high school, arrived home
Friday for the summer vacation.
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Monday settling

ago,
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pleased to

were

was

fall several weeks

a

see

him
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again

lust week.
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Rehekah lodge will have an
Monday, July 23. by steamer
“Catharine”, to some point not yet decided upon.
Nokomis

i

excursion

Ii

on

Mrs. Lewis Friend, Mrs. 1. L. Haiman
and daughter Doris will leave this week
for a visit of two weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
David Friend at Caribou.

1

y
y
y
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AND A

FOURTH

Call and

gee

ICE

to

Also some BEDDING PLANTS which are
left on hand will be sold this week and next at
low prices.

if there ig

anything you

want.

CIGARS,

Special

50c. TO $5.00.
J. A. THOMPSON.
t

when* In* hpi'irm work this wppIt

Manufacturer’s

the

t«*11

mm

national

bank.

Parker takes with him the best wishes

of many Ellsworth friends. His mother
will remain in Ellsworth during the summer,

at

least.

Miss Addie Austin has

telegraph operator

position

a

for the

summer

at

as
one

the largest hotels in Bethlehem, N. H.,
of the most popular and most beautiful White Mountain resorts.
Her many
Ellsworth friends are glad to Know she is
so p i:a sail tty situated.
of

one

digestion.

Alma F. SiNby, formerly of this
granddaughter of the late John D.
K'chards, was graduated, summa cum
iaude, at Uadcllffd college, Cambridge,
last week.
Miss Silsby’s many Ellsworth
Miss

city,

a

Alum baking powders are low priced, as alum costs but
two cents a pound ; but alum is a corrosive poison and
It renders the baking powder dangerous to use in food.

friends

congratulate her on her attainment, and the honor attending it.
I). N.
a

id

Hardacker,

of the best known
travelling salesmen

one

popular

most

Dennisport, Mass.,
news

of his death

his

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

home at

was

The

liemenyi

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Promised.
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heard with deep re-

last
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to

supplied

to

concert

COMINfl KVKNTS.
is

company

scheduled to make its first

appearance in

GOODS.

CREAM,
SODA,
TOBACCO

AND

Sale of Candles

at

home

from

fall.
to

After a
return to

Sunday
place
Monday. A limited number of
tickets will he «old to the public beside
those

tickets
store

be

t

Sunday
at E. F. Robinson’s
school.

morning.
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ing about 8 p.
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E

E.

Wednesday, July 4. at Hancock
by Dirigo athletic c ut?.

H. F.
McKenzie,

Friday and Saturday, July 6 and 7, at
hall—“The Passion Play,” a

Hancock

services are ueing

road, where religious
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u. x\u

veil

isis.

being
prophecies
given by Eld. J. 1$. Goodrich and other
been
a
There
has
attendworkers.
good
ance.
Meetings this week will be held on
Lectures

the

on

are

one

gor,

here.

way

show

for this

organization,and
a musical entervery high order, than by

time listen to
n

of

the

famous old

two

Ban-

masters

bailing from that port and well known in
Ellsworth, sank off Sequin Sunday. She
bound

was

from

Port

Reading

for Ban-

gor with coal.
The “Walker”

large tent has been pitched in the lot
the residence of John Lymthe Falls

better

Hu ugor Schooner Host.
The schooner “Kate Walker,” of

Joy,
were

adjoining

on

exploitation
no

j

was built at Brewer iu
1860. Her captuin was C. H. Jordan, of
Orland. The crew
left
the
sinking
schooner in a boat and were picked up by
a

Bangor bound vessel.
Capt. Ered Segebath,

sailed the

Ellsworth,

of

“Walker” last year.

WHOLESALE anil RETAIL

Saturday.

cement, and home.

DRUGGIST.

the

Boston.

PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES

EQUITABLE

AND

beyond coniparUon. INSU RE NOW.
U. O. HOIHiKINS, Agent.

MAIL

ORDERS

SPECIALTIES.

PATENTS.
Solicitor.
I

Ellsworth,

was

carry

“Leonora” arrived there
Friday morning at 9 o’clock. At 5 that
afternoon she had discharged her cargo
of 1,500 barrels of cement; at 6 m the
evening she

ing

Maine.

a

fine concert hand and orchestra.
A
Seats

she

was

out; at 6 the next
Ellsworth.

came

at

even-

Several schooners were being repaired
the Ellsworth shipyards last week.
The schooner “Minueola” was on the marine railway to have a new keel in place
of one knocked off at Hell Gate on her
last trip, when she was towed ashore.
The “David Faust” was having new hatch
combings and a general overhauling.
The old schooner “Victory” has had new
waterways put in, and minor repairs.
The work on these vessels was done by

(Continued

on

page 8.)
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The

Children 15e. On sale at Wiggin’s.
July 9, at Hancock hall—Tommy Donnelly’s big minstrels, under management
of Frank A. Owen, of Bangor.
Monday, July 9—Picnic of C< gregational Sunday school by boat to <'astine,

leaving coal wharf at 8

Mosl

5
Adults, 50 cents; children under
twelve, 25 cents.
Two weeks beginning July 10—Summer
school for teachers at Ellsworth.
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hall—

auspices
tickets,

Monday, July 23 Annual excursion,
Daughters of Rebeaah on sttamer “Catherine”.

Aug. 6 or 7 (date to he settled later»
hiihuhI excursion Monaghan's hand to
East Bluehill.

Wednesday, Aug. 15 —Butler reunion at
Kalugador spring, Eastbrook.
No Trot
Tue t
o

»

tl

Hindi ill.

*
BlueFourth Iirh been declared off-

announced to be I.eld

ot
e

What Shall We Have for Dessert?
This question arises in the family every
Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-Ot

day.
a

delicious

and

healthful

dessert.

Pre-

in two minutes
No boiling! no
baking! simply add boiling water and set
to cool
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. (Jet a package at
your grocer’s to-day. 10 cts.

pared

211)6 crtisrmmtc.

hot" weather
CLOTHING
IS
ON TOP,
ami many have availed them-

satisfying qualpast week. You’ll

ities the

fact that

holders

16, at Hancock

concert company, under
Ei’swnith festival chorus.
•, 50c and 75c.

rm’iiyi

selves of its

I ^

on

Th.irsday,

July

style,

Evidence of the

lg the

Tickets

a. in.

sale at E. F. Robinson's store

like the weights,

safety of

2 Trustworthy
^
(•

I

famous

25c.

su-
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^

of the

Tickets, ioe. and

play at Obcrammergau.

are

JFfnsntial.

The

at

OF

She

days on the trip. That time perb parade will l»e given at noon.
been equalled, but Capt. Bonsey broke nowon sale at Wlggln’s.—Advt.
record for getting quick discharge in

moving pictures

series of

hill

alternates; Carlton McGown, N.
H. Higgins, D. E. Hurley, John E. Doyle,
Joseph M. Higgins, F. L. Frazier, W.
H. Dresser.
A

in

can

(tail—

Ball

attending this concert.
Announcement more in detail will be
given the public iHter in the week.

follows:

Colin

same

tainment of

W.

Greely was chosen chairman and I). E
Hurley secretary. Delegates were elected
to the State convent ion

public

appreciation

at the
caucus was

Monday

hall

The

m.

A democratic
cock

sold

Thursday

will leave

has

FRUIT.

Bangor, He.

will

the

seventeen

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

Security, Strength, Safety and Solidity

E. J. HUNT,
25 E. M. Square,

Then, too, the purpose for which this
concert is
given should not he overlooked. The Ells wort h festival chorus is
deserving of support and encouragement.
ItH work for the past three seasons is too

take

next

Boston with

iUjbcTtisrmrntB.

The reconi of the past in the
beet guarantee of the future.
The

will

Pond, is oue of the delegates
to the Kansas City convention which
Wednesday, Thursday and SatDonneU’ys Minstrels Coining,
starts in on its work to-day. He left Ells- Tuesday,
The ever popular favorites, Tommy Don- i
urday evenings. There will be three serworth last Friday.
vices next Sunday. Seats free, and the nelly's minstrels, will appear at Hancock hall
The annual reunion and banquet of the
on next .Monday evening.
The company Is as
is cordially invited.
Ellsworth high school aluinui association public
before under the management of Mr. Frank A.
The
schooner
Koland
“Leonora”,
Capt.
will be held at Manning hall ThursOwen, manager of the Bangor and Augusta
day evening. The programme for the Bonsey, arrived Saturday, after a quick opera houses, which Is a sure guarantee of the
post-prandial exercises has not been fully trip from Franklin to Koudout, back to excellence of the attraction. The
company

SUPPLY OF

JULY

Cast ii.e

elected

orchestra will furnish the music.

from Great

LELAND, 23 Haiti St.

Id
*

FROM

FULL

OF

THE

HAMHOCKS

portant cities and towns of Maine.
E. E. Parker left Sunday for Lewiston,

Dirigo

been employed wince last
short visit home he expects
Massachusetts.

Cj’

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE,

conferring

At a meeting of the board of education
Monday, the “Natural Geography” series
was adopted for the Ellsworth schools.
Tins is a modern system of teaching geography which is iu use ill most of the im-

burner

V
Q

it is necessary to dispose of many plant*, even
at a sacrifice, which otherwise would be kept.

the

upon him of thp degree of LL. D. Judge
Wiswell was graduated from Bowdoin
with the class of ’73.

Maddocfcs,
Brady,
John H. Bresnahan, Charles A.
The following
B.
Stuart.
George

committee

Josiab 11. Higgins is

O
Q

be made In the location of the

Chief Justice Wiswell was honored by
his alma raster, Bowdoln college, at Com-

of the Dirigo
athletic club will give a ball at Hancock
hall on the evening of the Fourth. The
football

John W. Brimmer, of Minneapolis, the
twelve-year-old son of Frank H. Brimmer, formerly of Ellsworth, is visiting
his uncle, John H. Brimmer, in ;hia city.

FIRE- FIRE
CRACKERS

change

der possesses pecurj**
p
1 he rood
liar qualities not
found in other leaviVlOre
ening agents, which
Healthful arise from the superior fitness, purity
and healthfulness of its ingredients.
Royal Baking Powder leavens the
food perfectly by its own inherent
power without changing or impairing
any of the elements of the flour.
Thus the
hot-breads, hot-rolls
and muffins, and the delicious hot
griddle-cakes raised by the Royal
Baking Powder are wholesome and
digestible, and may be eaten without
distress, even by persons of delicate

H. F. Maddocks, the Ellsworth member
democratic county committee, said
Monday that the democratic county convention would be held at Hancock hall
probably on July 28. The call has not yet
been issued.

by

R°yal BakIngPow-

Makes

of the

mencement last week

j
I

gret by bis ninny friends in Ellsworth.
He leaves a wife and three children.

Frank E. Mace, the doughty democrat

Because of the

Powder

Eben R. Haley, of Gardiner, Lyman A.
Cousens, and Edward 8. Anthoine, of
Portland, E. R. Kelley, of Island Falls,
Bowdoln 1902, are guests of C. E. Bel tatty
at tne Bellatty cottage, Contention cove.

with

Friends of Charles H. Emery who

severely injured by

|

REMOVAL SALE.

Charles H. Emery, for the Ellsworth
estate company, has sold a lot on
State street, on the Pond estate, to John
E. Moulton, of Ellsworth Falls. Mr.
Moulton will build.
real

/isitiug Ellsworth, died at
Senator

pair

handsome

a

horses from Sheriff Charles

The

D

from in front of the house, and grading
lawn.

down the

I

I

I

appearance by the
removal of the fence and some of the trees

|

QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQCO

VTOTH K M IIK UK BY lilYKN
that fmm this d »te the apothconducted
ecary l-uidne** heretofore
under the name of !i. I> VVljtgln will
be continued at the same place, corner Main and Water streets, by the
under-igned. under the firm name of
Wlggtu X Moore.
IlKi.rN I. WiooiM,
Ki-waki* li. Muokk.
.1.» r h. I ii
.. I1 "

em-

Royal Baking

State street

on

in

in EllsEllsworth on Monday evening, July 16,
A pile of waste rope ends in the buildp'antation
under the auspices of the Ellsworth festifor work on the roads this spring.
ing on State street used as a box factory val chorus.
£ agents
The Lewiston Journal Saturday printed
by H. B. Phillips, caught tire last Satur♦
This concert will he similar to the
O a
portrait of Prof. *11. C. Emery as I he day noon from a small oil stove u.**ed in Maconda concert which was such a great
heating glue. An alarm was turned in» success when given a year ago last May
frontispiece to its magazine supplement.
The race announce! to be held at but the tire companies were not needed, under the same auspices.
The company consists of Herr Victor,
* Mountain park, BlueMli, on the Fourth, the tire being stamped out by those near
at iiand.
the renowned Hungarian pianist, Miss
has been declared off, as the races did not
till.
Next Friday and Saturday the famous Marguerite Hall, the distinguished mezWalter Wheatley, the
John W. Wyman, of Waltham, Mass., “Passion Play’’, now being performed at zo-soprano, and
with his son Raymond, is visiting his Oberammergau, will be illustrated at noted tenor.
This concert ought to till Hancock hall.
Hancock hall in a series of
moving
Clerk L. B. Wyman and
Me. £ parents, City
pictures, accompanied by a descriptive The artists, though new to this locality,
wife.
i
Wherever they
lecture by Prof. H. A. Starkweather, of are of the highest order.
Della Bragdon, of Franklin, is visiting
Boston. The exhibition is well spoken have appeared in this country, singly, or
her uncle, Carl Donnell, In Ellsworth
and promises to t-e well worth seeing.
grouped as here, they have created unShe will remain here until after tue of,
bounded enthusiasm.
excursion
of
the
The
Congregational
Fourth.

sthattox jc wescott,
ELUWUKTII,.M E'

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

tor

has

_

l

AT

1
2

week
he

improved

27

"■

_

■

0

\. America spend* over flOO.OQO.OO) yearly
for painting.
i Protecting and beautifying property Is the
sole u*e of paint
:t
Italu w.tur anil -un-hlne are the worst
enemies of paint
4.
To best light .. foe* paint must be just
elastic enough and ju-i hard enough,
5.
Carbonate of ic.pl and linseed oil are absolutely essentia' In a go.nl paint.
|Us«d on a proper mixture of these two.
which
there mu*l »*• :» rombl..atio.. of ptgmen
N,> slngl- pigment, used
will allot thorough v
requirement*.
alone with oil. wil nn-w
7. It 1-. x«. tty thS prrf-rt hI.uv, or binding
together of it- Ingredient-, which Is claimed for
Heath X Milligan*- ••Bet" -r« pared paint
Furls nine tear- "f successful xpcrlencc
and fair dealing nave put the Heath X Milligan
tnunuMfg.t o at the head of \incrien’* paint
fact u re r*.
9.
Tin* firm ha- never to! i an untruth about
Its output
10. It claims Its "Best prepared paint Is the
beat.
*OLt> liv

last

where

short visit with relatives.

Miss Ella

TEN PAINT POINTS.

left

ploy ment in the navy yard.
John W. Snow and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Knowlton Monday.
I)r. O. M. Drake and wife, and Howard F. Butler and wife arc in Ellsworth

JOY.

only....*

The KINworili

Ernest L. Curtis

Charlestown, Mass.,

,

|->

Fourth.

the

N

I

abbtrtiMnwnt*.

The committee In charge
to make final

The William Black place
has been

in

!

Tuesday afternoon

met

Mr.

Having nearly eomplet>d the class pictures. I
will make rites to all scholars and teachers
few

crushed-rock

Church

M«.

SCHOOL RATES
ON PICTURES
a

home from the
Hrtgerl by is
of Vermont for the summer

University

on

for

American.

CUiitiwtlj

the lit,

the color, the

the

prices

of

our

SUMMER CLOTHING.
dressy, shapely, durand above all, cheap
and economical.
Iiusy as
Cool,
able

bees

—

all the time

clothing,
and our prices

our

—

our
are

because
methods

right.

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
CLOTHIERS.
First Nat l Bank

Bldg.

I. L. Halm aw,

Mgr.

I

CHRISTIAN FftDFAYOR.
T*ple Pop the Week VtvKlnnln* July
H‘ Comment by Rev. S. H. Doyle.
Tone.—The power of small thing*.—Mark !▼,
•0-32.

The parable of the mustard seed

re-

particular explanation
elaboration. It is simply a readily

*>r

quires

no

3W)rrtisrmmts.

fllutual Bcncht Column

H’HABOD NORTON

l*. 8. Pays Claim, Some Hancock
ounty People Will Have a Share.
Helpful
The Maine paper* have been printing
Earnest Letters from Women Remuch about the Ichabod Norton claim
The purposes of this column are succinctly
lieved of Pain by Mrs. Pink ham.
Said the first, "You will hardly belter* It,
against the United States government
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mu- ;
44
Dear Mra. Pinkiiam :
Before I under the French spoliation act, which
But I can assure you It’s true—
tual benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful. |
A man with a pal!
amounts to several hundred thousand dolltelng for the common good, It Is for the com- | commenced to take your medicine I
Threw
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Insuds on my tall!
was in a terrible state, wishing myself
lars.
According to report, some papers
Now I think that Is cruel, don’t you?"
formation and suggestion, a medium for the in
dead a good many times. Every part
which were necessary to establish the
terrhangeof ideas. In this capacity It solicits of
Said the second, "That’s very atrocious,
my body seemed to pain in some claim, but which could not be found, have
communications, and Us success depends large- j
At time of menstruation my
But a worse thing happened to me—
way.
lately come to light.
lv on the support given it In this respect. Com
A boy with a stone
was something terrible.
I
If the claim is settled, many Hancock
muntcatlons must l*e signed, but the name of suffering
broke my backbone.
Almost
writer will not »*e printed except by permission. thought there was no cure for me. but ! county families would be benefited, a*
Now what do you think of that?” said he.
Communications will be subject to approval or
after taking several bottles of Lydia
live
of
Ichabod
Nortou
descendants
but
none
many
rejection bv the editor of the column,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound all I in this
Said the third, "My fate was the hardest.
will t>e rejected without good reason. Address
vicinity. The following genealogall communications to
And I in prove It. Ju*4 now
bad feelings were gone.
1 am now
my
record of Ichabod Norton’s de*et*ndical
The America*.
A man knocked me list
well and enjoying g«>od health. I shall
K1 Is worth. Me.
ants through hi* son IiCtnuel Norton may
When
I looked at a cal'
Mutual Benefit Column.
always praise your medicine.**—Mrs. be of interest to many, and perhaps furnWasn’t that too bad* Ifc»w wow!”
Amos Feschler, Box 226, Romeo. Mich.
ish the link for some to connect a claim
TWO PATHS.
But the three little dog- di not mention—
Female Troubles Overcome
with the Norton fortune:
I chose me su< h a pleasant path
The first, that tn’d -tolen some sprats;
De \ r Mrs. Ptx k !i a m : l had female
| I^emuel Norton was born in F.dgartown,
Wherein to stray
The next that hr ran
trouble, painful menses, and kidney
Mass., June 2, 1785, wan married March 3b,
Where cool boughs, with alluring grace,
At a pooi’ blind man.
complaint., also stomach trouble. A lout S ISOS, to Mary Norton, and died at TreO'er hung my way.
Ami the third that lo* haunted the cats.
a year ago I happened to pick tip a
Mra. Norton
Red roses gn w around my feet.
tnont. Me
Sept. 18,
i Thus these three little dog* were talking,
And wild bird’s song
paper that contained an advertisement died Jan. IS, 1S48, at Montville, Me.
And many little folk* do the same;
weird
and
with
sweet,
music,
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable ComBeguiled
The children of the above couple and
They tell of a story
My steps along.
pound. and when 1 read how it had the grandchildren of Ichabod Norton from
That
redounds to their glory.
Before me glowed, in sunset’s fire.
helped others. 1 thought it might help the destruction of whose vessel* by France
But forget where they well deserve blame.
Mountains, rose-crowned;
I' the claim originated, were as follows:
me. and decided to give it a trial.
HaUaic+tl Ktgttter.
There lay the goal of my desire—
did so. and as a result am now feeling
Shubael Dunham Norton, born at CasAmbition's bound.
(ilorliMii News
perfectly well. 1 wish to thank you for tine. May 25, 1S10, married Alwina AtherBut lo! a baud so gently turned
the benefit jour medicine has been to ton; died in Portland, June 12, 1876.
Comes from I)r. I) B. L'argile, of Washita,
My steps aside.
me."—Mb*.Clara Stiehkr. Oilier. Neb.
From where the scarlc t roses burned.
Mary Jenkins Norton, born at Brooks- I. T. lie w rites: “Four bottle* of Electric
Where pleasures bide;
No florc Pain
Tille, Sept. 1, 1812, married (1st) Benjamin Bitters bare cured Mrs. Brewer of scrofula,
44
A clear voice whispered, soft and sweet,
Dear Mrs. Pixkham :—Your VegeNorwood Brown, who died in 1831, and which had caused her great suffering for
“Hear child. l*e still.
table Compound has been of much
Oliver Manu Norwood, of Mt. l>e#ert, years. Terrible sort* would break out on
(2d)
It Is not t*est thst foolish f et
her head and face, and the best doctors
benefit to me. When my menses first
who died at Mt. Desert, Feb. 5, 1879. Mary
could give no help; but her cure Is comwhere
will.
Stray
they
This
appeared they were very irregular. died at Ellsworth, Feb. 22, 1900.
plete and her health is excellent
Before the wl*hed-for mountainside
Iyetnuel Norton, jr., born at Brookavllle, shows what thousand* have proved that
They occurred too often and did not
Tour feet may gain,
is th»* l**nt blood-purltier
Electric
Bittern
leave for a week or more. I always
1814, lost al sea, 1838, unmarried.
I will they follow where I guide
known.
It’s the supreme remedy for
suffered at these times with terrible
Thro’ vales of pain.”
Rebecca Pink ham Norton, born at eczema, tetter, salt rheum, ulcers, bolls and
Rebellious, blinded with hot tears,
pains in my baek and abdomen. Would Brooksville, Oct. 7, 1S16; married Capt. running sores It stimulates liver, kidneys
and bow el*, expels poisons, helps digestion,
I turned my feet.
De m LH.H1 ior several nays aim woujo
Ephraim Pray; died at Tremont, May 7, builds
up the strength. Only 50cents. Sold
So dreading In my anxious fears.
1
not be exactly rational at times.
1896.
by?*. D. Wioniiv. Druggist*, (iauranteed.
What 1 might meet.
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mehitable Newbury Norton, born at
But lo, again, flowers decked my way
Compound. an«l menses l**vame regular Brooksville, March 17, 1819; married
3borrtisnnxntB.
me reu rose
anti pains left me entirely.’’—MlUk E.
George Kelley; died at Tremont, May 11,
Of pleasure. Haunting, false ami guy.
F.
Wia.
Custer,
Brule.
1850.
That once 1 chose.
But pure white lilies—Truth’s own bloom—
Lydia Jane Norton, born at Mt. Desert,
CORE ALL TOUR PAIRS WITH
Ami starry eyes
gingerbread, cookies, etc., seem to supply Oct. 1,1822; married David Norton, March
Of violets, whose sweet perfume
at
Moutville.
died
l>ec.
13, 1848,
the requirements of supper time, but 17, 1844;
Is sacrifice.
Elizabeth Gray Norton, born at Mt
desserts in
hot weather trouble some
—Florence A. Jone$.
A Meuicine Chest ia Itsell.
cooks.
Desert, Dec. 23,1825; married Capt. Charles
rt*C»T MADGE”.

EDITED BT

and

It• Motto:

If

FOR WOMAN S HEALTH

(

Hopefulj

<

housekeeper

w

ho says

hates to

"she

if

Many

recommend

fruit, and

for

a

change

orange.
Bread puddings

variety.
makes

I

know

in quite a
certain Mrs II who
be made

can
a

most delicious

a

cold.

be eaten

I

wish

bread
she

pudding to
impart

would

its “make-up” to our column. Then there
are
cornstarch.' tapioca, cocoas ut and
Indian

puddings,

that

can

Ik-eaten with

prepared in the
morning. Most persons like cup custards.
The planning of meals ahead is a great
saving of laU.<r. The time when you do
your cooking may be managed to save
heat, extra labor and fuel. If one has
callers frequently in the afternoon, it is
cream or

butter and

be

can

having time to make
cake or gingerbread at tea lime and 1 do
not recommend making a practice of put
ting off cooking until that time of day.
not safe to count

Apnthy

In

CTinroh Itunlnea*.

—

gatloualist.
Doing ChriNtlan Work.

The Man Who Disobeys.
This world is too small to afford a
place of safety to the man who disobeys God.—Lutheran.

The
The
The
And

to my taste.
of the year one needs to
oftener than in the winter—

season

for the table and

for lunch purposes. A
with » few cookies makes a

glass of milk
good fmenoon lunch.
t-

rogatively

niui.j

or

ihuir

ov

doubtfully.

oa

Krnii

travagant to speak

keeping quite

of

a

Aunt Madob.

Walt.
clouds may be low over valley and hill.
voice of the ice fettered brooks may grow
•till.
snow may lie deep in the pathway before,
winter may close on our hearts mure and

means

Madge advocating

“What!

Aunt

between

meals”!

lunch

Yes, my dear, if you

rushing, busy
hardly took time to eat your
this morning, let me prescribe

are one

of

keepers

who

breakfast

house-

those

cool room, and sit down
and eat that lunch.
The cookies

are

for ten minutes

disposed of;

now comes

doughnuts. I know many say “no doughnuts for summer”, but it is owing to your
stomach, or your family, or your circumstances

place

doughnuts shall have a
the table in hot weather. For

whether

on

me, I should be lonesome if the can beside the cookie-jar did not contain a few

doughnuts

most

of the time.

Good bread for

a

stand-by,

will

save

gate.

whispered,
the

If from springtime and gladness our aoula should
be riven,
Anething brighter and better would wait us in
heaven.
—Forward.

■L

We believe that thl* vault afford*

Fire and
Our

hanking

Absoluts

so

1

proposed,

guess

Home.

Home Journal.

“an

when

do

old hen?”

they

The

hope!e«-ly

son.

call

a

Paternal—
set

in

h«

r

Privacy

according

S-m

JUST

good

serving
scalloped; pot a toes.
with

baked
Of

or

course

Hnalneaa

Commenced

Depcalta !n thl* bank

Majr

by

arc

taxation.

1373.

l,

law

exempt fro®

X. B. COO LI DOR, l'rttidrni.
JOBS F.

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.)
BUBRILL. Treatur*.

CHARLES C.

Drpo*1t* draw Inured from the firat day^of
March, June, September and December.
HOARD OF DIRECTORSi
A. r. Bit bn ham.
John T. Whitcomb,
N. B. Cooi.iiHiK,
F. Carroll Bit krill,
( lOKI.U C. in Mu'I.L.
Rank hour*

dally, from

V a. m. to

1?

m

la what your money will
Invented In ahan-n of the

earn

If

NEW SERIES

A

Share*, J1\ each; monthly
payment*, $t perjhare.

now

open.

w hen
too ran borrow on your
aharen, give a Ural mortgage ai d
reduce It every month
Monthly
|*at menta and Inn red together
will amount to hut little more
thAn you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 vi-ars jou
win

RANGES

For

j*art1rulam Inquire of

Hknrt W. < t «hm*n, Sec*y.
Kind Nat'l Batik Bldg.

King, President.

HISTORY
OK

J

SWAN’S ISLAND,
SMALL,

be

seen

the ground

M.

V.

VI.
VII.
VI11.

MONEY

Collection* and all

to

the

which

Sketches of

TO

LOAN.

ALL M'AINKA* UTMICTLT

ESTATE

CONriDENTlAL.

Office* In rtrat National Bank

hook

Bulldlug,

Kllawokth,

fcar.y

Maine.

Professional (Tarfis.

settlers.

will tak-

twenty four

a

CARROLL Bl'RRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

inch stick of wood full

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notary Public

The book may l*e obtained of the author, Dr.
II. W. Small, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. Bar
ast, ‘223 Middle street, Portland, or of the pul
Ushers, The Hancock Count it Plblishiso
CO., Ellsworth, Me.

that Ivorine is made by the proprietors of
famous Shading Soaps is a sure guarantee

I.AW.

PERSONAL PROPERTY.

OR

(jolt’s Gland.
The KUning ludusuy.
Synopsis of Mu aid pa Record#.
Miaceilaoeotis.

24 oz. Package

AT

SECURITY TAKEN ON HEAL

Introduction—A borlglne--GGeovery.
Purchase—Settlement and l-and Titles.
A Sketch of the Life of Od James rvwar.

biographical

COCXSKLLOB

D.

TABLE OF CONTESTS.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

AND

Special attention given

A history of Swan’s Gland has ju*t l»een pub
llahed, and is now ready for delivery. l>r.
Small, of Atlantic, has given ntueh time tc
the preparation of this volume, w hich cover#
214 page®. From the following table of con
tents may
covers.

GILES,

Commercial buatneaa.

BY

H. W.

YNWOOD r.

ATTOBNK Y

MAINE,

ani>

.it

stick or iijk

Pkacr-

Office over Hurrlii National Hank,
State Street.
Ellsworth, Mr.

size of f re-box

H. L. 1). WOODRUFF.

J)R.

*s

MAIN

SOLD BY

ST.,

ELLSWORTH.

(Over Harden's Shoe Store.)

r. 1!.

AIKEN,

EU.'WOliT I.

1A(h
I I
T
H II

Twenty-five years’ experience
Special attention given

ME.

F.

BTifill

■

•

^

No. 9 5cho< I f trie't

«

3
3
2

A

to inform

of

the

thin

jg

$
530000C>0000000000000<Ht>OOOa

;Q

of all kinds at abort notice.

anything you invent

j CAVEAT.TRADE-MARK,

!

ATT ORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prowcullng attorney for all classes
pensions against the United flutes.

I

Hotntrouathlc Medical aoclety ; A mcrlean
Institute of lloRHeopathy, and
corresponding
member Bo-ton Honueopaihlc Medical society.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

for free examination and advice.
*

before

omen

<

j

with steaks

Lawyers. WASH I NGTON. D.C.

Eoisoirs Phonograph

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don't cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—bamhor orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is al ways ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York,

j!

|Wall Papers by Mail:
r

Bar Harbor office* : 7 and * Mt. DeeertBlock.
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

for #Ve< Sa in pi** f beautiful
Li* win,It- OC r/
drfinis dirn-t
M;en, uul SAVE ....
/

H.

DR-

GRFELY,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
Class of *75

HarOmc*
Closed
notice.

IN

|

f

OREN HOOPER’S

QUARLES

Dental

College,

Block. Ellsworth.

afternoons untU further

H. DRUMMEY,
ATTORNEY

SONS,

AND

The Household Outfitters, Portland, Me.
State kind of room*, price, width of border
and color desired.

Philadelphia

Giles'

Wednesday

Send

l

AT

1

patent. S

1 PatentC.A.SNOW&CO.)

and ham

F.. BUNKER, JR.,

BAR HARBOR AND BLl’EHILL, ME.

improve; also get
COPYRIGHT or DESIGN

or

BOOK ON PATENTS fe

it does not take long to prepare a
meal. If you can obtain it, fish is desirable
as summerj food.
Cake) or cream {cakes,

ol

Business solicited.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

j PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo, j
i1

In New York

chronic .caws.

BURNHAM,

JOHN

11

to

pleaded
people
Ellsworth.
Maine.
city and vicinity tlmt he ha*
into
hi*
an
and
put
t*hop
engine
Q
A. STEWART, M. D.
*
woodworking machines, anti is 5
II OMCEOP ATI 11ST,
prepared to do
p
3 WKAT Rk.mKAVILLK,
MAIM.
TCKNING, PLANING
Graduate Itoalon I'nlvemlty
Member of
ami JIG-SAWING
3 Maine
is

jg

or

Washington*, D. C.
Gene tee Pure Foot! Co., Le Roy, X. Y.:
Gentlemen —Our family realize so much from
the use of GBA1 N O that 1 feel I must say a
word to induce others to use it- If people are
interested in their health and the welfare of
their children they will use no other beverage.
I have used them all, but GRAIN-O I have
found superior to any, for the reason that it is
solid grain. Yours for health, C. F. Uiebs.

Saviny; Bait,

S TATIONS
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE

meat L i-h

mashed

trifling

ELLSWORTH, ME.

A. W.

If you have a prejudice to canned goods,
a beef tongue or corned beef, and boil,
cold

B6.AALE OF

PUBLISHED!

But we want some meats certainly.
Here is where labor may be saved. Canned
roast beeffcan be eaten as it is, or made
into a nice {meat pie. Canned corned beef
and makes

.papers

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

well.

usually good

Renting Boxes.

size and locetloa.

to

Hancock County

QUAKER

accepted

jI ?8

is

for those

cost.

f

Yji-

ifiority_

to

a*

WHY PAY RENT?

that settled it."

3W)rrtisrmmt*.

aregso arranged

room*

Do not r1*k the lo** of yotir valuable
when security can be obtained at such a

If

PRICK, #1.50.

When she becomes
wavs, my

she

hut

Burglary.

Boxes from $4 to 820 por

PERRY DAVIS'

“Well, to fell ti e truth," returned
the thoughtful youth, “I r»al!y didn't
me,

a*,

secure

chum.

know that 1

absolute

entity again**

6%

Ids

a

get

But what nr* the briers? They die while we
watch
And break from the hinge* and fall from the
latch.
Then glad for our trial we enter the portal.
We can wait to be happy; our life is immortal.

Said to be One ef the Beet Vault*
iu the Country.

25 and 50 cent Battle*.

H

beaten
little milk and fried in butter,
with a variety in the line of gems, popovers, biscuit and rolls. Vary your bill of
fare. If one has plenty of eggs, milk and
butter they can have a variety and live
there

egg with

The briers may climb round the gate we would
pass.
Wkh close twining tendrils and rank growing
grass.

at

practice of wearing soiled fi »ery ut home cannot be too strongly deprecated.—Ladies'

woman

said

boxes 1b oar

rent

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

.Ibbritisrmtnts.

finally proposed.’'

you

prepared to

bow

are

Rheumatism.

0

hurry and heat many times.
are toasts and bread dipped in

Put winter must pass and the darkness must fly.
We can wait fur the springtime; our hope cannot
die.

opened

Woman Sliuu'tl l>ress Best

Freddy—Pop,

H

Then

much

The remnants of either may be chopped
with bread crumbs moistened and sea
sonedito taste, and fried in little cakes 01
croquettes, as some call them.

more.

If earth’s joy were delayed till we
••Too late!”
If death touched our hands as they

A

Int^r.

m

The act

“So

sometimes one finds it a convenience
stir up a loaf of cake at that time.
Some of you may think it sounds ex-

At home a woman should be guided in
cooking
that is, we want more newly-cooked food,
her manner of dressing by an even greater
or
sour
more
because things either dry
desire to please than elsewhere.
Her
quickly. Esther, who styled herself or husband may be the most un< b-ervant of
hinted at being called the “Cookie Fiend ",
men, but be will know wi eu she looks
neat and attractive, with hair
newly
Is worthy of imitation. A can or jar of
and some pretty arrangement
dressed,
cookie* will prose a good standby both
about the bodice of h*
The
gown.

do

1

to

for you. Take the milk and cookies and
go to the shauy side of the house or into a

Condition.* for Christian work vary,
but it Hiust Ik* prosecuted whether they
seem
favorable or unfavorable.
Our
Isird can utilize the most unpromising
circumstances to the best account and
it is ours to go forward in dependence
upon divine guidance and strength, dc
our duty and leave results with God.
If He gives us only limited means, we
are not to despise them, hut to use
them to the utmost of our ability. It
Is fidelity that counts in Ills estimate
of labor done in His name and for His
glory and human benefit.—Presbyterian.

We
new

SIMPLE. SAFE AND QUICK CURE FOR

Cramps, Dinrrhoea, «olds, ^
Coughs, Neuralgia,

—

But

pleasing

At this

I

fifteen year* ago

Pain-KillerJ

on

cook”, though 1 do not know exactly bow

w'ould be

some

Phebo Williams Norton, born Mt Desert,
Sept. 12, 1827; died al Augusta, July 2,
lSjfi, unmarried.
Benjamsn Randall Norton, born Mt.
Vilura
Desert, July 3. 1829; married
Branscomb, of Mt. Insert, Oct. 15, 1852;
die 1 at Falmouth, January. 1891.
Tnomas R.. born Mt. Desert, Aug. 17,
1831, married Jane Holbrook, Jan. 1, 1S75;
died in Boston. Mav, 190u

an

food, and of that kind which she knew
What would a census of the attendants upon tlie average annual church
We fe;ur that, as a
meeting reveal?
rule, not 23 per cent of the active resident members capable of being present
and participating rally at this gathering, which is in some respects the most
Important of the year. To be sure, the
growing custom of roll calls and suppers is resulting in larger attendance,
but there are many good sized city
churches where a comparatively few
transact all the business. How can the
church consistently urge uj>on men the
duty of attending caucuses and of voting at the polls when in doing its own
business it so often sets an example of
Indifference and negligence?
Congre-

Bran scorn b; died

that is excellent, but many cannot get
fruit and the average man. especially if he
be a working man, would prefer a piece of
pie to a banana, or a plate of pudding to

variety of materials on hand, but it is no
more expensive to have a good many kinds,
to truly sympathize w ith her. If I were a
than it is to have a good deal of one kind,
tary participation.
man and had married a woman who hated
niRLE READINGS.
cooking, I should not ask for any stronger and we need variety to keep up our
Isa. xxviii. P-1.3; I‘s. xix. 14; Zech. Iv, proof of her devotion to me, thau the appetites, especially in the warm weather.
If these hints are not a help to the old
1-14; Math. x. 42; xii, 3d; xxv. 14-30; fact that for ten. twenty or forty years
some of the younger
xxvi, 0-13; Mark xii. 41-44; John vi, she had uncomplainingly taken pains to housekeepers, perhaps
ones may put some of them in practice.
1-13; Jas. ill, 1-d.
prepare for me daily, good wholesome
open meeting, with volun-

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

—

the

THE rRAVER MEETING.

FIRST NATIONAL BAN!

—

hind tin* simple means.
2. Tin- power of small things in the
spiritual world. As in the natural so
In the spiritual world God seems to
delight to produce great results from
weak and insignificant beginnings. The
mustard seed is a type of the kingdom Dear M. U. Friendtt:
of heaven. The origin of the Christian
At this season of the year the good
church was most insignificant.
Skep- housewives, by a little planning, can save
tics would have Veen inclined to smile themselves much labor and weariness.
had they heard Christ say to Tils little
Probably the majority of workers find
band of followers. “Go ye into ail the the hot w at her most
try ing to their physworld and preach the gospel to every ical
strength and energy, and they mencreature.”
But who would smile at
tally scold themselves for laziness, when
this command today?
The mustard
their distaste for activity is only the effect
seed has become a great tree, its
of the temperature. They dread the baybranches spreading over all the earth
ing-time and the "hearty meals’ they will
and sheltering and blessing all man- be
expected to provide.
kind. Works of grace in au individual
Let us look the subject over and see if
heart. In a community «>r a nation, are we can not
simplify the matter of cookoften very feeble at the start, but uning a little. First, I will admit there is a
der the blessing of God assume gigandifference in men. Some are bo good, or
tic proport ions in the end. That God
so considerate, or so indifferent as to what
thus works in the spiritual world
food they eat, that whatever is »et before
should encourage and inspire all Christhem they partake of without fault-findtian workers.
We may only l>e able
ing or comment They ask no questions,
to do small, insignificant things f<*r
“for conscience sake” or for some other
God or for Hi* church, but the results j
reason.
1 suppose there are men w ho will
from these trilling efforts may be very
! noteat yeast brtad, or will not tat hot
Let
us
not
the
of
great.
despise
day
| biscuit; men who want pie instead of
Let us not make light
small things.
pudding or pudding instead of pie.
of trifles.
“Trifles make perfection, j
I Ou the other hand, there are women
•rid perfection is no trifle.” God can
who do not like to cook. I always pity
make much out of little.
an

Banking.

Three Little Dogs.
Three little dog* were talking,
A* they trotted along the road;
And the subject of speech,
With all and with each,
Wm what ba<l folks were abroad

—

un

derstood illustration of the power of
little things, of great results from
small beginnings, and was spokeu to
Illustrate this character of the Chris
tlan church.
There are many people
who despise the day of small things,
but It is m-»st unwise to do so. Small
things may have great powers either
for good or e\ il, and both in the natural and the spiritual world God often
begins T!'*i g;.at works with a day
of small things.
1. The l
ver of small things in the
natural world.
Th;s Is illustrated in
“A grain of mus
the mustard seed.
tard ^eed” was a coiutn*»n expression
a:
tig the rabbis b r anything exi-evnl
It
small. It was among the small
est and tiniest of the seeds, and yet
tv’-en sown in the earth “it groweth up
and becometh greater than all herbs
and shooteth out great branches; so
that the fowls of the air may lodge
under the shadow of It.” Small in the
beginning, the mustard s»*ed becomes
great and powerful in the end. Nature
abounds with such Illustrations. The
giant oak was once a tiny acorn. The
boundless, mighty sea Is made up of
little drops of water. The moss Is but
a very little plant, yet when Its seeds
fall on damp, swampy, treacherous
morasses they grow up and bind the
ground together with such bauds that
it becomes quite safe to pass overbuilding. In fact, a broad anil durable
bridge. Throughout creation the grand
est and most complicated ends are obIt Is
tained by the simplest means.

Have

FORTUNK.

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Rooms 2

and

3, First Nat*l Bank Buildino,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

nfeucTtifrnuntf.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

iTT'

'.ri'*

>i.

ii

"t

i.

i,

--

County .Vnrs,

1

KLLSWORTH MARKETS.

KITTKKY TO CARIBOU.

WEDUBIDiV, July 4, 1900.

other pagen.

nee

■AIRS LAW BBGABtMHO

Franklin.

WBIGHTS ARD MEASURES.

A

Augustus

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes,
In good order am! (ft lor
shipping, is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, l>eets, ruta baga turnips ami
peas, 60
potimis; of corn, .VI pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50
pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
nt Ellsworth
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.
Country Produce.

Henry Bragdon

Bunker and

from Rumford Falls.

have returned

Misses Addle and Marla Bunker, having closed their schools, are at home for
a vacation.
Rev. J. E. Lombard, whose pastorate
with the Methodist church here closed
this spring, is
pleasantly located at
Athens. In a recent issue of the Somerset
Reporter, his friends were pleased to read
this kind allusion to him: “Rev. Mr. Lombard preached an exceedingly able and
interesting sermon at the church Sunday.
For clearness and logic it caunot be surpassed.”

June 30.

Hotter.
Butter remains dull, with more offered each
week than merchants can take.

B.

Creamery per lb.26
.18 a.*o

Mrs.

Leslie Swan

Saturday

for

a

short

left

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per tb.16$18
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported).90

Portland

for

visit.

Mrs. M. J. Springer is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Perry, at Northeast

Neufchatel.oft

Eggs.

Harbor.

Eggs have been coming in In better supply
the past week, but price holds at 18 cents. Boston egg market Is still dull, and tends to
keep
down prices here as few eggs are being sent to

Mrs. Rebecca Bean, of East Sullivan, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. E. Bragdon.

Boston.
Fresh

Miss Edith Bragdon is the guest of her
aunt at

Cherryfleld,

the week of the

A SUIT OF WHITE.
& 5Tt< N every cake of
complete suits of

Ivory Soap there

“Fourth”.

could avail

comfortable

as

naught but to make

possible

the

the husband and father.
Mr. Macomber, until recent years, has been one
oi our constantly ousy men.
When bis
sons assumed control of the mill and lumber business, though less active, his inof

COUNTY NEWS. I

For additional

Owil>i|f

JVMM

othsr

pay ft

Atlantie.

up.
Mr**. William Herrick, who has been
very ill with rheumatic trouble, ia much

improved.
Dr. Brown, dentist, who has had bin
office at the Island Host house, left Tuesday for Bar Harbor.

Friday, after a successful
weeks taught by Miss Orpha

School closed
term of nine

Joyce

is

Children’s Day concert will be held at
Baptist church next Sunday.
O. D. Tspley, of Brooksvill \ and Guy
Hlhckley, of this town, are working at

from

“Revenue”, Albert Treworgy
master, left Friday with merchandise for
Rockland.
Miss Frances C. Hinckley has secured a
as stenographer la Ira Cushman
& Co’s, shoe factory in Auburn.

position

A large number attende 1 the supper
given by the ladies’ social library Thursday night.

Kent's

Hill, where he attended the spriug term
at the Maine Wesleyan seminary.
Hanson

B.

Joyce

arrived

here

He hm

been

Friday from Seattle, NVasb.
In command of

North Pad tic

steamer

a

fishing in the

ocean.

good mackerel have been taken
in the weirs the last few days, and h
large number of schools are reported by
A few

incoming

vessels.

were

so

never

people

engaging

houses

here

summer

many
and

private
Many have

cottages

this year.
arrived.
as

already
Mrs. Kustlce Thompson, family, guests
and servants, of Baltimore, arrived SaturThey have Mrs. Edith Staples’
day.
cottage again this season.
Kev. Gideon
Waterville

Mayo

Saturday.

inn.

Schooner

1*. 8. Parker

at home

here

came

He

w

to Sorrento Wed-

went

A

N. Lowell, of Dexter.
Austin

Stover

the

the

jr.,
A

iu

Baptist church during the summer.
Mrs.
Mayo and family came Friday.
They are keeping house at the parsonage,

left for Alfred last week.
John Philip,

E. Greene and

went to the

same

party of ten had

place.
a

Thursday.

very merry time at
As a shower was

approaching

in the afternoon (for that
they went) they had to get
the clams at nearly
The
high tide.
shower caught them on t lie beach, and
they took refuge under the piazza of a
cottage near by. In spite of these little
drawbacks they had a good time.
June 30.
Bon.
was

the time

ltrook*\tllf

Benjamin

Nichols is very

ill with rheu-

matic trouble.

John Hawes lias sold his horse, “Young
ilartland,” to an Islesboro man.
Mrs. Esther Orcutt, who is ill with paralysis, remains about the same.
Mrs. Charles Nichols, who has been ill
grip the past mouth, is out again.

with the

A tine monument

has

been

erected at

Mt. Rest cemetery In memory of Lutie
Gray Farnham.
Lawrence

S.

Varnum

has

hauled

up the

“Motto” and is cutting paving
for James Condon.

schooner
South

lilr.

Mrs. Anderson
trouble.

is

quite ill

of

heart

Lewis Green and David

Miss Hattie Hendricks left for Portlaud

Thursday.
Kev.

Mr. Hill returned Saturday from

trip out of town.
Harry Warren was in town this

a

week’s

a

short

visit to relatives.

It

was

visit for several years.
E. P. Cole and daughter
l>rUUK 1

day

to

II

UlttHl-

the

see

returned the

<»

BUUll

>inn

on

his first

Jennie, of
lll-I

Hatch homestead.

same

Douglass are
home from Bar Harbor, where they have
been employed some time.

During
struck

.'OIUI

They

day.

Mrs. Caroline Mitchell left for Rocklaud Tuesday, to join her husband, who
is at work there. They will keep house
there while his employment lasts.
The school here, taught by Miss Helen
Richardson, closed Friday, Quite a number of visitors attended the closing exercises. There was a spelling match for the
fifth class, (iardner Pert standing up the
longest. Next a march, recitations by
Roy Hendricks, Allison Robbins, Cassie
Stinson, Millie Small, Roy Hatch, Vivian
Greenlaw, Parker Hatch, Essie Gray,
Ernest live, Vinal Gray, Lena Dow, Jennie
Hatch, (iardner Pert, Ernest Hatch and
Charlie Bye; a musical dialogue and the
four seasons by girls of the school. All
the parts were well taken. The school
Miss
evidence of careful training.
ichardaoo will probably teach the next
term as all seem pleased with her.
Ego.
June 30.

Sives

Fred 11 joper has returned from Rumford Falls, where he went to work.
Frank Joy returned from Romford
Falls, last Thursday, 111. He is threatwith typhoid fever.
Road Commissioner John G. Wentworth is working a large crew of men on
the roads, putting them in tine condition.
ened

The school entertainment which Miss
Vose, the teacher, was planning to have
Friday evening was postponed till Mon-

day.
Heavy Sumner and wife are spending a
short time here before going to Boston.
Educate Your llowela With c ascarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
10c. 25c. If C. C. C. fail, druggists refund money.

Friday

the

old hackmatack tree

lightning
the

near

Blodgett, splitting

it in

peeling off the bark. This tree
planted by Mr. Blodgett about seventy years ago. Monday lightning struck
two and
was

pine

a

ire**

across

lue

ronu

iroru

Hawes' house.
June 30.

j.

r.

C.

man

place

funeral took

from

the bouse

this

Oak

Point.

Nelson Dyer was at home
Harbor Sunday.
Miss Carrie W. Fullerton

Bar

from

is

visiting

Hartford
for

a

Murch is stopping at home

few weeks.

oo

Loose.
g
Baled.10 $12

;

Native peas are within sight. There are few
other changes in the vegetable market.
.50 Cabbage,
Potatoes, bu
.05
New potatoes, pk
Jift
.07
Beets, bunch
Bermuda onions,
.«ft Cucumbers,
.uft
.aft
Radishes, bunch
.Oft
Lettuce,
.«
String beans, qt
Beans-per bu—
Poas. pk
.50
Imp Yellow Eye, 3.00
.1ft
Tomatoes, lb
3.00
pea,
.05
Squash, each
Fruit.
Native strawberries are in the market.
Price
Is hard to quote.
More farmers have added
strawberries to their produce ibis year, and
now there Is hardly a farm In the
vicinity on
which the berries are not raised.
Merchants
complain that farmers peddle the berries from
house to house at two boxes for a
quarter, and
then come to them with what they cannot dispose of and ask them to pay the same.
Thus
the retail price must lie 15 cents, with sules slow
because purchasers say they can buy direct
from the farmers ut 12X.
Some of the merchants refuse to handle the berries.
Field
strawberries are about out of the market.
Watermelons are in.
Strawberries, bx
Oranges, doz
.30<j.50
12^ g 15 Lemons, doz
.30 §.35
Bananas, doz
.203.25 Field strawberries, .12
.15
Pineapples, each

Walermeluus,

the

name

of

>

tie

cor-

began
dry goods

Augusta

business in

In

store.

clerk

as

few years he

a

in

a

was a

partner in the dry goods business of
Nason, Hamlin & Co. He continued in
the business

through

partnership

until

several

his

changes in
retirement several

The house and farm buildings at South
Berwick occupied by Clarence J. Knight,
one of the members of the Fannie Sprague

jury,

coroner’s

fire started
horses

burned

were

in

barn,

the

burned to

were

Sunday.

where

death, and

quantity of farming implements,
as the personal
effects of the
teamsters,

Berwick say it is

a

dence

B.

that

S.

Sprague juror,

loss

large
well

twelve

South

a

The

Huntress,

should receive

another

fatal

inju-

time.

largest corporation

in eastern

Maine

ville last week.

organized
formed at Water-

was

||{
j

prove
intelligent as she was charming,
and so drew her into conversation.
as

j

“You must admire Hir Walter Hcott.” he
with sudden animation,
“la
not bis ‘Lady of the Lake’ exquisite in Ita
flowing grace and poetic imagery? Is it
not—”
“it is perfectly lovely,” she assented,
clasping her hands in ectacy. “I suppose
I have read it a dozen times.”
“And Hcotl’s ‘Marmion’.” he continued,
with its rugged simplicity and marvelous
descriptions. One can almost smell the
heather on the heath while perusing its
exclaimed

|

I

splendid page.”
“It Is perfectly grand,” she murmured.
“And Hcott’s Emulsion,” he continued,
for a
faint
suspicion was beginning
to dawn
“I
“that

upon

think,”

|1L

J

1

him.
she

interrupted,

it’s the best thing be

ever

It

rashly,

wrote.”

f

people have such open countscan’t shut them up.

Home
nances

that you

peculiar coinci-

very

ries, and Mr. Knight, who was in favor
of naming the party who it is alleged is
the murderer of Fannie Sprague, should
be made homeless and penniless within so
short

J

was

f3.000;

is

The residents of

insurance.

no

The

a
as

fire

The

destroyed.

were

incendiary origin.

The

twelve

Scott’s Masterpiece.
grave, scholarly-looking maiv was
much attracted by a petite blonde at S
dinner recently.
He hoped she might
A

ever

The Gold

King

Consoli-

How Are Your Kidney* ff
Dr. Hobbs'Sparagus Pills cure all kidney Ills. Sample free. Add. Sterling Kemedy Co.. CUicagu or N. Y

A Life and Death Fight.
Mr. W. A. Hines, of Manchester, la.,
writing of his almost miraculous escape
from death, says: “Exposure after measles
induced serious lung trouble, which ended
in Consumption. I hid frequent hemorrhages and coughed night and day. Ail
my doctors said I must soon die. Then I
began to use Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption, which completely cured me.
I would not be without it eveu if it cost
f5 00 a bottle. Hundreds have used it on
my recommendation, and alt say that it
never fails to cure Throat, Ch--*st and Lung
troubles
Regular size 50c and fl 00. Trial
bottles tree ai S. D. Wiggin’s Drug Htore.

B
B
B
B

||9

|I1
§1]
||i
ili

11
ill

111

§§9
ftfl

||9

StJ&miaenunta.

I

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

.400.50

Groceries.
Sugar Is up another >*c. In Ellsworth, and
market is still llrm. Tea remains strong, with
no advance yet quoted In Ellsworth.

Cotlce—per

A. W. Philbrook, ex-mayor of Augusta,
died Thursday, aged eighty-one years.
Death came suddenly. Wednesday he
attended
commencement
exercises of
Colby at Waterville, and appeared in best
of health and spirits. Mr. Philbrook

of

vegetables.

|

been made for connections with local
companies In other states eo that practically the whole of New England will be
covered by the new system.

years ago.

114.
Best

k

.16 3.25
.40
Mocha,
.37
•Java,
Tea—per lb—
•Japan,
.45§.6ft
Oolong,
.3036ft
Sugar—per lb—
.07
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B,
.07
Yellow, C
.06*,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Blco,
.50
.60
Syrup,
Bio,

relatives here.

sell-

loose, per ton.12 $14
Baled.
14 316

who

forenoon, Kev. J. M. Adams, of Ellsworth,
officiating. The burial was in the family
lot in Woodbine cemetery, Ellsworth.
B.
July 2.

are

Straw.

much, he kept in touch with all I
matters of public interest, and was an intelligent and agreeable person to meet.
I
As his feebleness increased, his strong
faith Rnserted itself in conversing of the
life beyond. Verily a good man has gone
to the reward of the just.
The devoted
wife, t wo sons and daughter, Mrs. N. H.
Higgins, of Ellsworth, who have been unceasing in their care, have the heartfelt
sympathy in their sad bereavement. The

HARDWOOD

Bice, per tb
.063.08
Pickles, per gal .40§.60
.25 §.76
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure elder,
.20
Cracked wheat,
.05
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
.20
Buckwheat, pkg

Graham,

.114
.1*4

Bye meal,

LAWN SWINGS,

|

$4.50.
You
for

can

$f.50.

buy

most

anywhere

spruce swing
AVe sell at $4.50

a common

It is doubtless worth the

price.

11

Rockland to
Edgar
Granulated meal,tb 02**
Oil—per gal—
a hardwood
employment.
swing that is easily worth $6.00. Red or green
.55 3.6ft
Linseed,
.15
Edward L. Alley and Emerson Ladd
Kerosene,
wish.
Astral oil,
.17 frame as
you
Swing can be readily taken from the
were Ht home over Sunday.
Lumber Slid Building Materials.
frame
and
inside
the
house or under the piazza roof.
Miss Lura Haynes is visiting her aunt,
hung
Lumber—per M—
1 2ft
Spruce,
11 §13
Hemlock,
Hemlock,
12ft
Mrs. Ruth Atherton, at Bar Harbor.
The locks of the seats are adjustable.
Hemlock boards, 12 §13 Clapboards—per M
Descriptive circular
I23I6 Extra spruce, 24 §26
Capt. Charles Gray lias improved in Spruce,
Spruce floor,
16 320
Spruce, No. 1, 17318 on request. On receipt of $4.50 we will ship a swing freight
health.
He can ride out a little.
Condon has gone to

obtain

llatcil

Bridges

visiting
Gray.
are

and

Mrs.

wife, of Bucksport,

Bridges’

sou.

Brooks

J. H. Galley will have
Percy Dyer, of Bangor,

Tuesday some of the young people
visited Bluehiil, made the ascent of Bluehill mountain, and partook of a picnic
dinner on the summit.

Fletcher, president of the Fletcher
Investment Bo., of Colorado, with his
wife, was the guest of A. K. Conary for
a few days last week.
With Mr. Conary
C.‘ S.

and sons Willie and Albert he took a trip
to West Brooksville, visiting the Hercules
mine and other places of interest.

June 30.

Sub.

Sound.

Charles Bordeaux is building his weir.
Walter Blake is at home from Seal
Harbor, ill.
Miss Cora Richardson is at home from
Northeast Harbor.

Harry Bordeaux is driving

a

his

grandson,

to

help

him

through haying.
Mrs. .Susannah Walls and Miss Jennie
Colson went to Bar Harbor Sunday to
visit relatives.
A

special

27 to raise

town

an

meeting

was

called

June

appropriation for repairs

highway roads.
Harry W. I .eland has

on

the

Bar Harbor this
at home

Sunday

season
on a

been

employed at
painting, lie was

visit to his parents.

Ernest T. Leland, road commissioner,
is doing a large amount of labor on the
roads which will soon be in good condition.

milk cart

Northeast Harbor.

School closes to-day. The teacher and
pupils will give an entertaiument in the
avening. Refreshments will be served.
B.
June 30.

Point of

Oaks, lost his mainsail and recelved other damage.
Plutarch.
July 2.

returned to

A little life may be saerlilcod to an hour’B deCholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhtca
some suddenly. Only safe plan la to have Dr.
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry always
jn

hand.—Advt.

their

and

homo

Harold

Walker

in Portsmouth

Salisbury.
Mrs. Sarah Springer, of
North Hancock, visited her sister, Mrs. Lucy Small,
last week.

Miss Lelia Richardson and Miss Vira
Austin, who have been teaching in Penobscot, returned home on Saturday.
Friends of Mrs. Alice Hodgkins and
Miss Eunice Coggins are glad to welcome
them
home
again from their three

trip to South America.
Harvey Brngdon has purchased

months’

a

restau-

rant at Waterville and in company with
another young man will follow that business.
May success follow* him, is the
wish of his many friends.

School closed Friday, after a very successful term, Miss Gertrude Hutchins
teacher. The follow ing were not absent
Burton
during the term:
Cannon,
Gladys Norwood, Frances Reed, Leroy
Smith, Natalie Salisbury, Wendell Norwood, Arthur Kief, Ralph Kief, Lester
Absent one-half day, Ethel
Young.
Norwood.
Y.
July 2.
Your best friend can give you no better advice than this: “For Impure blood, humors,
scrofula, salt rheuin, dyspepsia, weak nerves,
tired feeling, rheumatism, malaria, catarrh, take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and be cured.”

Constipation is cured by Hood’s Pills. 25c.—
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks,
and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan’s
Ointment never falls.
Instant relief, permaAt any

drug store, 50 ceuts.—Advt.

to be returned at our

expense

if not

Provisions.
All kinds of meats rule high. Boast cuts of
lamb are a little lower, but steaks and chops
are still at 30 cents.

Beef,

Pork, It.
Chop,
Pigs feet.
.(*73.10
Ham, per tb
.05
Shoulder,
Bacou,

lb

.13 §.30
.12 9.25

Steak,

Roasts,
Corned,
Tripe,

Veal

Steak,
Roasts,

.06

steak,
Rousts,

.20
.06 3.16

Steak,
Chop,
ltoa?ta,

.30
.30

.18

Mutton
Lamb

3.12

.Salt

.13
.(ft

.14
.11
.13
.10
.10

lard, loose
Lard In palls,
.10*2 9.12

NOW LOOK PLEASANT, PLEASE
9

■

.15 3.22

Halibut,
Hlueiltfh,
Lobsters, ft.

.lO.j

.18

.12<}14
.15

Other

prices
.05

Mackerel, each 10§ .25
.20
Clams, qt
.25
Trout,
.20 3 .$j
Salmon,

Fuel.

Young

Harrison Hodgkins and wife, of Bar
Harbor, recently visited Mrs. Hervey

nent cure.

prepaid, on approval,
satisfactory.

*'

l.araoiM*.

Miss Grace

Advt.

lay.

Pine,
1231ft Clear pine,
35 360
Matched pine.
1ft 320
Extra pine.
35360
Shingles—per M—
laths—per M—
3 2ft
Cedar, extra
2.00
Spruce,
2 50 Nalls, per tb
clear,
.04 3.06
2d clear,
2 00 Cement, per cask
1 60
extra Oi.e,
16ft Lime, per cask
.85
125 Brick, per M
No..,
7 §11
"
.75 White lead, prtb .05 9.08
scoots,

Capt. Cushman E. Alley, on the schooner
Best cuts of salmon are 30 cents.
“Mary Eliza”, met with quite an accident remain
unchanged.
Saturday. He took a heavy squall off the Cod,
.05 Haddock,

Saturday.

Mrs.
Hiram
Baton, of Hedgwick, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Stillman Bandage.
Mrs. U. G. F. Bandage, of Brookline,
Mass., made a call on relatives here Wednesday.
School closed yesterday after a pleasant
and profitable term taught by Miss Lizzie
Davis, of Bluehiil.

to

John Barry, of Brockton, Mass., will
remain with his wife till after the Fourth.

North

Itluflilll Falls.

Kant Franklin.

i

an

the shower

residence of R. J.
week

a

read

Fowl

is

poration and It has an authorized issue of
Windowings of Newa, capital stock to the amount of ffl.000,000.
Novelty and Nonsense.
The purpose of the corporation is to tako
Patent has been granted to D. A. Kin- over twenty-eight mining
properties
located In southwestern Colorado. The
caid, Houih Portland, for nail extractor.
Tlieannual reunion of the First Maine office™ of the corporation are rh follows:
regiment heavy artillery association will president, Mark Gallert, of Waterville;
be held In Corinth, Wednesday, Aug. 22. treasurer, Cyrus W. Davis, of Waterville;
Railroads will sell tickets for one fare the directors, Mark Gallert, Cyrus W. Davie,
of Waterville; H. M. Houle, of Boston;
round trip.
John D. Chiptnan, Julian T. Whitlock,
An interesting rumor is current to the
Ht. Htephen, N. B.; G. Wetmore Merritt,
effect that a telephone company, with
K. C. Elkin, Charles T. Bailey, F. A.
abundant capital behind it, is soon to be
of Ht. John, N. B.; E. J. Lawrence,
Jones,
to
do
organized
business in Maine. No
of Fairfield; J. Walter Davis, of Auburntown of importance will be slighted, it is
dale, Mass.
said, and arrangements have already

—

North

the

which was finely fitted up for them.
June 12J.

C.

clain-bake

a

from

preach

ill

Later

Being

terest did not abate.

Austin

nesday.

Capt. Emery Joyce left for Portlaud
Saturday, to sail a vessel mackerel seiningMrs. Stephen Dunham wan thrown
from a carriage and quite badly shaken

There

U.

8.

Blttshlll.

In the harbor this week.

Capt.

their future

make

to

home.
]
June 30.

"Emm*", Cap'. Walter Joyce,

Schooner
was

they expect

to

as

closing days

Bar Harbor.

Fowl.
14
Hay.
The rain last week Improved the hay outlook
somewhat, but prices on old hay hold up to $12

In the early morn of Saturday, June
30, death closed the earthly life of our esteemed townsman, Charles H. Macomber.
For mouths it has been evident that the
faithful and loving ministrations by the

family

to

ing
Broilers, per pair.f 1

Mrs. Elizabeth Tufts Hall, of Belfast,
came up from East Sullivan, Saturday, on
her way home, and called on frietida here.

r«a 4 tmtu fry r>ae>»a*>>

where

of them go
at 14 cents.

most

The arrival of Nathan Butler, of Minnesota, was an agreeable surprise to his
friends, after an absence of flftoen years.

99*%H. PER CENT. PURE.

—

CorratOMf »*a» •» Tw*

laid, per doz.
18
Poultry.
Broilers are still selling nt fancy prices, but

spend

Francis Pettlngill, of Worcester, Mass.,
Is spending the summer with his grandparents, Z. L. Wilbur and wife.

are J00
lather.
Before
rich, creamy
on
a
suit
of
dressing, put
Ivory Soap. Cover
the entire body from head to foot with
lather. Take the suit off with tepid water and you
will remove with it ali the impurities of the body
which have been carried to the surface through the
pores. Use a pure soap for this.

IVORY SOAP

where she will

Mines Co.

dated

Week’s

On«

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00 §5 00
Dry hard,
Broken,
2 00 §3 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1OO3I 26
Nut,

w/11

ton—
8 00
00
8 00
8 00
6 00

6

Blacksmith's
Flour, Grain and Feed.
The tendency of flour Is still upward, though
since the #1 jump la-t‘week, no further advance
has been made in Ellsworth. Bangor dealers
with large stock on hand ure holding at an advance of #1.50 over prices of two weeks ago.
Meal remains at #1.10 in Ellsworth, with upward tendency.
Corn meal, bag
1 10
Flour—per bb—
5 25 §5 75 Corn, bag
120
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
.40
Oats, West'n.bu.
5 25 §5 75 Shorts—bag— 1 00 31 05
Patents—
M ixed feed,bag
1.10
5 75 Middlings, bag
Winter wheat,
1.20
6 00
Spring wheal,
Hides and Tallow.
.40 §.80
Pelts,
Hides—per lb—
.35 §.75
Ox,
.05* Lambskins,
Cow,
.05* Tallow—der lb—
.05
02 §.02*
Bull,
Hough,
Calf skins, green
.04* 305
Tried,
.25 §1.00
Dried Fruit.
.12 § 20 Tamarind*,
.10
Figs,
.10 Currants,
.08 §.12
Dates,
.08
Raisins,
.08§.15 Apples, string
.10
Prunes,
.lu§.l4 Apples, sliced

If you

in need of

j

of any kind
write f ir

prices

to

THE C. Q. CONN CO., Union Square, New York,

and a photograph of tlio instrument., made expressly for you will bo sent by return mail;
and the instrument itself will he hold a reasonable time subject to your order.
A certificate of an actuul test of tho instrument, signed by a competent expert., will
accompany the photograph, which may bo safely deluded upon as an exact representation
of its real worth and condition.
When the order is placed, the particular instrument from which the photograph is
made, will ho shipped, prepaid, to the customer, with full instructions, to allow him to
give it a satisfactory trial. Should the instrument uot prove satisfactory, itcan be returned
without a cent of expense to the customer.
Instruments costing $20.00 and upwards are guaranteed hy written contract for a period
of five years against any defect in tone, tune or workmanship. They will also bo sold on
the installment plan, if preferred.

Largest Factories

in the World.

The man who marries a widow musn’t
expect his wife to believe everything he
tells her.

_Wm
A FINE
ARTICLE.

Beauty is Blood Deep.
matter

j j

PERFECTLY
PURE.
I

3

[

2

Lb‘.

MOCHA & JAVA
pH

DWINELL-WRICHT

W—

F1

LliJrr tt
pg

AND
TINS.

A

vTOi A

POUND
CO.,“

f>8
>

#8

I

*18
i

Endowed by Every Good Musician.

ntCELSlOp

—Bacon.

what alls you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
are put right. CASCA RETS help nature, cure
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natural movements, cost you just 10 cents to start
getting your health back. CASCA RETS Candy
Cathartic, the genuine, put up in metal boxes,
every tablet has C. C. C. stamped on it. Beware of imitations.

are

A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

The first creation of God was the light
of sense; the last was the light of reason.

No

ntip i

PRINCIPAL

_

YOU SHOULD
TRY IT.

I

j

CAREFULLY
ROASTED.
—

GROCERS.

COFFEE ROASTERS," BOSTON

||

4

|

^

The enhat statement is obvious.
thusiastic receptions which Maine’s
the
at
leaders
Bangor congreat
got
vention on Wednesday shows that
moral courage allied with tine intellectual judgment is peculiarly domesticated at the republican hearthstone.
The independence of Senator Frye,
stalwart, full of red blood, never hesitating as to popular rights and never
supine whether domestic trade or foreign commerce is concerned, aroused
the enthusiasm of the representative

«£f)t £* i leuuorth ^American.
A LOCAL AMI POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

■VERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. H. iioLi.iBB, Editor and Managerrear; flAO for
V cent* for three month*; tf
iD advance, $1.50,75 and 38 cent*
paid *tn<
All arrearage* are reckoned at
reaped*
the rate* ,,f
year.
\re reasonable, and will
Advert i-teer »:
gabber
§!* m

ricp-fiW

»

.in

a

..

Oe

on

a.

Bttslm
to, and a
«
Habod
worth. Main.--o

animation* should he addreeeed
order* mad. payable Wo, The
"> tt
Publishing Co., Ellam

1900.

NOMINEES.j

REPl IU.lt AN

NATIONAL LLECTION NOV. 6, 1900.
FOR PRESIDENT,

AVii.i.iam Me

Kim.ey,

OF OHIO.
FOB VICE-PRESIDENT.

Theodore Roosevelt,
OF NEW YORK.
STATE ELECTION SEPT. 10.

1900.

TICKET.

STATE

republicans

Wednesday,

COUNTY GOSSIP.

For Member ol Congress,
EDWIN C. Bl'BLEIGH, ol Augusta.

Now for

some

hay weather.

Last Wednesday's shower treated Hancounty very impartially.

cock

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators:

ALBERT R. BUCK, ol Orland.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, ot Ellsworth.
Probste:
CHARLES P. DORR, of Ellsworth.

Register

Bangor

on

less than Congressman Littlefield
who is the embodiment of independence run by reason and of toleration
aerated by" intellectual discussion.
The cordial reception tendered Senator Hale was also as fine a proof of
Mr. Hale’s own contention as could be
desired.
Mr. Littlefield, on several occasions,
has taken views of new questions that
are his own, and in the assertion he
was clearly within the lines indicated
by Senator Hale. That independence
which finally defers to the majority
judgment, of course, is essential to
We may
the success of any party.
differ, we do differ, we should differ,
since truth is like wheat—partly straw
and wheat in little doses, ever to be
threshed out; but, after debate, after
independence, comes the time as today when all stand together as on the
Bangor platform of Wednesday,
against the domestic and foreign
menaces of Bryanism.
It is in virtue
of this large capacity to thresh the
wheat out of the straw instead of
threshing one another that the republican party for forty years has well
ruled this country, with but one brief
and disastrous democratic break.—
Letrisfon Journal.

For Governor,
JOHN F. HILL, of Augusta.

For

at

, no

application.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4,

of

The rush to Bar Harbor is on. Saturday
morning’s train was a double header,
with four Pullmans, and the Washington
County train which followed brought
down

more cars

for Bar Harbor.

For Sheriff:

Sergeant C.

HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, of Ellsworth.

BrookaviMe,

County Attorney:

For

CHARLES H. DRCMMEY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner:
NAHL M HINCKLEY, of Bluehill.

Chicago

last

Thursday

the

na-

tional prohibition convention nominated John G. Wooley, of Illinois, for

president,
Rhode Island,

and

Henry
Metcalf,
for vice-president.
B.

of

one

of the most astute

politicians in Maine. Cool and calculating, with rare judgment, he has
during'al! these years so handled affairs within his jurisdiction as to retain to the end the hearty good will
of

the

oftiimes
within the party.
he has

factions
the same time

warring
At

conducted campaigns, many
hard-fought and bitter, that even his
so

political opponents have ever given
him credit of lighting fair, and have,
though always hard hit, and usually
beaten, respected him for his ability,
courtesy and fairness.
At the recent

State con-

Charles H. Drummev, of
Ellsworth, was elected State committeeman ia place of Hon. H. B. Saunders, who voluntarily retires after an
vention

honorable service of nineteen years.
Mr. Drummey is a rising young lawyer of the Hancock county bar. He
has been active in politics ever since
he became of age. He has been the
chairman of the city committee for
eleven years, a member of the district committee for six years, and has
borne

the brunt

of

He was

fought campaign.
of

the

last

doubtless

many

legislature,

have

received
fall had he

a

a

hard-

renomi-

the unanimous support of the Han-

delegation.

The next governor of Maine is n< t
yet elected- only recently nominated,
in fact— and yet folks are beginning
to talk of his successor.
Four years

beautiful
He

place and

thinks

there, and

that

a

that

the

there

will

hopes

soon

as

many

more on

the other boat

by way of Bar Harbor. Hancock
county coast resorts have entered upon
and

season

in their

history.

THK FOURTH IN THK SOUTH.
How the

bar Wu Celebrated la the
Old Domlaloa.

The southern colonies and, after the
ratification of the constitution, the southern states,
were
by no means behind
New England in their celebration of the
glorious Fourth. In the Old Dominion of
Virginia 1.00 years ago the wealthy, patriotic planters, their friends, guests and
servants
annually assembled iu great
numl**rs in the good old town of Richmond to celebrate our nation’s birthday
with the best horse races of that period
and other open air diversions.
A letter written by my maternal grandfather. writes F. II. Wade in the Pittsburg Dispatch, dated "Richmond, July
It give*
5, 1700," now li«-s before me.
a

most

graphic

account of the

time, and

none

too

soon

it’s

to

Independence

Within

the Ranks.

Senator Hale at Bangor on Wednesday urged that independence is tolerated, almost encouraged, by the republican party. The significance of

by

more.

Mona-

behalf of
*

vention.

petition signed

Senator

tax-papers, largely business men,
asking an appropriation for band con
111

certs.

Mr.

Drummey

the

was

Tbe board voted to deduct f5.25 from

lights

in the

petition

fora

proposed
petitioners.
It

the

voted that

was

appointed

be

to

road
a

and

bear

of

a

}

candidate for
was

Stearns, of Hurry, and Mrs. Clara Young,
MAINE'S NEXT GOVERNOR.
John Fremont Hill, M. D.. of Augusta, i of Lamolne—and three brothers lister
and J. C. Kimball, of Boston, and Leman
was born In Eliot, Oct. 28,
1H66.
HI#
Kimball, of Kverett, Mass. His age was
ancestors on both sides bavo been distin- forty-six years.

Heath, of Augusta. Seconding speech*#
made by Congressman Allen, of the
first district. Hon. William T. Cobb, of
Rockland and Col. II. E. Hamlin, of Eliaworth.

Following

is

Col.

guished public

men, and the public
and interest in affairs of the State

generation of direct descent from John
Hill, of Dover, wbo came to this country
about tbe middle of the 17th century.
John F. Hill wss educated at South Berwick academy and at the Putnam *ch«x>l

guide-

where

Miration and In behalf of the county of Han
cock, to second the nomination of Hon. John
cost of
erecting same. Tbe mayor K. Hill, of Augusta, as the republican rand!
appointed as such committee Aldermen date for governor of Maine.
What are some tew of the things for wh’ch
Maddocks, Higgins and Jellison.
the republican party stand* today?
From the
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
i Issues now confronting u*. and the eloquent
STREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLL.
I speech©* to which you have just listened, you
Highways. #1.464 72 ! are fre-hly reminded, that the republican party
Sidewalks.
823 75 ha* ever been the friend of American enterft553 I pri*e and of the laborer, and It*
Bridge#.
protective pol
Rock crusher.
800 33 Icy ha* gladdened u» with the maslc of the
with
wheel*,
humming
factory
good
wage*, and
S3
• 2,684
with the consequent era of prosperity; that It
TEACHERS* SALARY ROLL.
High school.
•28 24 ha* given u* a sound currency, good alike for
416 oo the buxines* roan, the laborer, the rtch and the
CUy school#.
l*oor, and which ha* enabled u* to sustain an
•444 24 honorable credit In every quarter of the globe,
ROLL or ACCOCHTS HO. 5.
scorning the repudiation principle* of the dem
FTHD.
HARK.
AROl'HT
ocratic party,and saving u# from any threatPolice,
45 00 ened blush ef shame, that It* heart ha* bet r
Timothy Donovan,
Hiram C Lord.
43 oo wide oj«en to our soldiers and sailor*, whose
Electric light s Ellsworth Water Co,
13: 23 blood ha* flowed *o freely for freedom and huInsane poor,
Maine insane asylum,
K8 *5 manity, and it ha* never turned
away It* ear
Joslah William#,
43 30 from the
piteous appeal* of their sweet but
William
U
43
83
Dreswr,
Suptof school#,
j mournful orphan* and widows; that tt* policy
ElBwurth VVater Co,
2 40
Library,
has been to protect every American cItUen,
Elbe! Alien,
10 CO abroad as well a* at home, anti it is now creatJ A Thompson,
14 73 ing an
army and a navy which will cause the
C I Welch,
10 00 star* and
stripes to be respected on every land
Stratton A Wesco.t,
20 17 and
every sea.
Eire dept
Senator Hale Hoae Co,
00
153
A nd these, my friends, are but a few of the
F L Heath,
1 00 noble
undertaking* to which the republican
2.3 C2 party la committed. Time forbids the enumera
Morrison, Joy A Co,
Charles J Treworgy,
School,
7 40 tlon of them all.
Throughout this great and
Daniel Carroll,
2 40 prosperous country
no
more
earnest, no
M G&llert,
6 38 more loyal
republicans can be found than
Herman Scammons.
5 00 the republicans of the State of Maine. From
Hamlin Maddocks,
4 00 among our number there stands out no bet
Edward Haney,
16 75 ter representative than the Hon. John F. Hill.
Harold Johnson,
4 60
For more than forty years, with slight excep4 0o i lions, the republican
Guy Raymond,
party ha* cottiro led
Eddie Maddocks,
4 OO i the administration of
public affair* in our State,
D
Lorenzo
7 73 ; am! we are now tow ant the closing of a
Moore,
period
12 00 of administration, dignified, able, and
Campbell Pub Co,
beyond
I N Avery,
18 00 the breath of crUkri-m, under the guidance of
j
Hancock Co Pub Co,
14 73 Hon. Llewellyn 1'ower*.
4 <>>
Benjamin Davis,
Our next’governor will be Hon. John F. Hill,
j
Frank S Lord,
36 16 and this man demoted u» the
High school,
principles of the
S
3!
4 62
Smith,
republican party, pure in character, expertC 1 Welch,
8 25 ! ©need In affairs,
gifted in ability, at the sunset
S 73
Campbell Pub Co,
of hi* administration, wPl have added lustre to
M Galiert,
3 38
his own name, and bright pages in the history
|
5 10 of the republican party in the old Pine Tree
Text-book,
Houghton, Mifflin A Co,
j
1 L Harnett Co,
ft 0 State.
I second the
nomination as made of
L B Wyman,
31 75 Hon John F. Hill, a- the republican candidate
Contingent,
for governor of the State of Maine.
Ellsworth Water
S3 j
boards

were

needed

in

city,

the

and tbe

in

decided to devote his attention

The

Co,

and
tbe
is

Following

Orland.
The local .attraction here
the dance at Boper’s grove.

Miss Gertrude Buck is at
successful term of school at
A

heavy

very

here

a

thunder shower struck

Wednesday evening, June

27.

Con-

siderable damage has been reported.
Mias Abble M. Buck closed her first
school on the Front ridge lati Friday.
Miss Buck has had excellent success. The
term:
Charlie

J.

G.

were

j

Leach, Bessie

Bowden

atm

i
!

Mrs. Loring

returned
tal

Bennett

has

been

in

days, caring for her son’s
Alice Bennett, who has ju^t
from the Eastern Maine
hospia

few

where she La-»

undergone

a

severe

surgical operation.
Among the summer arrivals are Miss
Belle Rich and Mr. Richardson, of Revere, Mass., at D. G. Rich’s; Miss Florence

politics.

Cotton’s.
A

large congregation attended the

dination services at
church

or-

Congregational
Wednesday evening,June 27, w hen
the

Howard Dakin French was ordained and
duly installed as pastor. The sermon by
Rev. F. B. Denio, D. D., of Bangor, was
one of the most able sermons
ever delivered here.
The ordaining prayer was by
Rev. E. Bean, of Bluebill; right hand of
fellowship by Rev. J.P. Cushman, Caatine;
charge to pastor, by Rev. William Forsyth, Bucksport; charge to the people, by
Rev. Charles Harbutt. The service closed
with singing, prayer, and benediction by
Rev. H. D. French.
G.
July 2.
Blanched almonds are both brain and
food, and the man who can include them in his daily bill-of-fare will
to quite an extent keep up his mental
force and clearness.
Juicy fruits also
develop more or less of the higher nerve
or brain; bat, unfortunately, they do not
agree with every one.—Ladies'
Home
Journal.
muscle

John Nelson Merrill, jr., of Skowhegan,
and Forreet Leroy Leland, of Calais, have
been nominated cadet and cadet-alternate to West Point for eastern Maine.

In

versalist.
son.

and

attract

thousands

of

visitors

who

The Four !>.’•
Charles Spurgeon once said that there were
three great enemies to man—“dirt, debt and the
devil. He might have added one more d, and
included
The evil results of this
disease could
be exaggerated. It's effects
are felt In mind ana body, and are as far reaching as the effects of the curse that was laid on
the Jackdaw of Rheims which was cursed In
“eating and drinking and sleeping, in standing
and sitting and lying". The good effects of Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery are most
marked in aggravated and chronic cases of dyspepsia. It enables the stomach gland* to secrete the necessary quantity of digestive fluids,
and this at once removes that craving or gnawing sensation so common to certain forms of
Indigestion. It tones and regulates the stomach, invigorates the torpid liver and gives the
blood making glands keen, assimilative power.
“Golden Medical Discovery" cures ninety eight
per cent, of those who use It. Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets are superior to all other laxative medicines when the bowels are obstructed.

dvspepsla.
hardly

health

hopciesa,

elected

the

I.

PAKTKIIKIK, Blucltill. druggists.
•—

JtSrrtiimunts.
AT

j CALI,

A. K. MOOKK'H STORK
|

IK WAKT Of

WHEN

Dry, Fancy

and IVlilli-

Goods,

nory

Try

our

l§tl..VO and *2.00
Ladles' Warranter! Itoot*.
In

our

Millinery HepanmeM

you wl'i

est

always find the lat-

style*
prteea.

A. E.
SMITH

at the

W

K

INN AN
«>

A

low-

MOORE,

Btll.lU.stt.

M*1X STUKtr,
\

1VK.

Sox salt.

mnr r«*c

I>tukk i*t«*, Toted**,

Boots

and Shoes, etc.

ELLSWORTH. M

o.
a Lid SO,

(asea that
climate of fa*

restored,

that

*ate

est

iedo,

and

W

the largest shareholders
temple of Augusta, built

How** Till*?
We offer One Hundred Dollar* Reward for
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
K. .1 cHKNhY a CO.. Prop*. Toledo. O.
We. the undersigned, have known
K
J.
Cheney for the lam 13 years and believe him
perfect’y honorable In wif bu*lm-4* transaction*,
and tinsii* tally able to carry cut any obligation
made by their Arm.
"Dt A Tkra\, Wholesale Druggist*. To

remedy,

health resorts failed to benefit, have
permanently cured by its use. For
by it»o A. i’Ait- m-.r Ellsworth, and

been

committees.

of

been

for

treatment

to thia

mous

Dr. Hill was married May 19. 1880, to
Llrrie G. Vickery, daughter of his partner,
P O Vickery. Their only child,
Percy,
was born March 16, 1881.
Mrs. Hill died
April 10, 1993

ITT AG E at I-a.'jr ic Beach
Acre* hotel, for sale or rent.
/
E
Kso. Ellsworth. <\ C. Tool®.
Bangor, or at cotug-

near

Cl

at

Mauvin, Wholesale

>hore

Inquire of
2X

Fern

St

win barn wood
Agoodortt
or co*’.
In perfect condition; has been
but little
Will br sold cheap. Inquire
Thk Astkias office.
»•**.•»*•«*.

Stove
used

I

YCLB-*A

briuid
Ul< 180® model,first-class,
l.iwt
*»*>. Will

Hall's Catarrh Cur** I* taken
Internally, art
inc direct 1 y ujw*u the blood ami mucous *ur
faces of itieunum. PrC-e. 73c |er IntUlc. S**td
by all druugl”i0. Testimonials fre»‘.

.v

a

bargain.

great

office.

Inquire

at

new wheel.
i* sold at
Tug Avkriun

0»k »n>! f
,,
street*, former*
I* E Hurley. Also one large
htabtnl ro*d, fi-rii.erly owned by
Jus. K Ford
The above properties will be
stud cheap on easy l*rni«
Ail persons are
<
CI.ASS CONVENTION.
I hereby warned against cutting hay or tresThe republican* of the class town* of Hanpassing in any manner thereon.
Address
Mrs. I. N Pont). Bar Harbor. Me.
cock. Lamoine. Mariaville. Aurora, Amherst.
Trenton. Waltham, No. 33 are requested to
send delegate* to a class ruuvmtion to he
held at the resilience of H. C Milliket*. We st
Hancock, on Saturday, July t*, at 2 p m to
choose a caudidate fur representative to the
Mr trodern hou*«
legislature. Each town ami plantation i»en
-t.rH w- -troet. Ell*
titled to one delegate and for each
and a
worth, eight
20
bath, furnace heat,
votes an additional delegate, and for
each *qwMi plumbing, t*t t.-lvr ground-. Ajq.lv at
fraction
of
13 an
additional delegate.
E I* A It K K ft
I nder this arrangement Hancoc k is entitled
to 3 delegates. I.vmoine 3. Mariaville
2. Aurora 1, Amber at 3, Trenton 2. Waltham 2. No.
C. A. CkAMTKKK,
33>. *•
July 3. 1900.
Committee.
on Franklin street recently oc**u|
E_7 Pied a* an <>rtl
by Ellsworth Water t o.
I nquire at A. W. Cc*h w
\ !*i>*'*.
on

IANP
ly owned by
lot
ou

Sptt:al Xoticts.

r.,

ti»e

HOUSE FOR SALE.

_E
Za ItU

QTOHK

Hmusrmtntg.

R
STouf.Masmiic

Bo
bMement—
block on siaie street, uutil
occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing t o. Ito.Tiireof John B. Kxpman.
agtnt. in same building.
in

HANCOCK HALL. ELLSWORTH.

I

riday

recently

and Saturday Evenings,
July 6 and 7.

8
TBit VI. work of all kind*. Klectri
bells a special
Address i’. O. box XEllsworth.

THE PASSION PLAY. ]^EKi
,

I his grand exhibition is a series of
tableaux or moving pictures, graphI
Sail.
ically descrilied by i*rof. II. A. Starkweather. Elocutionist, of iioston.
Black Newfoundland dog, answer*
j
to name Bruno, weight 125 hnO<i—
Any iuNone should fail t,» see these wonder- formation
given city marshal of Ellsworth
ful pictures.
* b* rewarded.
Mks. Lois Uiu-a tkick,
! *.
North
Lamoim-.

Tickets, 35c.
«>n

and 35c.
Children.
sale at Wlggin’s.

I

ISc.

ctebcrtisfinriita.

STEAM

Sptual Xc tiers.
NOTICE.
i* to
notify the public that
rpHIS
A
son, Walter V. Leach, the

bxjXjBwoutii

LAU.NDRY

“NO

PAY. NO

1

NOTICE

WASBKK."

All kind, of laundry work done at abort
tlce. Good, called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTKY
We.t End Bridie.

I give my
remainder of
and I shall claim none of his
nor pay auy of hi* debt* after this
Pago S. Lkac h.
..e"
Ea*t Orland. July 2, 1900.

miuority.

hi»
wages

AM) BATH BOOMS.

annually.

districts,

perfect

in 1895.

vice-president, the electoral vole of Maine, by
of the largest rtiajoritle* ever given
We endorse tl»e platform adopted by the state !

We favor free popular education.
We favor such constant and intelligent regard
for all the resources of our State as will tend to
their development and to the keeping of Maine
capital employed in Maine.' Good roads enhance
the value of property especially In the farming

w*s

yielded

seemed

a republican in
religious views he is a t'nlHe is a Knight Templar Ma-

one

one

all forms of property of every kind and de
script Ion.
We commend as a business measure the
creation of the office of State auditor, in order
that all the accounts of the State may be carefully examined, and an Itemized account of
each and every State department published

i

This Arm

largest publishing bouse* in

in tbe masonic

We pledge to William M<Klnb-v, of Ohio, and
Theodore Rno^velt, «f N w York, tin- rcpu’»Mean candidate* of the party for .president and

appropriation*.

P. O. Vickery,
partner under

If III.

have

years,

ways.
Dr. Hill has always been

We glory In the patriotic, wise ami able administration of President McKinley, a great
leader in war, a wi-e statesman in peace. We
cordially and thoroughly endorse hi- admloi*

We favor ill- readjustment of the systems of
Dorr, of Cranstou, R. I., st G. M
Dorr’s; George Carlisle, of Brockton, taxation prevailing In the Stale, and the enactMas#., at Mrs. Thompson’s; Miss Josie ment of measures which will lead to a more
A. Cotton, of Waltham, Mass., at John ju*t and equitable valuation and assessment of

that have resisted all other

busi-

Hill is essentially a man of public
affairs; he is president of the Augusta
national bank, a trustee of the Kennebec
savings bunk, vice-president and director
of the Maine trust company of Gardiner, and a director in several street rail-

platform of the repubadopted by the con-

L.

Vickery dt

a

Auguste

Dr.

con-

convention held in I.ewi*ioi» on the Huh of
April la-t.
In .Stale affair* we favor an economical ad
ministration of our State government. We are
opposed to the granting of any appropriations
beyond the life of the legislature making the

of

name

of the

important

on

absent for tht

not

Arm

one

hie

to
to

representative from Augusta to the Maine legislature, and re-elected in 1891. In August,
1892, he was nominated by acclamation as
senator from Kennebec county, and sat
in the legislatures of 1893 and 1896 in
that capacity. In both branches he served

month.

Bowden.

Bucksport
wife, Mrs.

as

after became

soon

In 1889 Dr. Hill

The republicans of Maine recall with admiration the republican administration* in our iiate
and country.
We take pride in the party’s history and adhere to its principles. In national
affair* we adopt and endorse the platform of
the republican national convention, hold in
Philadelphia, on the lath, 30th and 2L-t of lids

for July 4 is
home after
Trenton.

is the

A (iood Couch Medicine.

Many thousands have been restored to
health and happiness by the use of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy.
If afflicted with
any throat or lung trouble, give it a trial,
for it is certain to prove beneficial. Coughs

the business.

THE PLATFORM.

licans of Main?)
vention :

came

and went in bualueee with

vention from Hancock cou ity wan Hon.
John D. Hopkins. Col. Hamlin was the
Hancock county member of the committee on resolution*. Charles II Drurntney, of Ellsworth, was elected finite commillet rn.n from Hancock county.

•2,112 50

Total.

honorary

vice-pres ideut of the

1879 be

In

ness career.

1,008

2 00
10 65
J00
80
4 10
1 75
1 uo
1 23
14 00

studied

graduated at the Maine
medical school, Brunswick, completing
his studies at the Long Island college hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y. After leaving college, I.)r. Hill practiced medic ne for about
a year in Booth bay Harbor, but very soon

|

Co,

Xewboryport, Massachusetts;

this summer. Secretary Long haa replied :
“The fl*et haa been ordered to go to Portland, Rockland and Bar Harbor.
The
admiral haa been instructed to arrange,
if poaeib'e, to beat Bar Harbor when the
Ktigliah fleet is thtre.”

medicine aud

j

D N Moore,
WR Treworgy,
K L Curtis,
W B Campbell,
A E Maddocks,
J A Thompson,
Edwin M Moore,
Hancock Co Pub
D L Fields,

Fleet to be nt liar Harbor.

The

bleb

In reply to a letter from Senator Hale
subject of this sketch
seems to be hereditary.
Dr. Hill’s father. asking that. If possible, the North AtWilliam Hill, of Eliot, was in tbe sixth lantic squadron be sent to Bar Harbor

Because of roj personal and Intimate ar
quaintance with the proposed nominee, and my
test wishes for the welfare and prosperity of
the republican party in Maine, I rise with grat

the

spirit
w

ebsmeterixe the

Hamlin's

speech.

committee of three

report

nomination

were

Branch pond from tbe Bangor road, on
June 28, at 10 a. m., when the board will
view

the

Bucksport
Cl.orryfleld,

-----

I>r.
John F. Hill, of Augusta, and the nomination was made by acclamation. Dr.
Hill's name was presented by Hon. H. M.

road to

new

the achievements of

governor of Maine. Only one name
presented to the convention, that of

not

burning during tbe past month.
Tbe board voted $5 to Mrs. Ephraim
Higgins for maintenance of private way,
the money to be expended under direction of tbe street commissioner.
The clerk was instructed to give formal
notice that the aldermen would give a

hearing

and

The American
republican party.
on
7.
prints extracts from it
page
Senator Hale also addressed the convention.
He was greeted enthusiastically.
His speech in full is printed on page 7.
The real business of the convention

for band concerts.
for

principles

the

The aldermen after considerable discussion, and after one motion to appropriate flOQ bad been voted down, voted

lighting

he
ex-

speech, he thought better of it as
day of the convention drew near, and
his speech was a comprehensive review of

musical instruments.

tbe bill for street

an

tended

goue to considerable expense during the
past year to buy uniforms and some rew

f50

make

the

attention to

called

Frye presided, and though

had declared be would not

the fact that tbe members of tbe band bad

organization

one of the unexpected things which an
American traveler sees. If he has spent
Independence day in England or France
or Germany, where the only
recognition
of the day comes from resident or visiting Americans, he will be surprised the

on

ghan's band, prese nted

following pupils
The American society in London is an
of resident Americans which
gives a dinner on Iude{*endeuce day at
the Criterion or lioiborn restaurant. The
American minister sits at the head of the
table. Over his head i> a defiant eagle
(stuffed), and all around him are draped
flags of the Union intertwined with the
British flag. Red, white and blue flowers
decorate the table. An American flag of
violets, daisies and red geraniums, with
electric stars, is the center of the decorative scheme. A miniature of Bartholdi’s
great statue of Liberty looks down on
the scene.
Amid these inspiring surroundings the member^ of the American
renew
their allegiance to the star
society
spangled banner. All the distinguished
Americans in London are present to make
spread eagle speeches, and consuls of the
United States from various cities are
among the guests.

of Accounts.

was present.
H. Drutnmey.

|

John F. Hill, of Augusta, Nominated for Governor.
The republican State convention at
Bangor last Wednesday was an enthusiastic gathering of republicans from all
parts of Maine. It was a great ratification of the action of the national con-

board

C.

F- M. C. Seminary.
enjoy tbe grand scenery and healthful
influences of the State, shorten the distance to
At a meeting of the K. M. C. seminary
market, and are potent factors in the develop- presidential committee at
last
We favor such
ment of every community.
week, Prof. Fred U. Ward, of
action by the State as will bring to the know- ,
a graduate of Bowdoin, ela^a of 1900, wan
ledge of local official* the roost successful
of greet and mathematics
methods of maintaining the roads committed to elected teacher
their care ami promote effective legislation to i to fill the vacancy caused by the reeignalion of Prof. Raymond McFarland. Prof.
that ecd.
I
We favor fidelity to the cause of temperance,
McFarland baa accepted a position at
and such action as ‘hall keep our State In the
Pinkerton academy, I>erry, N. II.
lead In this question.
Mias Maud Johnson, of Belfast, was
We commend the distinguished and faithful
elected music teacher, and Mrs. Fuller reservices of our United '•tales senators, and our
elected as teacher of elocution and physidelegation In the House of Representative*, In
cal culture.
all their efforts In behalf of the great Interests
A principal and commercial
teacher
of our State and country.
We tender our grateful appreciation for the
probably will be elected at the next mectfaithful and distinguished service* rendered to | Ing of the committee.
the Mate during the paid four years by our
governor, Llewellyn Towers. No one has deDied from Ills Injuries.
served better of tins State. He has governed
James F. Kimball, of Mariaville. whose
wisely and well.
injuries in a mill at Hast Winn were rr
We pledge our faithful ami loyal support to
ported in The American last wevk, died
our esteemed fellow oillien, Hon. John K. Hill,
in the hospital at Bangor.
whom we have nominated to t»e the standard- ; Wednesday
Mr. Kimball leaves a wife, three sisters
{•carer of our party, and to be the next governor
-Mrs. Rejiecca Young and Mrs. Jennie
of Maine.
eotne to

I>r.

Concerts—

Tbe board of aldermen met Monday for
Tbe full
regular July meeting.

:

The Fourth In London.

Hand

MAINE REPUBLICANS.

tbe

scenes en-

"The variegated costumes of a mass of
dames and gentlemen gave the wide balcony the appearance of a flower garden,
and the sparkling eyes, red cheeks and
smiling lips of the young ladies made the
scene
a
most enchanting one.
IJttle
beauties in diamonds and lace rode by in
rich chariots, accompanied by portly old
fellows with enormous ruffles. The horses
were the cream of our Virginia racers.
After being led up and down through the
crowd they were stripped, saddled and
mounted. The drum tapped, and off they
When the race was
shot like meteors.
won by a horse bearing our new national
colors—red, white and blue—in honor of
the occasion being Independence day,
I thought the people would Lave gone
wild with enthusiasm."

for

Rolls

at

-—

success.

Money Voted

the annual Fourth of July races
on the preceding day.
From this much
prised heirloom I make the following exacted

perhaps
begin the talk.
There’s Cobb, of Rockland, and Pettingill, of Rumford Falls, and Shepherd, of Rockport, all of whom are
doubtless good men, but fhe name
best known in this section, and the
man beloved by all who know him, is
The Fourth Lour Ago,
West Point can boast of two of the
W. W. Stetson, of-, of-, we
don’t know the town, but anyhow, he most famous of the early Fourth of July
celebrations. One w as in the year 177S),
Mr.
lives in and belongs to Maine.
when Washington issued an order which
as
Stetson’s unequalled
was publicly read there granting a genreputation
eral
pardon to all prisoners in the army
superintendent of the public school
under
sentence of death. The other was
system of Maine, the development of in 1782, when there
occurred there the
which to its present modern and last review of the
Revolutionary army as
condition
is
due
such. "The whole army was formed on
thoroughly complete
entirely to his superb efforts, makes the banks of the Hudson on each side of
him an exceedingly dangerous per- the river. The signal of 13 cannon being
given at West Point, the troops displayed
sonage to any others possessing as- and formed lines, when a general feu de
in
which joie took place throughout the army."
pirations running along lines
the people of the State would naturThe Swim Celebrate the Fourth.
ally wish to advance an official whose
The general observance of the Fourth
with
had
been
so
service
resplendent
of July by the people of Switzerland is
isn’t a very

long

a

He write*

member

nation this
not
been
chosen candidate for county attorney
at the convention to-day.
He had
cock county

and ball

and would
a

is

South

The summer visitors are literally pouring Into Northeast Harbor. Saturday
eighty-six arrived on the “Frank Jones”,

tract

republican

over

of

Condon,

is still in Manila.

climate.

the busiest

Hon. H. B. Saunders, United States
marshal for this district, retires as republican State committee-man for
Hancock county after a long, honorable and useful career.
He has served
on this committee for nineteen years.
Mr. Saunders is

M.

be little if any lighting.
He
to beabie to return home.

County Treasurer:
OMAR W. TAPLEY, of Ellsworth.
At

home that it

healthy
worst is

For

ALDERMEN MEET.

t

no

A

CO..
Ell.worth. Me.

Having purchased the bakery hu.lnea. ot
George L. Flint, I aui now prepared to furnish
the public with
C*KE- PIES.. PASTRY
rx#
.nB,??£«AI);
of all
kiiVl •* fresh every flay. Picnic and Excurt-ion panics supplied at short notice. Baked
Beans
and
Brown Bread
and
Saturday
J
Sunday mornings.
P. H. BONZEY,
Main Street, opp. Manning iwoek, Ellsworth.

SILVERWARE
If you have
or

REFLATED.'

an old, rough,
rusty .poor, knife
can make them look a. bright a.
*
so that they will wear for
years.

fork,

new,
WE

we

1*0 PLATING

OF ALL KINDS_

Silver, Gold, Nickel, lira.., and guarantee It to

last.

Call

West

address
MOOHE

or

BBOTHEUS,

Trextoh..

Subscribe for The American.

TAY-PAYE1W.
I shall be

at

building. State
during usual business hours to receive
taxes.
After August 1 interest at the rate of
6 per cent, will be
charged.
street,

...

lax

ELLSWORTH BAKERY.

TO

is hereby given that
"^TOTICE
my office in Masonic

Collector for the
3, 19uu.

^Ellsworth, July

ANNEAL

li'-' U1

Hoi

MKS,

city of Ellsworth.

MEETING.

annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Lamoine
THE
Bar Harbor Land Co.,
wnl be
&

held at the Pepperell House, Kittery.
Me., on Saturday, August *, 1900, at 11.30
o clock a. m
for the purpose of electing directors for the
ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as shall
properly come before the meeting.

_Oscar

A. Bhkpahd, President.

NOTICE.
proprietors of the

THEBridge Corporation

Desert
Mount
are
hereby notified
auna*l meeting will be held at the
dwelling-house of heirs of William Thompson, in Trenton, on the second Monday of
July next, at 2 o’clock p. m., for the following
viz.:
irst. To choose officers for the ensuing
year.
Second. To make arrangements for
repairing the bridge, and raise money to pay for
repairs on said bridge.
Third. To transact such other business as
may legally come before said meeting.
E M. Uamgk, Clerk.
" est
Edeu, June 16. 1900.

V*

eu

Purposes,

,

I

Judging by the
they do, there

world

the

amount of

ar« some

aun never

complaining
people on wboae

shine*.

If her boateaa doe* her own work, the
who I* thoughtful may propgirl guest
hand In washing the
erly give a helping
dishes, or dusting the parlor, but this
he
tactfully offered and not
delp must
some
women
"rged;
sro
tat '<>*■ vcl-v
Averse to assistance from their gueatit.-Journal.
Home
La,lies’

aWjrrtiatnifnls.

KLL3 WORTH KALL8.

HANCOCK REPUBLICANS.

Ruel Preble, of Bangor, has been visitIng friends here for several days.
Miss Florence Patten, of Boston, is visiting here, the guc.it of Mrs. Herbert
Moore.
Charles Quinn, who has been visiting
bis family here for the past week, returned to Berlin, N. II., Monday. This is
Mr. Quinn’s first visit home in two years.
Rev. Mr. Goodrich with his helpers
commenced

a

series of tent

Saturday evening.
been largely attended.

on

nounced

meetings here
The meetings have
The service*

an-

folio.vs:

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday a.id Saturday evening*
at 7.30, blble study on
Saturday afternoon
at 2

are

as

o’clock.

The

of nations given in the vestry on Mommy evening under the auspice* of the ladies of the Congregational
church society, was largely attended and
a very enjoyable affair.
The concert was
under the immediate direction
of N.
W. Littlefield, of Bangor, to whom much
credit is due.

COUNTY

HELD IN

CONVENTION

ELLSWORTH TUESDAY.

Hinckley, of Bluehltl. Dr. J. H. Patten,
of Amherst, nominated Howard F. Whitcomb, of Ellsworth. %
E. E. Chase, E. E. Hpofford and H. E.
Wakefield appointed committee to receive

44

Think of Ease
But Work On.”

votes.
ONLY TWO CONTESTS—H. F. W’HITCOMB
NOMINATED

FOR

DRUMMRY

SHERIFF—C.

H.

COUNTY ATTORNEY.

worth.

day in Ells-

convention

was

republican*

The

Hooper.43
Whitcomb.....13
Kingman.10
Hinckley.15
Billings.17

3

_________

Tuesday

The first ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes cast 98. Necessary for a choice 50.

Hancock

of

county assembled at Hancock hall and
nominated candidates for county officers.
Of the 100 delegates entitled to representation only two were absent.
There was an interesting contest
nomination for sheriff, five

the

concert

being

for county attorney, which
on the first ballot.

was

sary for

for

de-

was

In the third ballot

THE CONVENTION,

The convention

called

was

order at

10.15 by Dr. R. L. Urindle, of Alt. Desert,
chairman

of

the

mistake was made in
voting, one more ballot being cast
than there were delegates.
Fourth ballot. Whole number, 98; necessary for choice, 60.
a

the

to

committee.

county

which

even

hard work becomes easy•

Summer School at Ellsworth.

Winfred Milliken and family, of Bar
Harbor, viaited relative* here recently.
The ladle*' aid society will meet with
Mr*. Betsey Milliken Thursday afternoon.
Victor.
July 2.

FRENCH
PATENT CALF

ouw

______^____

WKST ELLSWORTH.

Mary Barron,

Mr*.

BAL.

of

Beverly, Mas*., is

visiting her sister, Mr*. Annie Dollard.
B.
July 2.

right

Is made
in every detail. Only
the best of selected slock used. Pleases
the eye and gives the finishing touch
to the well dressed man.

________

Clark addressed

the

convention

His reference to
Ellsworth’s great trio, Emery, Hate and
Wiswell, brought forth hearty applause.
He touched upon the advancement made
by the United States under republican
administration.
Mention of AlcKinley
and Roosevelt was received with enthu-

briefly

eloquently.

but

siasm.

REGISTER OF PROBATE.

Charles P. Dorr was re-nominated for
register of probate by acclamation.

The committee In charge of local arrangements for the summer school hope
obtain reduced rates

to

and

boats

for

on

railroads

the

attending

teachers

the

The Maine Central has already

school.

agreed to give round trip tickets at one
and one-third regular fare
one
way.

E. B. Rodirk. of

pointed

Bar

Harbor,

committee of

a

one

was

an-

B.

wait upon

to

Hale and ask him to address the
convention.

The

In Ellsworth will
be held as last year at Hancock hall. It
promises to be a large and interesting
school

summer

school.
_

CHURCH

NO I KS.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Nahum Hinckley was re-nominated for
county commissioner by Acclamation.
COUNTY ATTORNEY.

Senator

NORTH KLLSWORTH.

Cheers greeted the announcement of
Mr. Whitcomb’s nomination.

E. Tracy, of

nominated

for

Winter

Harbor, and

county attorney.

Drura-

BAPTIST.

FREE

Iiev. George II. Salley, pastor.
Friday, 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting.
Sunday, July 8—Sermon by Rev. G. W.
Avery, of Ellaworth Falla, at 2p. m. Sunday school at 3.15 p. in. Social service at
7 p.

mey received 62 votes; Tracy, 35.
COUNTY TREASURER.

stepped

to tbe

Great

Closing-Out

Sale.

that

time.

He

believed

record of Hancock

county

political

tbe

the best

was

of

any in the State.

Touched upon the business advanceof tbe county since he had knowu
it. Did not claim it was all due to republican administration, but it was significant

republicans

|

|

too

I TRIMMED HATS

j

♦

i
T

AT

♦

j

HALF PRICE,

had

presidential ticket

vail

to

pre-

monetary standard?

in our

Referred to war, which he was not in
favor of, but after the tragedy of Havana
harbor, there was nothing else to do.
And there never was a war conducted
with such honor and with fewer
sults

j

than

with

war

our

bad

re-

He

Spain.

trusted there would be

if

we

must have

no more war, but
war, the American flag

a

triumphantly.

must float

involved

in

Read

until the middle of duly our millinery,
trimmed hats, will be sold at bottom prices.

in
es-

war

in tbe

"We intend to close
and everything else accordingly.
store from the middle of duly until Sept. 1.

a

letter

which

would

was

the

no

war;

be

assurauce

that

the

that

of

can

ant

our

policy of protection and the resultprosperity. The republican party is

against trusts, when they become harmful. The republican party does not depemi upon capital, dui upon ininmng

people.
He spoke

of the

responsibilities of

new

country from its foreign accessions in
same line as in his speech in
Bangor, printed in full on page 7 of this
issue.
Wishing the convention godspeed, and

the

thoroughly
to

much the

bespeaking a good round republican
majority from the banner county of
Maine, which called forth prolonged

<

cheers.
The

ported

icai

in

lilt;

uttuu.it

7

manufacturers.

I

Incorporated

1^4.

made

plantation

were

of

delegates to
100; number of
East brook and No.

entitled
not

represented.

NOMINATIONS FOR SENATOR.

niuimti^
in which they are put together. If your dealer does
write
to thej
not have them, take no substitute, but

iuu,

was

Delegates Allen, of Mt. Desert, Patten,
of Amherst, and Tapley, of Tremont, as
committee on resolutions.

m

ui

number

was

delegates present, OS.

more

uit

whole

which town

results.

valuable
improvements than any
Qther line; are made of
the best material obtainable; and are most cconomhave

They

temporary organization

permanent.
The county committee was made a committee on credentials. The committee re-

reliable—war-

give right

When

some women

become

to appear foolish, it is said
that they are “ho emotional.”

as

bo

tii

uit

ptuttt

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

■

ft

Bangor^^^^^l

BICYCLE CLOTHING
OF ALL,

KINDS.

THE “PEERLESS” SUIT
is “the” thing. I am sole agent. No belt
needed with this suit. Call and examine,
and you will buy no other. The prices range

for nominations for
the eastern district of the
county. Dr. Phillips in a characteristic
speech which put the convention in
good humor, nominated H. E. Hamlin,
nomination
was
of
Ellsworth. The
greeted with applause. The nomination
was seconded by E. P. Hpofford, of Deer
Isle; who moved that it be made by acclamation. The nomination was so made.
For senator from the western district,
George M. Warren, of Castine, nominated
A. K. Buck, of
Orland.
Nomination
second by Mr. Swazey, of Bucksport.
The nomination was made by acclamation.
The

chair called

senator from

THE

FIGHT

FOR SHERIFF.

Warren, of Castine, nominated L.
F. Hooper, of Ellsworth. John A. Peters,
from $4.50 upwards.
jr., and Dr. N. C. King, of Ellsworth, and
Mr. Hawkins, of Sullivan, seconded the
SUITS.
SUMMER
and
SPRING
nomination. Mr. Lynam, of Bar Harbor,
I have just received large invoices of suits nominated George P. Billings, of Bar
that will bear closest inspection. Prices to Harbor. The nomination was seconded
by William Fennelly, of Bar Harbor. S.
suit the times.
S. Scammon, of Franklin, nominated
Elmer L. Kingman, of Ellsworth.
E. E.
OWEN BYRN.
Chase, of Bluehill, nominated Merrill P.
Mr.

P.
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6 85
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12 25
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7 25
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M

A.

M. A.

9 45

Boston.

A.

M A. M. A.
0 )
9 00
IP. M.
« o 12 35
M

8

M

12 55.

Portland.

11
r.

M.

BANGOR. *5 O’; 10 Of 3 15 *4 45 r.9 25
8 30
5 09 10 05 3 19 4 49
Bangor, Ex. St.
10 12
3 26 4 56
8 87
Brewer Junction
tlO 34. {5 18 f8 57
Holden.
Lake House.{10 42
{5 27 {9 04
Green Lake.M0 60. {5 37 f9 12
5 50 {9 21
Nlcolln
{10 59
6 04
9 35
Ellsworth Falls
1113!.
ELLSWORTH
6 17 111s 4 25 6 10
9 41
Wash'gton Jc. 11 2' 4 34
Franklin Road. 11 37. {6 25 f9 56
1147. t6 31 {10 04
Hancock.
Waukeag, S. Fy {6 43 11 fti f4 53 f6 87 {10 07
5 00
6 45 10 15
Mt.Desert Ferry
6 to' 12 00
p
m.
i
8 15 1 15,. ;.
Sullivan.
5 40 7 06 10 45
Sorrento_ 7 15 2 O
BAR HARBOR *7 5ul 12 50 5 40! *7 25 ll 15
Su ndays only—July 8 to Aug 26, leave Bangor
11 40 a m, Ellsworth 12 47 p m ; arrive Mt Desert
Ferry 1 15 p m. Bar Harbor 2 00 p m.
Dally, Sundays Included, a train for the
Washington County It It leaves Bangor at 6 05
a in. arriving at Ellsworth at 7 24 a
m, and at
Washington Junction at 7 80 a m.
....

...

...

z Sundays only.
Daily.
tStop on signal or noticeto Conductor,
c Stops to leave but uot to take passengers.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portlhhd* Boaton and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale st the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Kllswortl.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ills-

on

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager*
E. BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass, an.! Ticket Agt.

worm to

F

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

proprietary medicines of any note.
Among the entire list I have never found
anything to equal Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for all
stomach and bowel troubles,” says O. W.
Wakefield, of Columbus, Ga. “This remedy cured two severe cases of cholera morbus in my family, and 1 have recommended and sold hundreds of bottles of
it to my customers to their entire satisfaction.

It affords

quick

a

and

sure cure

in a pleasant form.” For sale by GKO. A.
Parcheb, Ellsworth, and W. I. Partridge, Riuehill, druggists.

Six

Trips

a

Week

Boston.

to

Commencing Saturday, June 23, 1900, steamer
“Mt. Desert” will be due to leave Bar Haroor
foi Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor, Stonlngton ami Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston, dally, except Sunday,
at 1.00 p m.
RETURNING.

MARRIED.

excuse

SERVICE.

SUMMER

BURN.
to Mr and Mrs
FRA RY—At Ellsworth, June
George C Krary, a daughter.
JOYCE—At Atlantic, .June 24, to Mr and Mrs
Seth Joyce, a son.
NORWOOD—At Swan’s Mand, June 24, to Mr
and Mrs Abram Norwood, a daughter.
OSGOOD—At Ellsworth, July 2, to Mr and Mrs
Fred II Osgood, a daughter.
SMALL—At Sunset (Deer Isle), June 27, to Mr
and Mrs Walter II Small, a daughter.

excited

in

MARINE LIST.

DhVANEY—JOY—At Ellsworth, July 2, by
.John 15 Redman, esq, Miss Mary M DeVaney
to Stephen Decatur Joy, both of Hancock.
FULLER MOORE—At Mayne.-taye, Sorrento,
Maine, by Rev C S Me Learn, Paulina
daughter of Chief Justice and Mrs Melville
W Fuller, of Washington, D (J, to Dr S
Marcus Moore, of Evanston, 111.
HUTCHINS—W A RDW ELL—At Castine, June
2b, by Rev John Cushman, Miss Jessie M
H utetdns, of Hucksport, to Ray 11 Ward well,
of Penobscot.
At North Haven,
LITTLEFIELD
QUINN
June 20, by Rev. J T Coombs, Miss Hattie
Littlefield, of Penobscot, to John II Quinn, of
Eagle Island.

Boston, dally, except Sunday, at 5 p jn.
Rockland, touching at Intervening landings, daily, except Monday, at ft a iu.
From
From

E. S. J. Mouse,
Calvin

Agent, Bar Harbor.

Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
Mgr.. Boston.

William H. Hill, Gen’l

Mlanil, Blflctiill & Ellsworth Steamb’t Co.

—

Cony,

Port.
SAILED

Ellsworth

there

policy

administration was against it.
Senator Hale touched upon the republi-

All Small Accounts with us
rtust be Settled by July 10.

ranted

Rtaolved, That this convention reaffirms and
adheres to those fundamental principles which
have built up and sustained the republican
party since Its Inception.
Resolved, That we endorse In their entirety
the platforms adopted at the State and national
conventions, believing them to embody a policy
for the welfare and best Interest of the State
and nation.
Resolved, That we believe the administration
of President McKinley has been wise, able and
patriotic, and productive of the best results In
both Its domestic and foreign policy.
Resolved, That we pledge our hearty and
active support to the candidates chosen at the
national, State and district conventions, and to
the nominees of this convention.
The convention then adjourned.

from secretary of the navy

the

Flowers, 9c. to 19c.
Ribbons, 9c. to 19c.

Arc

following resolutions:

territory.

now

CLARION
Cooking Ranges

on

4 30

5ft,
35

{5

.1 351
9

20

M.
85
• 10

M.IP. M. CA
10 *8 45
5

Sundays only—July 8 to Aug 26, leave Mt
Desert Ferry, 2 00 p m, Ellsworth 2 34 p m; arrive Bangor 3 50 p m.
Dally. Sunday Included, a train from Washington County K U leaves Ellsworth 10 28 pm,
Arrive Bangor 11 45 p m.
BANGOR TO MAR HARBOR.

the

resolutions presented
following, which were adopted unan:
imously
We, the republicans of Hancock county, In convention assembled, adopt the

county would be-

universal

a

East. Had confidence that the wisdom of
the administration would confine itself to
protecting American interests, and engage
in no league for the partitioning of foreign

CALL & CONNICK,
our

power
invin-

was

to allow tiie mistaken 16 to 1 idol

Did not believe this

pecially

in

cible, but there will he a contest, perhaps
a sharp contest.
Does anybody believe
that the people of this country are going

come

From

been

through it all.
Said the

twenty years and have sold most all of

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.

The committee

the

ment

that the

Charles P. Silsby.

•*
8
4
6
5
5
{5

*

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.,

county, and only three county officers in

M

P

’l

Portland.
Boston.

m.

platform
Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E.
Special accrued pension ha* been grantbe received a most enthusiastic greeting.
UNITARIAN.
O.
W. Tapley was
ed to Mrs. Mary F. Moore.
nominated for
PERFECT FITTING.
Senator Hale spoke in his usual delibRev. A. II. Coar, pastor.
county treasurer by acclamation.
erate but Impressive manner.
This is the verdict of customers who
Sunday, July 8—Morning service at
COUNTY COMMITTEE.
Seven pre*ldents of the United State*
He referred to some of the county conare wearing our ELITE and FRANKThe following county committee was 10.30. Sermon by the pastor.
were members of the masonic fraternity—
LIN shoes.
them
ventions
of
which
he
had
once
and
atyears
ago
Huy
you Washington, Jackson, Polk, Buchanan,
appointed:
will always wear them.
tended and taken part in. Aa he looked
There is no beautifler of complexion or
Mt. Desert district, Dr. R. L. Grindle;
Johnson, Garfield and McKinley. Wash- over the
convention
republican county
form, or behavior, like ttie wish to scatter
Ellsworth
district,
Henry
Whiting; joy
ington was master of his lodge at Alexanand not pain around us.—Virgil.
he was smitten with sorrow for the demFranklin district, William O. Emery,Suldria, Va. Jackson was at one time grand
ocrats of the county—good fellows in
Dignity is a poor thing to stand on
master of the grand lodge of Tennessee,
livan; Penobscot district, A. P. Kane,
when you find yourself in the rear of a
every way but polities, but in politics
Bluehill
and Buchaimn was deputy grand master
Brooklin;
district, Nahum
ELLSWORTH. ME.
they could not get their beads above Hinckley; Bucksport district, P. P. Oil- crowd and want to see the procession.
of the Grand lodge of Pennsylvania.
In
a
water.
forty-three years not
single more; Brooksville district, W. A. Walker,
The Beat Ih'iiioly for Stomach and Bowel
democratic senator had been elected to
animtiatmrnt*.
Caatine; Deer Isle district, Elmer E.HpofTroubles.
the Maine legislature from
Hancock ford,
Amherst
Stonington;
district,
“I have been in the drug business for
As Senator Hale

M. P.

7 on 10 30
7 30 10 85
Sullivan...
Mt Desert Ferry
8 on ll 20
Waukeag, S. Fy t8 08 j 11 2l>;
Hancock. {8 09 {11 21*
Franklin Road..
8 17. {
11 48
Wash’gtonJc
8 33 11 55
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls f8 37 fl2 00
Slcolln. tS 50 11*2 14
Green Lake. f8 58 {1*2 28;
Lake House.
{9 00.
Holden. {9 13 {12 38
9 33 12 58
Brewer June....
Bangor, Ex. St.. 9 40 1 05;
BANGOR, M.C. 9 45 1 10

Sorrento.|

p

Hooper.44
Teachers should make applications at
After the reading of the call. Rev. Qeorge
MOUTH OK THR RIVKR.
Whitcomb.39
home depot.
E. Kinney, of Alt. Desert, offered prayer.
Hinckley.15
Miss Evie Uonary, of Bangor, is visitTeachers who expect to attend and
The temporary organization was effected
Fifth ballot, whole number, 98; neces- who have not made their own arrangeing relative* here.
the appointment of E. B. Clark, of Bar sary for choice, 50.
ments for board should address George
Mrs. Matthew Moon is visiting her by
B. Stuart, Ellsworth, who is chairman of
Harbor, as chairman, and B. B. WhitHooper.43
daughter, Mr*. Jennie Swelt.
of Ellsworth, and A. H. Lynam, of
the committee having that matter In
Whitcomb.53
Misses Rita and Sadie Milliken, of Wal- comb,
Bar Harbor, as secretaries.
charge.
Hluckley.2
tham, Mas*., have arrived home.
Air.

M. A.

|A.

BAR HARBOR

...

choice 48.

Hooper.41
W hitcomb.22
Kingman.B
Hinckley...18
Billings.8

ballots

cided

a

Commencing June 25, 1900.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

If your blood is impure you cannot even
The blood ts the
44think of ease."
greatest sustainer of the body and when
you make it pure by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla you have the perfect health in

The second ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes cast, 95. Neces-

The only other contest

necessary.

Baftroaba ant Steamboat*.

SWjertfsrmtnts.

Thursday, June 28
Sch Emma W

Day, Bray, Bar Harbor
Saturday, June 30
Sch Coquette, Farrell, Bar Harbor, lumber
for Mace
Sch Sarah
Elizabeth, Murphy, wood, H B
Phillips, Stonington

ARRIVED
Sch Nellie <>rant, Dodge, Boston
Sch Leonora. Bonsev. Boston

Sunday .July 1
Sch Samuel Lewis, Pratt, Boston
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar June 25, schs G W Col.
Him, Johnson, Boston; Lucy Belle, Martin,
Sullivan
Ar June 26, schs Wester loo. Partridge, Boston; J H Butler, Klee, Bar Harbor
Ar June 30, -chs F K Baird, Greenlaw, Bangor; Dora Allison, Bangor
Shi June 27, sch G W Collins, Johnson, with
curbstone from A Abbott, for Boston
Sid June 28, sch C It Wood, Stanley, with
stone from Crabtree & Havey, for Philadelphia
Sid June 29, schs J H
Butler, Klee, with
staves, from A H Burnham, for Kockland;
Agnes Mabel, Dolllyer, with wood from J P
Gordon, for Bar Harbor
Sid June 30, sch Westerloo, Partridge, with
curbstone from Dunbar Bros, for Boston
Domestic Ports.
Boston—Sid June 28, schs A II Whitmore,
Stonington; Thus II Lawrence, for Kennebec
and New York
Ar June 28, sell Watchman, Stonington
Ar June 27, sch Ida L Kay, Perth Amboy
Bangor—Ar June 29, ach Webster Barnard,
New York
Sid June 29, sch Charleston, Sound port
Bath—Ski June 29, sch Atlas, Peer isle
Cakrabelle, Fla—Ski June 27, sch Alice J
Crabtree, llostou
G louckstek— A r June 28, sch
Eastern
Queen, New Y’ork for Camden
New Y’ork—Ar June 28, sch H J McCarthy,
FI inn, Pawtucket
Sid June 28, sch Pochasset, Kockland
Ski June 27, sch J Ponder jr. Port Reading
for Bangor
Portland—Ar June 29, sch J C Wood, Haskell, Boston
Ar June 28, sch Glendy Burke, Stanwood,
New York
Ar June 27, sch Northern Light
Philadelphia—Cld June 28, sch Mary L
Trim, Brunswick
Crosby,
Ar June 27, bark Arlington, Griggs, Turks
Island
Port Reading—Ar June 28, sch T B Garland, New York
Vineyard Haven—Ar June 28, scha Omaha,
Bluehlll for New Y’ork; Mary C Stuart, Frankllu for Poughkeepsie
Ar June 29, sch Abblc Bowker, Kennebec for
New Y'ork
Ski June 29, sch Mary Augusta, Eddyvllle for
Portland
Passed June 29, schs Lizzie Lane, from Bangor for New York; J B Y’au Dusen, New Y'ork
for Northeast Harbor
Foreign Ports.
Guantanamo—Sid June 12, ach Jessie Lena,
Devereux, Philadelphia for Santa Cruz, Cuba
Port Spain—Ar
bark Julia,
Juno 27,
Coombs, Fort do France, Mart
Dakar, W C A—Ar June 25, bark John
■Swan, Nash, Boston

I!».
If

A

SLA M —At

A

hi r-d, dune 21, Miss Ardella
is years, 7 months, 2 days.

in

I) Haslam, aged
PEACH—At Eden, dune 23, John Peach, aged
87«years, 10 months, 11 days.
MACOMBER—At Franklin, dune 30, Charles 11
Macomber, aged 7t> years, 7 months, 12 days.
MOON—At llancoek, June 27, Fernando C
Moon, aged R3 years.
MUKI'II-At Sullivan, duly 1, Mrs Louise
Murch, aged M year-, 4 months, 20 days.
SAUNDERS —At North Ellsworth, duly 2, Ezra
Saunders, aged 72 years, 7 months.

In

Effect

June

from

23

until

Sept. 12, 1900.
Commencing on above date steamer will
leave Rockland (It A It wharf), upon arrival of
steamer from Boston, every day, except Monday, for Dark Harbor, *Castine. Eggemoggln,
SedgwicK, South
Sargentvllle, Deer Isle,
Brooksvllle, Brooklin, South Bluehlll, Bluehlll,
Surry and Ellsworth (stage from Surry).
RETURNING.
Every day, except Sunday, will leave Ellsworth at 7.4!' a m (stage to Surry), Surry at
S.30 a m, making landings named above and
will connect at Rockland on all passages east
and west with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.
O.

A.

t

kockett,

Manager, Rockland. Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
•From July 5 to Sept 1 steamers will not
leave Castlne for Ellsworth nor intermediate
points, steamers leaving Ellsworth will make
all landings as per s<-lie<'ule.

ftabcrttscuinU3.

SUftntigcmcnts.
WILL

;;
■ ■

;;

;;
•

•

“THE

SELL

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE"

|
♦

for

♦

#18

!

FOR A FEW DAYS.

*

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

5

« ■

FKANKLIN ST.

2

7.

EDWIN M. MOORE.
dealer In all kinds of

.>
+

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

FISH.

The “PEERLESS ICELAND”
TAKES THE LEAD.
It has

only ONE MOTION—the
around the

FEW PARTS

can

revolves

stationary dasher.

—

LITTLE

Runs easier and lasts

FRICTION.

longer than

a

many-mo-

tloncd freezer.

Smooth, Delicious
THREE

Ioe

Cream in

MINUTES.

Bought of a confectioner It Is expensive, and
Made at home It costs
not always convenient.
only the material and is no trouble.
Dashes cleaned by simply dipping In hot wa-

ter-costs no more than a poor freezer, and the
saving of time and Ice makes the Peerless Icelaud the most economical Ice freezer made.

Spoken.
June 21, 20 miles N of Capo Maysl, sch Hugh
Kelley, from Azua for New Y'ork

—

—

Schedule

SOLD BY

C. R.

FOSTER,

Main St.

I

|

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh,«
Mackerel, Oysters, Claras, Scallops, £
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

O

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, O
ELLSWORTH,

ME.

T

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

Db. H. W. Haines begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further notion Lis dental
rooms will be closed*on Wednesday afternoons.

Ellsworth, Oct. 25.1«99.

The American haa aubacribera at 106

mf

post-offices

the 116

county;
county com-

in Hancock

mU the other papera in the
bined do not reach bo many. THB AMER-

tf not
the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and haa never claimed to
be, but it ia the only paper that can propmrly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are n erely local papera. The circulation of
it American, barring the Bar
Harbor iiecora'a summer list, ia larger

ICAN

than

d

t

in Ha

of ail the other papera printed
nty.

#5pr

unntf/ Xrtr*

>lher

pages.

school.

June 30.

been quite ill,
improving.
Frank Herrick, the photographer, has
pitched his tent at South End.
but is

Every

year.

condition this
plays golf at Hancock

one

in tine

Point.

W. Cole, of Boston, is expected
spend her vacation with her
daughter, Mrs. Frank Noonau.
Mrs. Charles Grover and infant daughter, of Winter Harbor, have been spending
Mrs. E.

to-dsy,

Bedford, Mast*., will occupy
Ureely cottage this season.

old

the

D. D. Merrill has fitted up a billiard and
bowling alley which will be open for the
This may be the
use of the “pointers”.
forerunner of the long-mooted casino.
The Tarratine house has opened for the
season under the management of George

Martin,

hotel

one
v\

men

of

ho

Maine's well-known
has

resort business.

been

with

connected

years

Mr.

for

the

ished last

Martin

many

has the

as-

summer.

of

Proprietor Martin,
will havt

a

the Point this year.
and

sloop

has

keep

been

lack

no

of

It in

com-

of

parties.
by Mr.
Emery. There
use

rented

Hammett aud Prof. H. C.

will be

store

He has also rented

will

mission at the Point for the
Another

Tarratine,

the

confectionery

fruit and

a

sloop-yacht,

sailing

facilities

returned

from

Saturday, where she has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Campbell
season took place
Handy's grove, an
spot for a summer outing. This
of pleasure is a regular feature of the

form

the

in Mrs. M. A.

The village improvement society
has
resumed regular meetings. It was entertained

by

Alice

Miss

Wednesday
preparing for
in August.

Cole

afternoon. The ladies are
their annual fair some time

C.

June JO.
Rami brook.

Fred McCollum, of Milbridge, is visiting relatives here.
Bradford

Alfred

bans,

visiting

are

and

niece, of St. Al-

relatives here.

J. W. Curtis is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Mabel Bunker, of Soutb Gouldsboro.
Will Dyer went to Bangor last week, returning with a fine large horse to replace
the one which died last spring.
John DeMeyer has his sporting camp

It is

nearly finished.
More
Fourth.

engaged for the
company is expected

later.

June 30.

B.

Work ill Ira Shaw’s stave mill

The steamer “Tremont” was in to-day
with an excursion of the Baptist Sunday
school, Bangor.
new

position.
soon resume operations.
School closed here to-day
is

saw-mill

& Condon’s
The mill will

boiler of Carter
in

after

a

profit-

Limeburner. Mr.
Limeburner furnished a graphopbone for
able term under Oscar

was

Lewiston

Miss Ina
in

M.Guptill, who has been emProvidence, R. I., has returned

spend her vacation.

School in district No. 8 closed Friday
after a successful term taught by Miss
Be-rrce Smith, of Asbville.
■ June 30.
Jen.

A Magnificent Portrait
OF

^

to

at

charge of the postoffice.

Crabtree has

Schools at the

Friday

closed

corner

very successful term of
children of the primary
a

after

has

eight weeks. The

in

Miss

to

purchase

Lizzie

Dow

some

home

came

from

An

visiting

been

her sister.

George DeBeck went to Bangor Tuesas a delegate to the State republican convention.

Thursday evening,

On

school

exercises
held.

were

in

of

the

the

There

after

spend

the

summer

son

Mamie

hen

Raymond

Mrs.

Mrs. J. S.

for which the President

>-if, at the request

Blair

specially

j

size

14x21

Inches;

will be

ELLSWORTH AMERICA X, Ellsworth, Maine:

For the enclosed remittance of.cents send

copies of President McKinley’s

Portrait in colors,

as

me.

described in 'onion's

A ome...

Mrs.

Dote.

Address.

lull

of

You’ll

|
!

!

-J
£
*

It is handier than a coal stove and cleaner and cheaper.
The Wickless Blue
Flame Oil Stove is absolutely safe; it burns ordinary kerosene, without wicks
and causes neither smoke, smell nor soot
Made In various size# for vvrlona-elred families: Bold at prless to anit any sized
pocket! ooke—wherever stovee are sold. Ifths dealer do« rwrfhais them, vrrlteto Ihs
STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

plentiful

and

raspberries

are

Smith,

Bangor

of

Mrs.

of

doubt make tbe work successful.

B.

W«*»t

rwnkliu.

t

The

Free Baptist rally at this place

Tuesday

was

on

well attended.

John T. Clark Is
and

on

berries

the road
for

Bar

buying
Harbor

John P. Gordon and Truman M. Blaisdell, have each loaded a vessel with stone

Fuller,

the

convention at Sullivan
to
candidate for representative

a

June 29.

Csk Ff.mme.

B. K. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,

was

w as

well

Pale

Grange hall Thursattended.

j

II. Cushman attended the convention
Bangor this week. Joseph Hutchins

B.

Ia*wU

A. Snowman

were

1

delegates

from this town.

p’.caaant

to

to

number from this place attended the
convention at West Brookf-

and

People

lakn—no nnu«*oat
up«ft U»«* »U'm*h ; <v»ntain no Ingredient* ttirat may 1 Mp
In on# direction but harm In a
docen other*. A aimpie. aaf« and
lur• ramw«ly for ail
dlsaaa** of
Blood and Carves.
ar*

Sunday school
viile Tuesday.
in

[

In

Thursday.

day evening
A

j

for

Frnohamt.
town

|

Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills

by-law*.

\

nr d'reet »r.-n
At »!l
< ■n.p*Pr Wbitaiua
Y
n«~-tadr. M
|»«tp*:d on r**
prica *0 eta. par box in bum, |lo

I

itay Hsrland Wardwell, of this place,
Miss Jessie Malcoin Hutchins, of
Oriand, were married at Casttne Tuesday
evening, June 26, by Rev. H. II. Whoude.

j

je

'*

,f

and

BESTFORTHE
BOWELS

Schools will close to-day excepting the
Cove. At the Bay fitting closing exercises
w ill be observed.
Much credit is due the
teachers throughout the town for Interest
good work accomplished.

If f' a haven't * reiru'ar healthy mover? ■
cf tfcv
tn*
?.»_•
every day. y«.«u r* kick ->r a:
boweix open, and be *eU
>< rce 10 t:,.violent phy*ic or pi!) poUon '»
u
Ts»
raiirtl. [!»••* ier(rri vxj of iet,.t|Ua
bowela clear and ciern i« lo take

Karl, the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pearl I^each, while at play in lx*arh‘*
brickyard Wednesday afternoon, fell from
the top of the kiln, striking on his shoulder
and breaking it. l>r. Wardwell was called
and set the broken bones. The little
fellow is

doing

danger

CANOV

CATHARTIC

well.

June 29.

St'BA.

K.n»l

Ijimninr.

Kftle Bragdon has returned from

Miss

a

visit to friends in K.llwworth.

I

^

ftwcoieto

Mrs. Salome Gilpatrick, of Oak Point, is
Pleakant. Palatable. lvt*nt Tame.
at Luther Gilpatrick’a.
:••
! Never .aicken Weafcet «-r

visiting

B. T. Smith. Mrs. Chapman and Mrs.
Washburn arrived Tuesday at the l*ana

!

f-r free
*»•*«*

aample.

aiat I**.kb •.
yaay. UW«»,

i.

h.

|
1
A

!fr«
,ri. tax

cottage.

KE

JR BLOOD CLEAR

closed to-day, after a very successful term taught by Miss Phosie Higgins, of l^moine.

If

ITA PILLS

School

Knight Bros,

was

married at the

summer

home

Harbor.
Bar

begun

their

Harbor.

Frank Roberts will give a social dance
at West Eud hall, Saturday evening. The
DIrigo orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish music.
Goddard & Hunt, of this place, have
beeu awarded tbe contract tor building
tbe Women's annex to Brown university,
Providence, R. I., tbe funds for which
have been donated by Mrs. H. X. Slater.

If
toT

summer

(

shipments of poultry to Bar Harbor.
Miss Carrie Greenlaw came home from
Boston last week to visit her mother,
Mrs. N. J. Greenlaw.

Capl.

James

Bobbin#

left

home Mon-

Howe,

of

Gardiner, Mas#.,

is

-.ilin*

*

doc'l t..
~*er.l do**

TBU.
If w»f *.*,

;

I !

.t

I
I

PSUWORtl tLlXlS

<,..

*

_

day for Magnolia, Mas*., to take charge
of the yacht “Vashlt”.
Mr.

riii ?

1\

have

tk*y «rtn *••»$*.-4
M

A-

I

CHICHtSTIB’S CNCUSM

fEKMYROYALHuLS

hav-

two-story cottage built near Mill
Grove cottage, by Smith & Saunders. It
w ill be ready for
occupancy early in July.
June 211.
M. L.
a

Daniel Winchester, of Holden, was the
guest of 8. 11. Kernlck and wife last week.
Mrs. Harvey Hodgkins is In KarHar-

ZHjfarrtisrmrnts.

Tonight
II your liver ia out of

being present. Tbe ceremony was performed by Rev. C. 8. McLearn, of Bar

I

j’

remarkable pmer a* a lii.w*i »n,j
Narva madidna «m flr«t proved
!n private practice.
Hi no* thoy
have been ft van to the pubic,
thousand* have testified to u,*ir
wonderful merit*—and they have
ba*n approved and praaerlf>ad by
lender* of the ruedlcwl profoeeiun.

j

A meeting of those interested in a public library met at Dr. F. 8. Herrick's
Friday evening, June '29. Dr. Herrick,
Allen
were
Edith
Edith Mayo and
appointed to draw up the constitution and

Marlboro.

of the Fullers Saturday morolng, to Ur.
Samuel M. Moore, of Evanston, 111. The
marriage was a very quiet affair, ouly
immediate members of the Fuller family

I

W. B. Thompson, of Washington,
and Mi***e* Key*, of Chattanooga,
1). C
Tenn,areat West End and will occupy
their new cottage for the summer.

A comjjaiiion court of Foresters was organized Monday afternoon with twenty
charter members.
The moose has beeu
turned out to recuperate.
The republicans held a caucus on Tuesday, June 26, and elected delegates to

Mn, Paulina
Cony Aubrey, eldest
daughter of Chief Justice Melville W.

jlS

Ifltom.
They are mad* frem the formula
of a regular phy*lclan and tt.«5r

Col.

ing

Sorrento.

■
■

! \

D. C\, have arrived and will occupy the
Parson* cottage for the season.

this week.

from the class towns of Franklin, Sullithree sets of delefavorable to Sherman Scammon were elected.
June 30.
Ch’e’kb.

I

Colby university last week. He is visiting friend* at Castine now.
Dr. Parson* and family, of Washington,

mer.

June 29.

There were
van, etc.
gates. The delegates

not need to

Wickless “ilL*. Oil Stove

more

mag

nominate

the

R A Kane at tended the commencement
at

Restart Vitality, Lost Vlfor smUlsnhoot
Henry W. Cushman and family, of K1UCure Impotency, Night Km is.-, usand
laying a fine granite foundation, which worth, are now occupying their summer
wasting diseases, all effects o’. self'
they have cut on the place, for tbe new home at this place.
abuse, or excess and indi*
stable which Mr. Sawyer is building.
Mrs. Asa Hodgkins has returned from
cretion. A nerve tonic and
Bar
where
she
V.
B.
has
Black’s first guea’s arrived
Harbor,
been visiting
Capt.
blood builder, lirir s the
her
sons
and
June
daughter.
Wednesday.
27, and the fiag floats
■w
glow to pale checks aod
wtypink
over the Van Buren.
The arrivals are
The steamer “Pauline’’ has been put n
restores the fire of youth.
Mrs. Jen ness and son, Miss Adam* aud the route between Bar Harbor and I-iff^wvBy mail 5l>e per box, O boxes
Miss Bobrea, all from Washington D. C. mcine. She makes two round
trips daily. kor $2.50; with n written gu.iran*
Guests are now expected daily at Undertcc to cure or refund the money.
C. C. Toole and w ife, of Bangor, ha\e
Send for circular. Address,
cliff.
been spending a few days at their cottage.
Mrs. M. C. Grav arrived Saturday. Jim* Mr. Toole has returned to
NERV1TA MEDICAL CO.
Bangor but Mrs.
Olnton A Jackson Sts., CMICACO. IIX
16, from West Medford, Mass., bringing Toole w ill remain a w hile
iouger.
S..I
II. IV II... I s
l.>
furniture and fittings for the L. D. Gray
June *29.
H.
KlUw"1
M tin***
place, w hich will accommodate a goodly
number of guests.
Mrs. Gray’s experi- Iirnt ii,
ence, coupled with the fine location, will
Lloyd K. Allen is at home for the sum-

attend

regulate your cooking
thermometer when you get a
Wickless Blue Flame Oil Stove. On the
hottest days you can cook whatever you
choose, in whatever way you wish, without suffering any additional discomfort
while cooking,
The comfort you’ll gain
is only one of the advantages of using a
by

rather

New Haven, Conn., and
Mrs. Smith, of New Bedford, Mass., spent
a short vacation at Colin Kcdman’s.
Wales Howard and Frank Sawyer are

nerve

;C00i COOKS

are

Maria

Medicine
T>r. Williams' IMnk Pill* for Pit*
Penpl* are the tonic to taka at thi*
tint* of year to no ml mw h,,*^
ting ing through the Nxly and to
reetora strength to the we*k*n«4

summer.

Blake has

Blackberries

Mrs.

and

team to sell fisb.

a

Blueberries bid fair to be

usual.

Willy Smith,

|

meals

Penobscot,

being caught in the bays.

A.

eggs, fowl
market.

Hot

of

Grtndle,

blossoming.

returned

Spit aixl Smoke Your I ife A nay.

life,

are

M.

fine.

suc-

and vigor, take No-ToBac. ttie wonder-worker, that makes weak men
All druggists. SOc or II. Cure guaranstrong
teed
Booklet arid sample free. Address
Sterling Remedy Co. Chicago or New York.
netic.

of

sceue

Spray.

Strawberries
than

Saturday.

quit tobacco easily and forever, be

the

received the
XV, of the Phycotbeca
Barealli Americana for Collins, Holdtn
Getchell.

Harvey L. Hodgkins, D. D. S., is visiting his parents, D. D. Hodgkins and wife.

To

distance from

books for Fascicle

Cambridge. On July 12 she will goto
Northtleid, Mass., as a delegate from
Ricktr classical institute to the religious
convention held annually in Northtleid.

iK-a't Tobacco

chicken-coops

George Arne* is fishing for salmon but
says they are very scarce this year, he
having t«ken none for several days.

no

paper.

a

Darius Bakeman drive*

in

THE

several

relatives here last week.

Cot fish

published by us shortly. It is now Items printed for us on heavy
M‘ss Grace
Reynolds, of Waltham,
plate-paper, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the largest art litho- Mass., is spending the summer w ith her
graph houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work. parents, J. G. Reynolds and wife.
Every American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the PresThe district Sunday school convention
ident. It must be remembered that this picture will lie in no sense a cheap met in the church last Thursday afterchromo, hut will he an example of the very highest style of illuminated print- noon and evening. It was an enjoyable
ing. It will lie an ornament to any library or drawing-room. Our readers can and profitable occasion.
have the McKinley portrait at what it costs us namely, ten cents per
Rev. Herbert Tiiden, a former pastor of
copy bv merely tilling out the coupon below, and sending it to this otllce the Baptist church in this place, was
at once. There will be such a demand for the portrait when it is published warmly greeted by his old friends on a rethat we advise sending orders in advance. As many copies as may be desired cent visit. While here he was the guest
of E. H. King and w ife.
can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents Is sent for each copy.
Miss Olive Cooildge is visiting relatives
Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or postage stamps.
T

for the

town

taken and

Del ittre, of Minneapolis,
Minn., is the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
F. L. Hodgkins.

to her home in Anson

at

C*»|*e Rost*r.
Mrs.
Hannah

will

home Tues-

cessful term of school here and

and

house

visited

closed another

If

nest boxes

June 29.

day from a visit to her home in Haverhill, Mass.

Miss Annie Roberts

well.

as

tire.

Miss Grace

of (he Publishers,

for extermi-

hen coops
the roosts and

burning

lodgings

Massachusetts,
McFarland last

returned

method

sure

might not have goue up in Ilanies. The
poultry were saved, as they had aought

in town.

Foss, of

Hall Quarry

dashing cold water on the burning
interior, tbe poultry keeper in question
tiad paid heed to his wife’s advice and
mounted guard over tbe buildings Instead of sleeping peacefully all night, his

seven

Francis

a

citizen at

and

church,

graduates and their parts were well
taken. The whole affair was a great success.
Great Interest
by parents and
others was shown by the large attendance—the church being crowded. Miss
Caro L. Aver 111 has taught the school for
the past three terms, and has given much
satisfaction.
June 29.
F. J. S.
Mrs. Rose Holt and

enterprising

exterminate the

grammar

were

loving

and

daughter

nating vermin in the poultry-hou*e. The
only drawback to the scheme is that it

week.

tograph,

Norwood and

Ida

Doctor’s

few week*.

a

The social dance at

has devised

day

graduation

tender

a

woman,
sister.

carriages.

Sharon, Mass., Wednesday, where she has

visited

Late Pho-

Miss

a

Prof. Howe, of Bryant A Stratton’s college, with his wife and daughter, is in

young

N. Greenlaw went to Rockland

Frank

Miss

a

thin

for

j

Take

past year.
Idella Hill, who has been teaching the
primary grade at Winter Harbor, came
home Thursday.
L. H. Power* and friends, of Boston,
Mass., are boarding at the Brooklin house

to

village.
It did credit to the
parents and friends.
Miss Effie Davis as teacher.
I Miss Spear, are popular with their pupils.
will renew the fall teaching
Miss Nancy Abbott gave a pizza j>arty They probably
here.
last Friday cveuing.
The piazza wss
The relatives here of Mrs. Florence
very prettily decorated with Japanese |
lanterns, etc. Declicious refreshments of Mitchell, of Jersey City, were grieved
ice-cream, strawberries and cake were to receive information of her death
served. Owing to the inclemency of the of pneumonia early in June. The sad
weather, the guests were Invited to the news was not received In time to admit
the body
being brought here for
parlors, where the evening was passed of
j burial, nor even in season to enable any
very pleasantly In social discourse.
of her brothers getting to Jersey City In
June 30.
C.
for
tbe
burial
Mrs.
time
services.
U«*«*r l*l«.
Mitchell’s husband was in the PhilipCapt. Charles E. Haskell came home pines. Mrs. Mitchell was a
quiet, someSaturday.
what reserved but most eettmable

Betsey Young and daughter, Miss
Florence, are expected in town to-day.

lie produced in Ten Colors from

helping

been

skill of

Mrs.

FOR

weeks

for several

brighten the hours for the invalid.

I.m mom*.

PEESIDENT McKINLEY

years.

department gave
The schools in town closed last week
a very pleasing programme Friday afterafter very satisfactory terms. The teachers
noon, which was enjoyed by a number of

Wednesday

Mrs. Jennie Boyd, with her daughter
Bertha, of Calais, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Sarah Joy.

home to

be present at the
Bates. She will visit
the Rev. and Mrs. Cranston in Topsham
and return home the first of July. Gertie

fin-

ished last week.

ployed

for

week in twelve

The two new school houses to be built
on tbe south side will be commenced veiy
The contrsct for tbe larger one, to
soon.
cost about f2,000, at Mauset, has been
awarded to Arthur Richardson, aud the
one at Seawall to Merle Tracy.
Tbe friends of Ralph Wilson, of McKinley, sympathize with him In being
shut in by Illness these beautiful June
days. His sister, Mrs. Katharine Mason,

Postmistress Nellie Crabtree left Mon-

day

only

home

been at

He has been
absent for ten years, tbe greater part of
the time having been spent in
foreign
countries.
He has visited Argentine Republic, also France and Spain and other
countries of Europe.
For several years

store company, is taking a much-needed
vacation. He is in Boston for a few days.

commencement

summer.

(iouldihoro

short visit.

The

picnic of

The first
ideal

Dr. Hodgkins has

one

C. H. Wooster, agent for Pamela grange

Tuesday

Hrooksvtll®.

May C. Condon is home from Rockland
on a

Hamilton

Lizzie

Steuben

this

season.

South

here with relatives.

days

few

summer

sistance of bis son, Fred L. Martin, under
whose management, the Tarratine flour-

at

to

o7h»

fXHJNTY NEWS.

bor, called there by the Illness
Mrs. Joseph Stanley.
mother,
fb* mdditional Covntjf .Vwi iff olAff
uutiliimal f>>«»<» .v™-. •« «**'- poffn.
Mrs. llsrry Bragdon. of
Boston, wl(.
her four children, Is visiting her
llrookltn.
Hancock.
I*
in
band's
Mrs.
Warren
of
mother,
E.
K.
Ellsworth,
Mrs.
Hopkins,
George A. Oakes is in town for a few
flrovpr,
town for the season.
days.
| Quite a number from this Sunday •eb<w
Mrs. Nellie Atherton, who has been ill, attended the convention at Iwnnlne ]„.
Capt. Alonzo Abbott is in Boston on he has been located In
Oporto, practising is able to be out again.
Thursday. It was a line ra<cling ,nd
business.
at
summer
the
He
will
dentistry.
spend
all. Many helpful
Frank Tolcottand family, of Cambridge, enjoyed by
Bertha Crabtree is at home from Provi- home.
thing, m
learned In regard to the tral ilng ,,(
Mass., are visiting at A. W. Bridges’.
dence, R. I., for her vacation.
H.
June 30.
dren, and interesting them in the Suoa,:
M iss Mamie Foss, of Massachusetts, is
Lou Powers, of Worcester, Mass., is school.
n*J
visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Mayo.
vlsitiug her old home after an absence of South went Harbor.
June Jtf.
four years.
Mrs. Caroline ljiwlor Is at present
from
Maud
Wells, who graduated
Hebron academy last week, is at borne.
Prof. Wiggin, of Levant, is in town quite 111, threatened with pneumonia.
jellmtrtisnucMa.
for a few days, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. M. Gilley, who has been conMabel Sherman, who has been teaching
I
C. H. Wooster.
flned to the house by illness for three in Massachusetts this spring, is at home.
Mrs. Irvin Coggins, of Malden, Mass., mouths, was thought to be safely recovHarry Kane came home Thursday from
arrived Thursday to spend the summer ering, but for a week past has been sufPhillips, Andover, where he has been the
a
cold.
with
fering
with her mother, Mrs. Rufus Laws.

COUNTY NEWS.

Baker.

Mrs. Eliza Whiting and Mrs. E. B.
Bowen of Newton Center. Mass., arrived
at their cottage Saturday.
Mrs. E. L. Perry and family, of New

A.

where

Mrs.
are

Cole returned from Portland
he has been on business.

Nathan

Friday,

Point.

The go t links

C.

Prospect Harbor.
Mrs. Charles Blance has

a

nnncork

for his scholars the last day of

amusement

order, causing
Biliousness, Sick Headache, Heartburn, or Constipation, take a dose of

Hood's Pills
On retiring, and tomorrow your di-

gestive organs will be regulated and
you will be bright, active and ready
for
any kind of work. This has
been the experience of others: it
will be yours. HOOD’S PILL8 are
sold by all medicine dealers. 25 cts.

:

Always reliable l-wdle*.
CHirHENTKKN KNULINII

»* **

s.-k I

^

Hr.l

void metallic box*-*, **•!».,• 1 «,th b. .*•
T*kr ■*» other. K« ru»e
danw-« r«.u*
lullon* and imluiion*. Huy !
;r 1
or send 4c. in
stamps for Parllrulnr*.
■uonlaU and “Keller for Udtr*.'
by return Mali. 10.000 1
a..* "•

bb.'t-

*TC*
T«*•*»•
r"jr:

lJru«r!*u
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
JlndUon hquarr.
PM I LA..

For Women.
Monthly

Dr. Toirnan’s

Regulator has brought
•«?nhappiness to hundreds of anxious w
There is positively no other remedy k
to medical science, that w ill so
quickly an«
safely do the work. Have never had a
failure. The longest and most obstinate*
are relieved in 3
days without fail. N "'•-***
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work.

cases

The most dr'

Tie*
successfully treated through
pondence.andthe iuo»t complete *au.-du< l,j3
«

guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write f*>r
further Particular*.
Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice i» a,‘
matters of a privateor delicate nature. Hex?
In mind this
remedy is absolutely safe nmler
every possible condition and will j -siiivelf
leave no after ill effects upon the health. W
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont 8t., Boston,

;

the United Htatee aa Alaska is governed
and cared for.
With thousands of democrats assisting,
and with patriotism rife in all our borders, the United States baa given freedom
to Cuba snd will lo due time-—God helping, and the devil of speculation and aggression being put to shame—help the
Cubans to establish good government.
Good government, Mr. President, can
never he given to any people.
It is inherent with the people wbo struggle for and

NATIONAL ISSUES.
Senators Hale and Frye at
Republican State Convention.

Speeches by
|

fHYR’8 SPRBCII.

sKNATOK

SENATOR

Republican Prosperity -Stepping Stones
of Commercial Kxpniialoii.
••For forty years now our country linn
to
republican legislation,
b««n subject
the democratic
paring tbe entire period
has

jurl)'

placed

on

the statute book

there is

only

plorable

road?* hi the hands of receivers, hundreds
of its banks with closed doors, furnace
flre?* out. spindles silent, factories closed,
capital too timid for Investment, labor
out

men

of work and other millions working for
greatly reduced wages. It was, too, a
failure In revenue,

requiting

in

an

increase

of the public debt of $200,000,000 during

Cleveland'a

delphia.
How is It
other side?

administration.”
•

•

•

•

•

to

prosperity.

terest."

•

n

•

v-li* I

•

•

promise*,

our

we

lave annex'd the Mm Allan islands, the
in the present fisParadise of the Pa. tic.
cal year our ex pods to them will amount
to |15 000,000, or 100 } ♦ vent, greater t nan
in isl*>.
We have acquired a magnificent
lurbor there; have estab!islitd a naval
I'ai coiling station,
and um u a moat
Important step toward commeicmi supin
tlie
least.”
remacy
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

realize

of

with

our

friends

dpon

the

McKinley,

>

ami hated war.
A
*:at 3 was made.
l‘nder its terms Spain yielded 1 tie sovereignty of tuba and Puerto Kico, withdrew Us despotic power from tula tiemiwhat
*?*ere, removing from us forever
bad brn for 3 ears a Constant source of
vexation and a serious menace to peace.
••rtiis, too, will be of commercial imOur exports to Cuba
portance to us.
fclone wilt reach, this fiscal year, |25,0U0,while
in
lhtJO
000,
they were only f7,500,DUO.
We are using our beat endeavors to
lid the Cubans in establishing an Independent government, capable of protecting life and property and maintaining
W to n success shall have
peace and urdtr.
rrowued our effjrt* and the promise of
It is brighter now than ever be fort -capital will pour Into the inland, and its cointmree wi'l
Inert ase amazingly.
It will
t>e ours, f r
gratitude and contiguity
XV'»* also
W
to as
su e<y give
provided a govern meni for Porto Kico, and
its peop'e are to ei j >y f«»r the tbst time
in many generations nit the rights and
privileges of freemen.’*
•

me

welcome like the State

have, my friends, a right to claim that
fur the great tilings and the great policies
wditch republicans ave set up and lived
try, weshoild Ire duly accreillel by the
pcop.e, and that none of them should tie
forgotun in the coming canvas*.
ll la certainly republican is u whir.i ha*
us
given
to-day, out of many battles
n circulation atno .g
tic inhabHgainst
itant*- f a.1 ttiis republic of a thousand
millions of dollars m go#d, anil five hundred millions in sliver, and * x hundred
millions in pajH-r -every dollai of which
is as good a* brigut, shining g
d in a>i ttie
mar is and in alt t tie • xcltang * and ail the
plac* s of t raffle, and in all t no households
of t he eht Ire civilized world
You will not forget, Mr. President, t tie
contest which you and I
have been engaged In, and out of whic this popular
currency, better, perhaps, than that of
any other people tins been maintained in
the I'btied .-nates.
Does any man here
believe that Col. Bryan, with the democratic party at hi* back, cm break into
ibis impregnable fortress of sound money,
and uplift instead the standard of the
stiver fifty per cent, dollar?
Ttiis is one
of tbe untntioiis which we must help to

“Mummify anl a decent s*»lf-respect
compelled L’-oig •-s to declare war siili
Hpaln. I h*1 conflu*i
sharp, short and
decisive.
lo a lew mom tis that proud
was
a
empire
suppliant for peace. We
readily accorded it, t«ir we loved peace

•

no

and we shall take care of
that; the next, so far as the eastern democracy goes, Is Colonel Bryan, and so far
as we can see ho is entirely capable of taking care of himself. The eastern democrats cannot escape from him, but will be
obliged to take btm and the “16 to 1”
Chicago plat form of 1S96. Bo far, then, as
candidates go, there ought to
be no
doubt a* to the event under these conditions of the election.
Our broad land, under a republican administration, l* prospering hi such a way
that it 1* an example
and a n*son to
the people of ail tue earth.
I do not exaggerate when 1 say that there has been
nothing -ike it lu lie history of man.
1 do not claim that it »* all owing to the
republican party. Asa public man grows
older he cugut to lie both more candid
and more courageous in ins Utterances; he
ougni to speak the t tiings wnicti are in his
mind; he* tight to say the thing* which
la- ht neves; he ought to start 1 by tin- cunVictims which have been t he sut-ject of
h i« night t bought*; he should not exaggerate or set d »w n aught in malice, and I am
not hi re, for one. to say ttiai ad the hrift,
a;l ltie prosperity, alt the comfort that today sit beside American h msehoid*, arc
owed to the republican piny, and that
lu-iie
f these would have been here under

<

•

to like the State

They are in a far different
The democratic party is in agony
rid
of
two
The first Is Presimen.
get

dent

met in national convention, promised In
Us pint inn adequate protection to our
working men, necessary encouragement
luntrles, a sound currency, every
to our
f which would be the equal in
doiU
!
vaii.
every other, and a renews! of reWe
«.i
nominated
pu1
VS ii, n
McKinley and trumpuantly
:
him.
t
ei
•sv redeemed every one of our promi-e-; promptly rejwaied the Wilnoti law;
1 into the law the lXngley bill, sor<iR<
edit .I; restored to vigorous lift- the dy ing
ad Industrie*.; o«;soltslied tuners,
ami
mrage to capital, < uquoy ineut to
gm
increased
rii a ...» "Ought It, restored mii
enseted into U«v s financial bin
nri;
a Ji pi .Mg the gold **i andard, umking every
I..,, .r
minted, sud every government
pro uis*' to pay, tl»e tqual of every other
mi(1
nr
il
every olbei government protni:i the world, and under toe terms of
ame law we ant nor /. d me i- uie of
U per cent, bonds, tn* lowest rate of Interest ever provided for on any national
'-odd, yet try tlie first of May we bad athanked for outstanding non-U t..wring a
big her rate of interest $dtk) 000.000, him!
raved tbe gjvernnictit $0,000,000 in in•

come

plight.

“While we w ere in the democratic slough
of despond, in 1896, the republican party

•‘We have

to

Maine’s welcome.
We are again confronted by the democratic claimant who, rejected again and
again by the people, again appears at each
short interval of four years and asks that
the administration of the government be
instructed it.
In one respect the two parties are entirely unlike this year. There was no
thought anywhere among the republicans
of but one man wbo is to lead the battle.
President McKinley had no competitor.
Neither far nor near was any other name
heard of.
He had all the votes at Phila-

under ami partly by virtue of which the
country for four years was in a most decondition, one-third of its rail-

illing

place

that there is

justice

w

HALE'S SPEECH.

of Maine, and you have made

a* t of legislation of any Importance—
Wilson tariff law—repudiated
tM (i .riimu
and declared by PresifTfn y us friends,
be mii outrageous indent C.eveland to
unworthy of bin signature, a law

millions of

no

answer in

November.

PROTECTION.

•

Another thing which republican pollcles have hroug til to nia country ,s h 1u<
and overflow ing trtasury.
In the nion. h
of
May, 18J»*, the expenditures of the
exceeded
the receipts t»y Higoverment
most f*i OOO.OU0, while In May just passed
» xm-‘H?ii
tin* r«*c»-1pis
tne expenditures
almost |5 000 IHX)
For the el.-vti m u.th*
end ng \1ay 31,
there w
a d> Ik it of
oa
nad
f J7.000 000, although a gre it
been negotiated by theCleve *iid adminusd been
istration, the proceeds of w<»
turned into l tic treasury.
F <r iue eleven
mom ns ending May 31, 19k) j<’*d
pa-sed,
t tier** lias b» eu a surplus of more li.au
f63.0U0.tXJ0. Let no man *»»> ibst ibi*
w«d iu war
grailining l>alance sheet la
tariff
taxis, because under the Du.g i>
in May, 1900, our cu twin* receipt*
ait
were
while in M y, 1S9»*. umkr
the Wilson tariff tail I t h** eurr* *p»*ud mg
livery exreceipts were t»ut flO,000,0X3
ample which 1 give show* tin contrast
between democratic and reput I cun poli«-

“The most imfxortant acquisition was j
the Phtilpplue archipelago, right on the
threshold of the Orient w Ufi its 700 (100,000 [
people. Manila will fie a great diairihutlug point for our products, more va.uanie
to us than Hong Kong lias f>een to Great
j
Britain.
All of the Pacific islands we!
1

have

will be to us way stations
for the East, and of vital importfrom a commercial point of view.
Fortunate it is that we are there close to
China just now, not to seize upon any
portion of the empire, but toprotect American citzena. We w ill do that, and w e w ill
see to it that no doors are cloned against
us and that our treaty rights are respected.
•‘William McKinley was commanderin-chief of the army and navy in this war,
ami as such conducted himself so admirably as to elicit the commendation of all
intelligent and patriotic American citizens, regardless of pariy. It Is true that
Secretary Alger was deluged with criticisms, an 1 equally true that the most of
them tiad no foundation in fact and were
shortly thrown into Time’s waste-basket.
History will record that the increasing of
our army from 25.000 to 275,000 ill a
few
months, and completely preparing it for
active service, was one of the most mag-

acquired

tn route

ance

nielli

acuieveiiienis

kiiuwu

uf warfare.
"What is our position as
century? The nations

iu

iue

Mu-

rals

jnevv
!*re,

enter the
of the earth

we

to-day, near neighbors, touching
•boulders.
They heard the thunder of

Dewey's

guns

recognized

and

this

re-

public for the first time as a world power,
oball we alone ignore this stupendous
l»ct? (>ur secretary of state a few months
•go diplomatically demanded that there
•bould be no door iu China closed against
os. and that our treaty rights should be
respected, and all the powers immediately
•cquiesced. Before t he war, no secretary
would

have ventured upon such a deand if he had, it would have been
treated with contempt.
“This position imposes upon u» new duDes, grave responsibilities, some burdens.
P we bear burdens
patiently, discharge
°ur duties
wisely, accept our responsibility
courageously, the republic shall ensure, its powers grow, its prosperity in-

crease.
•

•

*

*

•

“Our party has just met in convention
Philadelphia, lias declared its principles
in words of no uncer^iid all its purposes
tain
sound, has, w ith unbounded enthu5n

llasrij,
•s

our

re-noinlnated William McKinley
candidate for tbe presidency. The

American people, familiar with
record, knowing from the past that
promises

our
our

sand, realizing
present prosperity, remembering the
[*ur
terrible results of the democratic experifnent of 1892, will
surely endorse our platform. and re-elect
William McKinley
president of the Cnited Htates with a
riendly Congress to support him, and
gladly yield tbe senatorial gavel
o the
gentleman, the scholar, the soldier,
me
Bough Kider, Theodore Roosevelt.”
are no

rof.es of

]
j

f17,000,000.

cies.

Nor do trade and comm Tee show a
different lesson; and while, a* 1 have said,
trade and commerce are not the result entirely of any party’*) domination, yet in
their conditions they are largely affected
by party policies. Far tie it from me to say
that crops and trade and commerce deThey certainly
pend aloue upon party.
The sun shines In its round of
do not.
the earth upon all people alike, and the
rain faileth upon the just and t tie unjust.
But I have a pleasure, Mr. Preaident,
which no democratic apeaxer lias in show
ini*
the actual facts about our trade ms
compared with that of tue lu»t nummer
months of the democratic administration.
Under the democratic Wilson tariff the
balance of trade in our favor wan f 102,000,1)00, and you will remember, sir, the democratic orators and democratic newspapers
as an inwere never tired of citing that
stance of prosperity under the democratic
party, but in the tirst nine months of the
current year, in spile of a thirty per cent,
increase of imports, the balance of trade
in favor of the United States with all the
nations of the earth whs the enormous
No such balance
sum of f!12,000,000.
sheet, Mr. President, has ever been shown
ill the face of the world.
NEW RESPONSIBILITIES.

1 might stop here, Mr. President, and
go no further, because the things which
affect the people’s firesides and their buslife are the
iness and their every-day
things which are of the most import
but
the
all
men;
republican
among
party in the last four years, and since
in
in
convention
here
1896, lias
we met
It has received
taken up other burdens.
into its family ttie people of that gem of
the Pacific seas, the Sandwich Islands, to
which years ago uot a few of the brightest spirits of Maine departed in search of
These
anew life and new adventures.
islands have been incorporated as a terriof
statew
ithout
and
any
promise
ritory,
hood w ill be governed and cared for by
David Citv, Neb., April i, 1900.
ieneaee Pure Food Co., Le Roy, .V. Y.:
In
must
regard to
say
Gentlemen —1
nothing better or
jJRAINO thf.t there is
We have used It for years.
My
wealthier.
rot her was a great coffee drinker. He was taken
•let and the doctor said coffee was the cause of
t, and told us to use* G R A IN O. We got a packnow would
ige and did not like it at lirst, but
not be without it. My brother lias been well
:vcr since we started to use it.
Lillie Socuoii.
Yours truly,

It is

birthright.

a

>

curs,

ir mi

ihklwi

J
j

CASES

regularly sitting at any term
liable to be called in to take the place
not

ness, the docket of law cases is called
over by the presiding justice, and unless
otherwise agreed by counsel the cases are

docket order. The cases
are all made up at the trial courts and
sent to the law court on written or printed
copies. No oral testimony is ever heard
by the law court, and it will not consider
anything not stated in the written or
printed cases. When a case is reached the
counsel

their

bringing

tric

push-bells

the

begins ttie argument by stating
general nature of the case and what

he

considers

The
and

to her

decisive

points.

ease

and

adduces his

in support of his side.
tirst counsel is then again heard
brietly in reply to ttie new points or arguments made against him. The counsel

authorities

—and sometimes ask counsel to
on

enlighten
particular propo-

some

When the counsel
have finished, tlie papers

sition.
the

on

both sides

are

placed by

justices

Ho-

At different and

frequent

the term tiie court

times

temporarily suspends

far

heard,

behind
tion

justices

six

and is

closed

to discuss the
held

always

doors.

At

in

chief justice if lie is
tices

either hand and the junior jus
of ttie table. The cases
are taken up in ttie order of argument.
The junior justice tirst speaks.
He
on

dollars.

tions

as occur to

man, almost
invalid. The

and

briefs

of

l>»w hooks

are

ia

amined, and generally ttie case i» thoroughly threshed over.
Every justice speaks with the utmost
freedom and does not hesitate to dissent
decidedly fr in hiH fellow*. He is very
like y to be sharply called to order, how-

of, ia

beard

-ecu or

eighty, and

Green, who
old

hii

somewhat

<>f

of the two fl

an

is

tier

affairs.

financial

gives iiis

in

its

When she

that

in

we were

a

region

—

consultation

of historical
first

Home

jumped

history

cows

from

the

straight down into
acroHH

ha

point
the river;

and fallen dead

of

as

he

are

had

was

liable to be
If

swum

vx

climbing

cliff

yander?”

said

scholar had said one or even two Indians,
I don’t think Tim would have called a
halt; but for Daniel, with only one load
in his gun—and it not a winchester—to
drive three—it was too much.
And yet
Tim never smiled, and it was the first
time 1 heard him voluntarily open his

lips.

“Well, hist’ry mought a’ said that,” he
said, “hut 1 reckon Dau’l was in the lead!”
The yell that went up routed the scholar
and
stilled him.—John Fox, jr.
“Don’t be too suspicious an’ ready to
’cuse people o’ bad intentions,” said Uncle
Eben. “Sometimes it sounds like you was
figgeriu’ out wbat you would do if you
wuz in deir place.”

Fooled the Surgeons.
All doctors told Kenick Hamilton, of
West Jefferson, O., after suffering 18
mouths from Kectal Fistula, he would die

costly operation

was

performed;

cured himself with five boxes of
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, the surest Pile cure
on earth, and the best Salve in the world.
25 cents a box. Sold by 8. D. WlGGlN,

Druggist.

never

for and

At

such

It is the

case.

is

said in the

be

known out-

uuvtcvcr

t? a

urimy

pri'Mst

11,

impressions, exceedingly
changed by further study and

agreeing

not

with

rigiit to have his

a

the

reasons

majority
published
maj »rity.

it delays the decision and tries the
patience of the litigants, but correctness

tinal decision should

| of
! to

Too much

never

be sacrificed

cannot

care

be

exercised

in

fflrtrical.

Your Friends and

all

cases

the

justices

are

far

the

from

doubt

any one justice desires further time for
reflection or examination the case is held
up for that purpose,
considered too clear

if the
for

case

is

subscriber

uotice that
adminis-

Iliggins,

riNHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Elijah It. Dix, late
of Verona, in the county
of
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOlive C. Bray.
mediately.
J une 5, a. d. 1900.

in Ells-

Neighbors

worth will Show You How.
Rubbing the back won’t
A

backache.

cure

liniment may relieve, but can’t

Backache

from

comes

the

cure.

inside,

from

the kidneys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills get inside.

They

sick kidneys.

cure

John Chatman, of Spring St.,

Mr.

Ave.,

Birch

“1 have been

says:

that it

the back

times it

At

misery,
from

of

trying

so:

near

lame in

so

so

to

with

prevented
dollar

spent

My

to be cured.

in

was

annoyed

was

1

get around.
that I

me

upon

wife

Haw-

Doan’s Kidney Fills in

one

Bangor papers which Impressed

the

her

hard

painful

night I
well.

account of

aii

so

weakness which

sleeping

dollar

that she

store, got

a

went to

box and

They

good,

of

was

and at

urinary

a

was

did

more

than

on

me

using

wonderful amount

anything

For sale by all dealers;
Foster-Milburn

WiggiVs drug

insisted

me a

1

ever

price

Co., Buffalo, N.

used

50 cents
Y

sole

agents for the C. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no

KOUKCLOSl lil
A. Carter, of Mount
county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the lHth day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, and recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, in bo<jk 2ys», page 28,
conveyed to John W. Somes, of -aid Mount
Desert, a certain lot or parcel of land situr'f 'fount
ated at Beach Hill, in the
Desert, hounded and described as follows,
to wit:
“Beginning at a stone hound on the east
side of the road leading to Southwest Harbor
thence from said bound easterly nine rods to
a stone and stake; thence
n.>rti. r'v eight
rods to a stone and stake; thence westerly
nine rods to a stone on the east side of saici
road; thence by the east line of said road
southerly eight rods to the iirst-mentioned
bound and containing seventy-two square
rods, more or less, together wii h the buildings
theron
Meaning however and intending to
convey with the above-described lot all my
righ•, tirle and interest in all land between
said l«>t and the centre of said road;'' and.
whereas the said John W. Somes by bis deed
of assignment dated the 7th day «»t February,
in the year of .nr Lord one thousand right
hundred and ninety-six did bargain, sell, assign. transfer and set over unto me. the undersigned Charles H. Frazier, of said Mount
Desert, the above describt d morigug. deed,
the red estate thereby convey ed, the note,
and ill claims under said no e thereby secured. -ui 1 assignment being recorded in the
Hancock county. Maine, registry of 1
Is, in
hook
page 31*8; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, bv reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage ami give this notice for that purpose.
C’HARLJiS H. Fkaz hr.
John A. Peters, jr.. ;• -rney.
Dated this 13th day of June, a. '. iflOn.
NOTICK

Ellsworth proof that this is

Here is

NOTICE OF FORECLOSE UK.
AIrHKREAS Reuben H. Carter, of Mount
TT
Desert, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage del dated
the ISth day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninetysix, and recorded in the Hancock county,
Maine, registry of deeds, hook 299, page 24,
couveved to John W. Somes, of said Mount
Desert, a certain parcel of real estate situated at Beach Hill, in the town of Mount
Desert, bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
east
"Beginning at a stone bou«'* on
side of the road leading to Southwest Harbor
in the northwest corner of lot conveyed to
John A. Carter; thence easterly by John A
; Carter’s north line nine rods to a stone bound
at the northeast corner of said John A. Carlot; thence northerly seven rods to a
j ter’s
I stone bound and corner; thence westerly nine
rods to a stone bound at the east side of said
road: thence by the east line of said road
seven rods to place of beginning
j southerly
and containing sixty-three square rods, more
j or less, together with the buildings thereon.
Meaning however and intending to convey
! with the above-described lot all my right,
title and interest in all land between said lot
ami the centre of said road:’’ and whereas the
said John W. Somes by his died of assignment dated the seventh day of Kehiuary in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, did bargain, sell, assign, transfer and set over unto me, the undersigned, Charles H. Frazier, of said Mount
Desert, the above-described mortgage deed,
the real estate thereby conveyed, the note and
all claims under said note, thereby secured,
said assignment being recorded iu the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, in
book 297, page 397: and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, no.v, thereedition
fore, by reason of the breach of th
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Charles H. Frazier.
John A. Peters, jr., attorney.
Dated this 13th day of June, a. ii. 1900.

j

*

them.

any

<

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of Simeon B.

consultation

ex-

ion.

iu

other.

OK

John
^I^HKREAS
Desert, in the
yy

not

argument, it is

ilfiumistnuiits.
!

Johnson's
ANODYNE

LinimenT

It Oldest—originated

ll

1810. Best-for
external or Internal use. Cares- II
II coughs, colds, cholera morbus, colic, ll
11 stings, all pains, aches and InrlamMl
Am matlon.
Costa—25 cents and 50 Ml
Al cents a bottle. Larger size more Mr
»> icL economical; three times as
I. S. JOHNSON A CO..
'V
Boston. Mass.
Pi’**®—“fr'ijlm*"! for /)(<•

II

KINEO WOOD FURNACE.

much.Mf

1/

jE

C-trt

J/
^My

undersigned hereby gives notice tnat he
has contracted with the City oJ EllBworth.foi
the sup]K>rt of the
poor, during the ensuing year,
ami has made ample provision for their suppoit.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
to
supplies
any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, he will pay for no goods sc
urnlshed.

THE

Hakkv .8.

KINEO COAL FURNACE.
Manufactured

Pauper Notice.

He

unless a
but he

sent

to warrant announcing
the decision at once. If so, the decision
Is announced at the close of the term. If

the

scholar. “Well, hist’ry says that Dan’l
Boone druv three Injuns once straight
over that cliff down into the river.”
1 could see that Tim wbh loath to cast
If the
discredit on the facts of history.

sometimes

to.

sound

TflHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of John W. Stover,
late of Bueksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payme nt imElizabeth A. Stover.
mediately.
June 5, a. d. 1900.

at

cases

cases

referred

are

cases) then the question is mooted
bet her the cane is sufficiently clear and

free

rebel.
that

counsel

most

“He busted bis heart,” said the scholar.
Oddly enough, solemn Tim, who had
a smile, was the first to
never cracked
see

term

along w ith the opinion of the
Tiie practice above outlined secures a
most careful examination and discussion
of every case, without haste. In some

considera-

new

The written

agreed (mid that is the rule in by

the bank.

“You

May

he

as

he desires

only first

reflect

a bull,
river, had
high cliff

a

such

him.

shall

vuiinuunuuii,

id t hat

tbe

across

length,

standing that opinions expressed in the

ways

He declared that

seeing

such

side, except as t tie published decision may
Indicate. It is also always the under-

Boonesborough once stood,
prefaced his tale w ith the
overwhelming authority that—“Hist’ry
says!”
al

at

After he lias said all

ever, if tie got a outside the
unwritten law that what

fort and where
but he

|

justice bus iiis say, Hiid so on up—
the chief justice speaking last.
Ttie case
is tlien open for general discussion, each

comes

interest—where Boone planted his

has

next

Story of Daniel llooue.
The scholar told some strong stories—
now

assemble.

justice

A

to, the mxt justice in length of service
gives iiis views and reasons. Then the

called

be

reasons

chooses.

seldom

evening- it is always laU
sometimes reads to him.”

borne
she

one

examines it

tests

the held up cases are again gone over, and
after new discussion, put to tinal vote.

case and ttie points of it, as he
understands the matter.
He then gives
his impressions as to what ttie law of the
case and what t tie decision should be, and

his,
and there, in a plainly furuiahed sittingin and day out while
room, be sits day
h>s wife is in Ntw York looking after
upper

who in turn

less

to be returned until the

I justices

states ttie

She is

H.

justice,

more or

lice at tlie foot

justice suggesting

as

as

splendid appetite,

THE

necessary legal result
which should be given
for it, he prepares the written “opinion”
setting these forth. He then sends his
opinions with all the papers in the case to

the

present) sits at tlie
the associate; jus-

a

Hcgal Notices.

reasons

private

head of the table with

Remedy, give

subsetIbers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed xecutors
oi the last will and testament of
Benjamin
Kittredge, late of Eden, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased art- desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Richmond H. Kittredge.
OSHOKNK M. K ITTl<bDU 1C.
June 5, a. d. 1900.

tied himself of tbe

«»»d of the

ttie consulta-

husband, K.

come

and

cases so

presiding justice (always

lie

-■a

digestion and a regular bodily habit that
insures perfect health and great energy.
Only 25c at 8. D. Wiggjn h drug store.

original research for himaelf. He
does all this in the light of the discuasion
at the consultation.
When he has sat is-

bearing of cases “to go into consultation”. This consultation
held to en-

easily
witty, too, and these gifts, with
her remarkable memory and pleasant
voice, make her an excellent conversaHer daily routine is more
tionalist.
severe than that of any other living millionaire, perhaps. She rises early, eats a
light brtukfast in the little dinning-room
of the Hoboken fiat, and hurries off to the
ferry. It is only a short distance from
her bouse to the sliv>, and she always
walks, be the weather what it may. Her
seem

the authorities cited

on

makes

the

able ttie

er

coun-

speed. Not only is the court deciding
the particular case, but is, perhaps, establishing a principle to govern future cases.
during

each iiis copy in his desk, and
the next case is taken up in the same way.

..:....-

Augusta, when Hud where hII eight of ttie

of his content ions and citations of authorities relied upon. These are called the
“briefs”. During the arguments ttie jus-

frequently ask questions—ask to be
referred to the page and lino in the case
where counsel’s statement can be verified

briefs of the

and the

sel, examines

case

also hands to the court written statements

tices

case

puzzling question weighing

some

The Appetite of a (ioat
Is envied by all poor dyspeptics whose
Htomach and Liver are out of order. All
such should know that Dr. King’s New
Life Pills, the wonderful Stomach and Liv-

may be announced as the decision of the
court.
In some cases, however, some
members of the minority will desire the

his

reasons

The

furnishings, and the ornamentation ia quite simple.
Words
Mrs. Green is a rapid talker.
to

its

opposing counsel then states

view of the

the

are

be

then adduces his reasons and authorities, that is, law books, in support of
bis contentions.

which one finds the name ‘l*. Dewey.’
Mrs. Green prefers that the public should
not know where tier home is situated, and
she uses t his name because her pet dog’s
name is Dewey, and site commonly calls it
‘Cutie.’ The parlor ia in the lower suite,
and is a lit tie larger than a good-sized
closet.
A coach, a small table ami three
chairs

to

not

bis mind.

r|^HE

to the law court

He

door, under each of

the

at

case

falls to

late of Orland, In the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
and the opinion sent to the reporter of the same for settlement, and all indebted
I thereto are requested to make
payment imdecisions for publication. If there is any
Arno W. King.
mediately
June 5, a. d. 1900.
dissent expressed, the whole case, with all
the papers, is sent to the two justices who
subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duty appointed administradid uot sit.
trix of the estate ot
Margaret Turner,
A correspondence then ensues between
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
me a inuring justices with a
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
view to obAll persons having demands against the estaining a tirial agreement, or at least ac- tate of said deceased are desired
to present
the
same for settlement, and
all indebted
when
a
quiescence.
Usually
maj >rily thereto
are requested to make payment imtheir
adherence
to
one
the
signify
view’,
Elizaketu True.
mediately.
J une 5, a. d. 1900.
minority consent tiiat the majority view

He then

two elec-

are

the

argued

case

it by comparison
with the authorities, that is, previously
decided cases.
If he concurs in tbe result and the
reasoning, he puts his Initials on tbe
back of the opinion as concurring generally. If he concurs in tbe result but
does not approve of the reasons given, he
so indicates on the back.
If he dissents,
he usually writes a short note stating his
reasons for such dissent.
When he has
finished he sends all the papers on to
another justice.
When all the six justices have examined the opinion, it goes
back to tbe justice who wrote it.
If all
have concurred, the decision is announced

tice, and' so, alternately, and right and
left, in the order of length of service.
When the court is opened ready for busi-

!

reads tbe

and

work.
When sitting, the senior associate justice present sits next the chief justice at
his right. The next justice in seniority
of service sits at the left of the chief jus-

in

next

frequently exchange eases,
When court adjourns each justice takes
home the cases falling to him (except
those decided at the term) and begins
work on them in his own library.
He re-

another

have his fair share of

pwriy.

brick block in

of

sitting justice. The chief justice desigwhich justices shall sit at any term,
and so arranges that each justice shall
nates

Ildty
‘•Hetty Green, ‘the richest woman in
\ uiem a,’
writes Leigh Mitchell Hodges,
iti Ladies'Home Joural, “lives modestly
There

are

a

heard

the

It is ev dent that tbe jaatiu^s fully earn
tbeir present salaries. The mental labor
Involved is great and contlnous, there being scarcely any time when a justice baa

associate justice, and so on
down the list and then round again, until
all the cases are assigned.
The justices
i

them further

in a

people.

the senior

DIS-

—

Green at Home.

boken. New Jersey.

PRESENTED,

The procedure in the Maine law coart,
to which so many cases go from the trial
courts, is not familiar to the general public, and a description will be interesting.
The supremo judical court, when sitting as a law court to consider esses
coming to it from the various trial
courts, consists of six of the eight justices of the court. The chief justice pre1
sides, or in his absence the senior associate justice present. The two justices !

us

in two small fists

ARE

OF—CASES WELL SIFTED.

make our majority such
km our friends
In Oregon have done, m>
t tie country and t he world will see that
republican!-m is mi high-water mark. Do
with our oldnot let us be
content
fashioned majority of 15 000 or 20,000, but,
Mr. President, between you and me, as
vse
have become a world power, let ua
make it a good round 30,000.
Let

matters of such vital importance to tbe

can

CUSSED AND FINALLY DISPOSED

I do not feel In this reaped, Mr. president, itn> belief that the Slate of Maine
We speak
will do U*hh than her portion.
early; weaend the no e of our election
in September to every state from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and every state in
the
great constellation will listen lntentl.v to ttie word ttiat cornea from
Maine.
moderate figure, my
I. t us set
no
friends.

COURT.

justice;
HOW

Nobody

repu oi iimi

me

LAW

—

could give to the United Htatee at tbe end
of the Revolutionary war good government.
France could not, Holland, could
not, all the nations of the world could
not do it. We established and maintained
good government because we had the
people and leaders to do it. it was Washington and the Adamses arid Jefferson
«nd Madison and Franklin and Roger
Sherman and Oliver Ellsworth and John
Jay and other great names in that lllustrious roll that gave us good government,
and they could not have done it, Mr.
President, had not the people of the thirteen colonies been, capable of assuming
it and nursing it and seeing that it grew
snd became strong and eternal.
When the proper time comes,and for me
t lie sooner tlie better, we shall abandon
Cuba, and her people there will make
their ow n government.
In Porto Rico, where the cession lias
been complete, and where there is universal acquiesence by the people, we have
Inaugurated practically tbe same policy
that we pursue with regard to Hawaii,
and I shall hail with joy the day
when
the last United Htates soldier departs
from that island.
In the Philippines the republican party
has established no fixed policy for the future. It has been left to President McKinley, and in him we trust. With bis
commission and military force there he is
seeking to establish order and the reign
of peace, and when that shall be done, Mr.
President, whatever you think about It or
whatever I think, the Congreas of the
American people and the President of the
American people, both republican I believe they will be, will settle all things
beneficently. We have left all this just
right in the Philadelphia platform. We
are to leave Cuba to the Cubans; the future of the Oriental islands is left to Congress.
Ho, Mr. President, we go into this contest. not all thinking alike upon every
subject —for the republican party tolerates difference* of opinion—but with one
com moil purpose; that is, that the government, the Riiuiiui«trauon of inis republic shall nut be, fur tbe next four

He (sivcs to Democrats Some of the
Credit—New Responsibilities.
Mr. President and Gentlemen
of the Convention:
After ttio labor mid heat of Washington,

one

demoralized,

enjoy it.

usually held up until the court’s opinion
be formally written out.
Tbe work of preporing the decisions or
METHOD
OP
PROCEDURE IN opl.ilons for publication is divided among
the justices mainly as follows: The first
STATE’S HIGHEST TRIBUNAL.
case argued at the term falls to the chief

MAINE

Josbh

Subscribe for Tub Amekican

ments,

of the

best

with all late

material,

thoroughly inspected

improve-

and warranted.

MANIFACTUBED BY

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,
F. B, AIKEX, Agent, Ellsworth.

Bangor.

at>brtti»tmtnU.
I

(PUBLIC

PERMANENT REPUTATION,
confidence is reposed we
the existence of merit.

public
proof of

Wherever

have

a

yard.
repairs.
Rev. George H. Salley, of the Free Baptist church, left Monday by team for

1;

i> Lewiston, to attend the State meeting of
€ the Free Baptist young people’s society.
He will be absent about two weeks. He
accompanied by James Taylor, of
Ellsworth Falls. Next Sunday Rev. G.
W. Avery will occupy the pulpit of the
Free Baptist church.

That such confidence is extended to

(I

evident from

fact

the

store has

patronage that

the

of

liberal

The Boston TWinacripf recently spoke
terms of high commendation of the
work done by Chaplain
1). H. Tribou,
l’. S. N., of the Charlestown navy yard,
in maintaining a naval club room fur the
in

I

received.

always

use

J

I

Our stock is now complete, comprising all the newest and most fash- j
ionable designs in fabrics out for the season. The prices are so equalized .|
to the economical requirements of the times that public confidence is 11
iurther elicited by our advantageous system of business. All who have (1
obtained for themselves a great and permanent reputation have won and

secured it by patient and persevering labor. M. Gallert’s Btore lias won
its reputation by unflinching truth and honesty of purpose, with the most

squadron
harbor.

J.

Garments and

Outside

{Ladies’

Call, and you will find it

#

i WE HAVE MADE

Jl#

!}

GOODS, CARPETS,

Suits.;*(I

so.

A SILK PUKCHASE. !

]|

WAIST8, DRESS AND TRIMMING 8ILKS.

jackets

blue

of

and

mariners of

North Atlantic

the

during their stay in Boston
This is the second year of the

experiment, which hsa embarrasncd its
managers by its
unqualified success,
largely due to the fact that in Mr. Tribou
the navy has a chaplain who “ia a man of
practical sense”.
Rev. W. R. Hunt, of East Orange, N. J.,
was greeted by a large
congregation at
the Unitarian church Sunday morning.
He delivered an inspiring sermon on two
phases of human aspiratiou—the one illustrated by the man who, overwhelmed
by the ain of the world, would seek rest
by flight; the other by the man who accepts the conditions as he finds them, and
struggles manfully to make the world
better for his living.
The idea was well
presented. The pastor of the church.
Rev. A. H.Coar, preached at Bar Harbor
Sutiday morning and at East Lamoine in

J

DRY

of the

the men-of-war

sincere and elevated efforts in behalf of the people. We have always
allied proofs with professions. What others promise we perform, and (
S the result is, whatever we state the public have implicit faith in. For <I
f > instance, we announce to you that we have received the largest, cheapest < >
I
<* and most desirable line of

11

three-masted
at Grant’s
extensive

tbe

evening.

Stephen Decatur Joy is receiving
Just the things you are looking for. They are swell styles at low prices. (•
heaped up congratulations on his marA strong combination. Here are the lots. What do you think of them?
The bride is Miss
riage on Monday.
Wash Silks at 59c. Taffeta at 75c. Colored Satin Duchess at $ 1.
Mary M. DeVaney, of Halifax, who has
ft been Mr. Joy’s housekeeper for some
Fancy Waist Silks at 50c, 75c, $1 and $1.25.
The ceremony
was
i time.
performed
Monday by John B. Redman, esq., in the
D Cloaks, Capes, Tailor-Made Suits, Dress Suits for Everybody.

I*

(J

J,

Jl

You’ll think so when you see the stock.
are lower than anybody else.

<J
-I
a

tion is called to the

Ji
c

Jl

I

I
I'

*!

$2.50.

from 12 l-2c to

prices

so

strong

a

line of

goods

put in any store

as

in ours.
We start with three different lines of extra super carpetings at 55c,
59c and 99c.
Something entirely new, both in design and make, American Straw

Mattings, made by the Grass Twine Co., of St. Paul, Minn.
Jap or Chinese matting ever made. Ten times as durable and
Rugs
tings

Price for the matting, 55c per yd.
to size.
Japanese and Chinese mat-

from 50c to $ 1.25, according
from 12 1 -2c to 49c.

Squares, Japanese

Art

largest

and Brussels

Draperies

Rugs

from the smallest to the

J\

;

•[
J|
|)
()

Muslin Ruffled Curtains at 55c to $2.50. Swiss from 50c to $5 * ;
per pair. Brussels netts, muslin netts, by the yard or piece. All kinds
of Holland shades, curtains and portiere fixtures.

J|

j

5

11
(•

values add other hundreds.

$1.50
gloves,

Our celebrated P.

P.

and $1.75 have no superior for fine grades.
in both hook and clasps, cannot be beaten.

•[

Jl

Thompson glove-fitting,

N.,

and

Warner’s,

we

carry

a

full line.

in the country with

Staple Dry Goods

everything

suitable

0
D

J

GRADUATING DRESSES.
graduates

they

may want.

*:

J
]|

j!

and Small Wares.

We have enormous quantities in these lines. Prints, sheetings, ging- (•
hams and percales, we are selling as cheap as any one. Hosiery and t
underwear; we sell better goods for less money than any one else, v
Everything in lines which are usually only kept by dealers in larger

[

cities

11
11 goods of

J>

have in stock.

we

us

j

It is'safer and more satisfactory to buy your .)
than send away for them. We can supply you all right.
11

M.

|

GALLERT.

EUREKA

t

The ELECTRIC SPRAYER,

I

FLY KILLER,

for spraying plants,
stroying potato bugs,

J
if

For Cattle and Horses.

|

or

lice

on

dedies

cattle

and

horses.

I

PEARL, AGATE and GRANITE WARE.
CROCKERY and TIN WARE.
FISHING TACKLE.

Stoves and Furnaces.

BLUE-FLAME OIL STOVES—the only odorless oil stove in
Hot Water and Steam

Heating.

Plumbing

recent

a

issue

of

interest the many frleuds hereabouts of Rev.
and Mrs. A. J. Lord and M is* Monaghan :
“The event of the week was a reception at
and will

the parsonage, to which every one was invited. The response to the kina invitation of our pastor and wife was hearty,
and the house was tilled with the old and
young, the grave aud the gay. The parsonage had ou its best clothes, as also ttie
The piazza and grounds were
guests.
trimmed with
bunting and tautens.
Ferns and flowers were in profusion, in
tlie ditiiog-room which was handsomely
trimmed in red, light refreshments were
served during me evening by two young
ladles, assisted by boys and girls. Li an
adjoining room Moore’s orchestra of
seven pieces played all the evening.
Mr.
and Mrs. Lord were assisted in receiving
by Miss Furbish, of Brunswick, Me., aud
Miss Monaghan, of Ellsworth, Me.
Miss
Monaghan, who has a tine voice of unusual sweetness and power, kindly
sang
several selections to the great delight ot
the company.
It was a delightful occabe
remembered
sion, and will
long
throughout the pariou.”
A monument of

1

#j

J(

Wr. B.,

from

is

Hartford,VtM Landmark,

I
unique but pleasing de$ 1.25, < * sign has just been set in Woodbine cemegloves
in
the family lot of the late Walter
Our 99c and $1
tery,

We have added to our already very extensive line of corsets the celebrated positive rust proof corsets, a corset which will not rust; price,
$1. We have also added to our stock for a high grade corset, the cele- 4
brated Redfern; price, $2.50 and $5. Besides these we have the best 4
50c corset in the market. Our stock of the well-known makes of <•
P. &

thirty.

following

at

CORSETS.

all the

0

the

j)
{I

KID GLOVES.

Bresnahsn and
No one Would

guessed to have seen the happy
bridegroom that three-score years and
ten have passed over his head, and that he
had fought with Fsrragut and the then
youthful Dewey when the I’nion fleet
steamed by the confederate forts on the
Mrs. Joy is still on the
Mississippi.
The

J(

First of the season and greater than any previous season. To the
hundreds of our kid gloves patrons we should with this stock and these

H.

witnesses.

as

suuny side of

O

!>

ami Lace Curtains.

WTe have all the material suitable for that purpose. Organdies, Swiss
I
Mulls, Lawns, Laces for trimmings, also allovers. We are ready to supply

1^

|

j)
(1

|

in size.

Our

j|

Beats any
handsome. < *
For chambers and cottages it has no (1

Can be washed and easily cleansed.
equal. Rugs of the same material.

Moor

have

s

t

CARPETS.
There has never been

S
*

that is new in dress goods. Particular attenfabrics suitable for tailor-made suits and rainy

Dress Goods at

Harry

John

of

presence

(1

everything

# weather skirts.

('

»j

prices

GOODS.

DRESS
We have

Our

a

use.

Jordan

Smith.

The

monument

was

daughter, Sallie Agnes
York city, under the
direction of her brother, M. S. Smith, of
Ellsworth. It is what it known as a

erected

by his
Smith, of New

boulder

monument.

quarried base is set
base

a

On a large, roughrough boulder. The

of this monument is

inches

five

long, three feel eight

and two

feet

thick.

It

feet

three

inches

wide

is

Desert
Macomber’s
Mt.

granite, from Campbell &
quarry. Tue base is
roughly

finished,
except the (rout, which is smooth tin is bed
ana on which is engraved
tbe record.
Tbe base weighs about four tons. Tbe
boulder

weighs about one ton. On it
is engraved the family name, but otherwise li is

just

The monument

as

taken

from

tbe

field.

engraved and set by
11. W. Dunn, of Ellsworth. It is the only

J.

P.

monument of the kind iu this

vicinity.

The Minneapolis (Minn.) Journal of
June 20 prints the following account of
the weddiug of Miss Gertrude M. Haynes,
formerly of Ellsworth, which was mentioned in The American at the time.
“The marriage ot
Miss Gertrude M.
Haynes and Austin D. Stevens took place
last evening with pretty appointments, at
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry A. Haynes.
The parlor was
transformed into a bower of green aud
white with asparagus, maidenhair fern
and carnations.
The dining-room was
most effectively decorated w ith pink and
white peonies and roses, while an archway of asparagus and pink carnations
divided the rooms.
Green aud white
formed a bower for tbe bridal party. Tbe
bride’s gown was of white mousseiine de
sole over lavender taffeta.
The trained
skirt was finished with a flounce edged
with white satin ribbon.
The b dice
was draped with a fichu with long ends
falling to tbe knees. Tbe bridal bouquet
was of bride roses and carnations.
After
the service an informal reception
was
held and refreshments served.
Only tbe
immediate relatives were preseut.
Mr.
aud Mrs. Stevens will be at home after
15
2629
at
avenue
N.”
July
Lyudale

Specialty.

ELDRIDGE,

-------

COUNTY NEWS.
fbv additional County Newt

eta

other payee

BrooklU.

The Northern Leader, ot Fort Fairfield,
printed the following In a recent issue:
“Mias Mattie L. Hopkins, oar beloved
assistant in the high school, started oo
Monday, Jane 17, fora well-earned and
Miss Hopkins
much-needed vacation.
will spend a few days in Bangor and
vicinity, thence to Brooklin, Me., where
she will spend a few weeks with Miss
Tibbetts at the delightful summer cottage
of Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts, of Washington,
D. C. It is sincerely hoped by the many

fiends of

Ellsworth, Me.

Miss Hopkins that she may rein the fall renewed in health

»ee

other page*

wife, of Ellsworth,
and Miss Mooney, of Bangor, were in
town last week, visiting relatives and
friends.

spondents.

Mrs. Gertrude Woods and two little
daughters Marion and Ilsurs. of Waterville, who have been visiting relatives
here, returned home Friday.

Ellsworth Falls, July 2 (special).—
During the shower of last Wednesday
afteriioou the house of Charles W. Dun-

Miss Ardella Haslem died Thursday
morning, June 21, with consumption.
The funeral services were held at the
church Saturday at 10 a. rn. Rev. B. Hyde
spoke wordsof comfort to the bereaved

badly damaged.

Amhfru.

Dr. J. H. Patten

Wednesday

at

was

Bangor

last

business.

on

Mrs. P. O. Silaby and Mra. L. E. Croaby
were

Bangor

at

last week.

Mra. Delta Klcbardaon

visiting

laat week

was

at

Brewer

relatives.

Mina Isabelle Gregg has gone to
Harbor to spend the summer.

Bar

Miss Gertrude Jewett, who has been

quite ill,
slightly improved.
Dudley Silaby bss gone to Bangor to
spend a few days with his aunt, Mrs.
is

John Clark.

Corydan Richardson went to Bar Harbor Thursday, w here be has employment
for the

summer.

Charles Smith

and

E. A. Lunt and George Jellison, who
government employ at
Hocomocko head, Hwan’c Island, came
home this week.

have been in tbe

Miss Zulma E. Lunt, who has been
Gorham all winter, returned
home this week for a short vacation. She
Intends to go back in September.
June 30.
Thelma
at school in

ham

was

Pen*Ion of Charles E.
Increaacd to fIT.

ha*

been

*

Mr*. Ardalla P. Heath and R.
ir,lD
Heath, former resident* of thl*
were married *t Roaton
Wedneaday.
Heath, who took hi* Drat lemon*
the
establishment ol A. p
pharmacy In
Paga and later went to Roston, 1* now
partner In a large drug concern In that

p|IC/
nr'

city.

Jlarth Hancock.
William Ryder went to the E**t
M«h>e
general hoapltal at Hangor Monday for a
anrglral operation. He was accompanied
by Rev. George W. Avery, of Ellaworth

Fall*, who will remain with him until
ope ml ion.

j

utter the

Rood** Pill*

cure

Lteer

III*,

K**y

digestion. Hen*lac he.
operate 2V A'irt.

RlHotunrAa,

to

ukp,

—

Jbarrtiscmcnts.

The Eminent Kidney
and Bladder Specialist.

_

—--,

by lightning and quite

struck

Ronrey

Nearly all the
injured by the tearing
piaster and a part of the

rooms

less

were more or

of paper and
was splintered.
Afire waa started
in the adjoining shed, but waa extinguished by Mr. Dunham who was returning home from work. No one was in tbs
off

piazza

family. A large congregation of friends
acquaintances gathered to pay their
last tribute of friendship and respect to house at the time.
one they
had highly
esteemed.
The
church was beautifully decorated with
West Ellsworth, July 2 (special)—
potted planta and cut flowers, showing During the severe thunder shower Wedthe loving and tender regard of friends. nesdny afternoon the lightning struck
Many flowers were sent from out of town. the house of A. It, Barron. No very seriThe remains were taken to Waltham. ous damage was done.
Vln Smith, his
Miss Haslem leaves a mother, step-father son Elmer, and his horse which was standand two sisters, who have the sympathy
ing in the driveway during the shower
and

The Hmtire 1
at Werk It
Hie Laboratory.
of their friends.
were thrown from their feet.
There Is a disease prevailing in thia
The bolt
June 30.
entered the ground after parsing through ; couniry most dangerous because so d- .ep.
tlve.
Many sudden deaths are caused by
the house.
, *nrrj.
It—heart disease, pneumonia, heart fa.'ura
Miss Lizzie I<ord, of Orland, is visiting
Penobscot, June 29 (special)—The alorm or apopleay are often the result of kidney
in Hurry.
whs t he moat, severe for st
If kidney trouble is allowed to adleast twenty; disease.
Capt. H. C. Young, Cireenteaf Sinclair years. A great deal of damage waa done j vance the kidney-poisoned blood will a"ack
the vital organs, or the kidneys themselves
and Harry Wood are at Lome for a few throughout the town. A stable owned by
break down and waste sway cell by cell
William .Heath st West Penobscot waa
days.
Then the richness of the blood—the albumen
Misses Alice Beede, Fannie Allen and struck and burned with a quantity of bay —leaks out and the aufferer has Bright's
; and .farming
Insurance,
Implements.
Disease, the worst form of kidney trouble.
; Nellie Sinclair are working In hotels at
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root the new disNortheast Harbor. Mr-- Florence Wood f300. Tnc windmill at loach’s brickyard
was blown down, a large number of shade
covery is the true specific for kidney, bladder
; will go to the same place Tuesday.
and urinary troubles. It has cured thousands
trees were ruined and several hou-ea were
of apparently hopeless cases, after all other
| Schools closed Friday, after successful struck.
; terms of nine weeks. The grammar school
efforts have failed. At druggists In fifty-oent
was taught by Miss Ena Jarvis and the
and dollar siuea. A sample bottle sen! free
Weot Eden, June 29 (special | Dur'ng
mail, also a book telling about Swamp| primary by Miss Malwd Morgan, both of the thunder shower of Wednesday slur- by
I Hurry.
Pupils not absent in the primary noon the house of Everett Higgins was Root and ita wonderful cures. Aii.-ess
Dr. Kilmer & Co.. Binghamton, N. Y. and
Florence struck by lightning but not atriously
| school during the term wer»
mention this paper.
Curtis, Lynwood Curiis, Willard Kane, dauiaged.
* Francis
L"Oii
Curtis,
Lord, Clifford
South Bkooksviijjc, June 30 (special!
Anderson, Ethel Lord, Helen Clark,
During the severe shower Wed needs y.
f Emma Cis-par.
Absent only one day:
S Elsie Sperry, I'dolph Kane. Paul Curtis, lightning struck the Buck's Harbor ini’,
The boll
doing considerable damage.
Lawrence Carter, Ethelyn Carter.
entered the roof, passed down through
1
<5.
Jo,J2
two apartments and out of a window.
IN MKMOKIAM.
There were three persons in one of the
A friend of the late Franklin W. Mor- rooms,
who
received slight
shocks.
gan, whose death wa- reported in Thk Several guests In the bouse were shocked.
Am kr I can last week, sends the following
The room w hich was most completely
—

__

Bilious.

tribute to his worth:

wrecked

The death of Franklin \V. Morgan cast a
gloom over the entire town. It wa- hard to
realize that one who had entered so heartily
Into life, and had so long occupied a prominent
place of tru-t and responsibility In tlie com
munlty, had lost his hold on material thing-and

son

passed

"Frank" was, and bad l»een for years, a fa
miliar figure among u-. He had hosts of friends
who re*|>ccted and loved him for hU generous,

genial dlsj>o-Ulon. strict honesty, unswerving
fidelity to principle, ready sympathy and desire
to help every good c*u*e, and every jierson
who needed help at wtatcver cost to hhuself.
For nearly nineteen year* he ha- been post
ma-ter at Surry with hut one bteak during
that time, lie held the office at the time of his
death.
He will be sadly missed a- a public
servant and from the part of the town vvtffcre
he lived, and from the church of which he wa-

loyal member, living the faith he professed,
making his life an open epistle "known and
read by all men".
The blow falls tno-t heavily upon hi* aged

a

mother,

who

will

reach her ninetieth birth

soon

day, and whose happiness and welfare were hU
first thought. No wish of her* wa* dented if it
was within his power to
gratify It.
Surely "a good man and true” has gone to
his rewanl.

July

2.

waa

the

one

for the

occupied

sea-

Be forehanded,

by Prof. G. W. Gilman, of Miwdvillc,
l’a., formerly of Bangor theological seminary. Prof, and Mrs. Gilmore happened

guard
against it;

and

Get

to be away for the night, it U rather a
curious coincidence that twice Mrs. Gilmore has
once

••Out of the reach of our hand*
And the sound of our voices."

lightning,

received shocks from

being unconscious several hours.

Brooklin, June
thunder

30

(special)—A

T.

a

Lottie of

‘‘L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

terrific

Be sure It Is
the ’’L. F." kind
you get.

passed over this place
Wednesday, striking in two place*, but
doing no great damage.
storm

Hi until 11

Why try to
things with
thing that <’

An Interesting caucus waa held in the
hall by the republicans Saturday
night, to choose delegates for class convention in Surry July 5, to nominate a
candidate for representative. Two candidate* were in the field —A. J. Long and
A. T. Stevens.
Each candidate had bra
list of delegates. The ballot was 111 63
town

—

July

<*-

? I v MAJOR’S
k: w
CEMENT; y
S t: :g
it
sticks.
breaks away t
MAJOR’S
Stvk to
CEMENT. P
you will buy t-fts
There
ever.

in favor of the Stevens delegation. The
follow in g are the delegates:
K. N. Osgood, John Dority, G. W. Butter, K. J.
Hinckley, S. p. Snowman, Nathaniel
Bowden, Allen Henderson. E. F. Hinckley, E. Bean.
2.

stulc
«

«ti. k

nothing
don't

as

;•»*!;
the

believe

Substitute?.

Bob.

"AiOh

S KUbBER and MAJOR S LEATHtn.
'•

To Cura Cooattpatlon Forever,
Take Ca^aieta Cauuv Cathartic 10cor»C
If C. C. C. fall to cure, <irug^»u> refund Uioney

Calvin BiilJngtou is visiting his sister,
Mrs. Waldo Cowing.
Mrs. A. C. Burrill is visiting her daugh*
ter, Mrs. F. W. Fogg, of Otis.

13

MAJOR

*“<

«n

»'
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I -HKD ICi,
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it «* *t All drorrlj't'
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c***ti

CEME*ir CO.. NEW YORK

CITY.

DO YOU

KNOW

Levi Maddox, wife and daughter, of
Bluebill, hive been visiting relatives in
town.

Miss Gertrude Burrill is at borne from
Brewer, where she has beeu teaching the
past year.
Third and fourth degrees were conferred by New Century grange on six new
members June 23.
All

the schools

picnic

at Green

veyance
teudant

July

in

lake

town

united

In

a

Saturday, conbeing provided by the superiolast

J. H. Wharff.
B.

2.

Hlrvh Harbor.

Mr,. L. A. Lindsey ban been visiting ber
Wilson iu Steuben.

sou

Amos

Leighton,

moved here for the

of

Mllbridge,

bss

summer.

M. H. Coombs and wife have returned
a viait to friends in Sullivan.

THAT
\our last year’s buggy or road wagon can be made to
equal any'uicto*
date carriage by baying A SET OK HAKO Kl'HBKK TIBBS
on
T
put

from

Mrs. Everett Qroea and eon and Mra.
Edward Grass and two children, of Btonington, arrived Saturday for a visit here.
C.
July 2.

During last May an infant child of our
neighbor was suffering from cholera Infantum. The doctors had given np all
West Eden.
hopes of recovery. I took a bottle of
Mrs. Helen Hamor has gone to NorthChamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Dlar
east Harbor for the season.
rhiea Kemedy to the bouse, telling them I
ffest SiilllvKu.
Miss May Wall, of Indian Point, is visMrs. L. M. March dropped dead from felt Bure it would do good if used accorditing relatives at Bar Harbor.
heart disease last night.
ing to direction!. In two days time the
Lorenzo Mayo, who is in the employ of
child had folly recovered. The child is
George C. Gordon, engineer on the tug
Goddard & Hunt, Bar Harbor, has gone to
now vigorous and healthy.
1 have recom“Philips Eaton”, was stepping aboard yesProvidence, K. I., for the summer.
mended this remedy frequently, and have
Miss Nellie Higgins, who is employed in terday when one of the steps gave way, never known
It to fall.—Mbs. Curtis
C. L. Morang’s store, Bar Harbor, came letting him down between the boat and
home last Tuesday to see her grandfather, wharf. He cut a long gash in bis ankle, Baker, Bookwalter, Ohio. Sold by Geo.
Alexander Higgins, who is quite ill.
A. Parcheb, Ellsworth, and W. I. Parwhich required five stitches.
J une 29.
U.
tridge, Bluebill, druggists.
S.
July 2.
turn to us
and strength”.

Horkaeon.

LIGHTNING.

was

West Tremout.

Main Street,

County .Vfrt,

Severe Storm Makes Things Interesting In Hancock County.
A series of heavy electric showers
passed over Hancock county last WednesEllsworth,
day afternoon and evening.
force of the
ss usual, escaped the full
storms, which passed either one aide or
the other, but near enough to be unpleasant for the timid ones.
From various parts of Hnncock county
come reporU of damage done by lightning. The showers were general throughout the State, and much damage was
done.
Western
Wsshington county
At
fared shout ss Hancock county.
Cherry field the bouse of Alton Grant was
Mrs. Grant
struck and badly damaged.
was unconscious for some time, but recovered.
At Mllbridge s valuable fiveyear-old colt owned by Fred Dyer was
killed in the pasture.
The story of damage in Hancock county
is best told by Thk American’s corre-

was

is

0

The

“Myronus” Is still
She is having quite

schooner

j;M. Gallert’s Dry Goods Store!;
J

H. Curtis.

Charles

!

CONFIDENCE and

tor Additional

Continued from page 1.
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THAT
I

am

patting

on a

large

number

of sets for people all

oyer

the State T

THAT
1 can

save

you some

money ?

THAT
have the largest assortment of
carriages in all styles and at all'pricM to
be found In the State of Maine T

I

THAT
I also keep Harnesses, Robes and
Horse Clothing of all kinds ?

THAT
ta^ou will do well
prices ?

to call and

HENRY
Franklin Street,

examlne'my stock and'get

E.

my

bottouTcast1

DAVIS,

(original buck board man)
....

Ellawortb, Me.

j

